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Summary
The overall aim of EfficienSea (eSea) is to improve maritime safety in the Baltic Sea region
through concise and coordinate actions. The project gathers 16 partners (national, regional
authorities and research institutes) from six countries in the Baltic Sea region. EfficienSea
consists of four thematic work packages including "Competences and Recruitment
challenges" – a package that addresses the expected shortage of competent recruits in the
maritime sector. The higher the level of competence of the human resources, the more
advanced safety, efficiency and environmental sustainability of maritime operations is.
Maritime sector aspires to be more effective, innovative and competitive and a key factor to
boost up these objectives is the personnel with the skills that are highly regarded by
employers. The stronger the link between the education institutions and the sector, the
greater the opportunities are to integrate and develop the required skills in undergraduates.
Concerning the competences in the maritime sector, one of the tasks in the package was to
explore current and anticipated future educational needs in relation to ongoing
developments in maritime sector which result in demand for various skills and knowledge.
In the beginning some key questions were formulated as follows: 1) How should we develop
and coordinate our education programmes to ensure a competitive maritime sector? 2)
What is the current range of post-secondary maritime education in BSR (in terms of
education institutions, number of students, programmes, compatibility)? 3) What will be
maritime sector competence needs in the future (in terms of existing/new business
segments, roles/positions, numbers, skills/knowledge)? Due to time and resources
limitations the questions have not been answered completely but the intention was to
contribute to a bit clearer picture of the subject.
The information on maritime sector: maritime education, recruitment and campaigns
in
discussed countries was partly provided by Country Representatives (CRs) active in the
work package and partly through distributed questionnaires. Other information comes
mainly from literature studies. The main focus was maritime sectors in Denmark, Estonia,
Finland, Norway, Poland and Sweden. However the study covered also other BSR countries
Germany Latvia, Lithuania and Russian Federation to limited extent. This study, though
disadvantaged by quite low response to the questionnaires and often inaccessible data,
provides only a rough, indicative overview of education range and competence needs in the
maritime sector in BSR. The project work coincided with the world economic crisis which
affected the results, especially the part devoted to the current and future recruitment
needs.
According to the data gathered there were roughly 3200 and 1820 students enrolled at
Deck department and Engine/Electrical department studies (both M.Sc and B.Sc level) in
2008/09 respectively. There are institutions in Norway, Poland and Sweden that educate
seafaring students at ISCED 4 (post-secondary non-tertiary) level which constitute ca 130
students enrolled to Deck department studies and 73 enrolled students to Engine/Electrical
department. There were roughly 2760 students identified within Naval Architecture/ Marine
Technology fields at both M.Sc. and B.Sc. A similar number of enrolled students were noted
for Logistics/Transport studies giving ca 2550 students at M.Sc. and B.Sc. studies. There
were: ca 570 students enrolled to studies within Oceanography/Hydrography, 740 students
in Maritime Management/Administration, 265 students within Fisheries/Aquaculture/Marine
Biology and 49 students within Maritime Law. The actual numbers are higher since the data
from some education institutions is missing. Gender imbalance in students group can be
noticed at majority of the maritime institutions and female students are in general
underrepresented.
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There were ca 59 972 land-based employees and 18 213 sea-going employees totally in the
organizations that completed the questionnaires on competence issues, representing a wide
range of branches of maritime sector.
The results show that the preferred level of education of the employees in most of the
organizations is at post–secondary level. In general persons with secondary level
background or vocational training are needed in manufacturing sector, whereas within the
Research sector and Education (Public Sector) in particular persons having academic
degrees are needed.
Recent graduates are employed occasionally and mainly for trainee positions since the
experience is often a key factor in recruitment. On the other hand the respondents
understand that recent graduates are needed to balance the age factor in the organizations.
To find employees with required skills on the market should not be a challenge according to
many of respondents since the global financial crisis changed the market situation. However
some professions may be more difficult to find on the market like engineers
(hydrodynamics) and specialists (hydrography, geodesy, geology and geophysics). In some
cases (manufacturing, shipping etc.) the employees are “imported” from other, less
developed countries.
The crucial competences expected by the respondents in the future depend on the branch.
In general engineering, seafaring, languages, IT, management skills, economics/finance,
environment/energy, project skills, legal skills and branch experience have been most often
indicated by the respondents. The ability to see and understand maritime industry as a
whole has been mentioned as an important factor which seems to be often forgotten in the
education.
To ensure supply of qualified and skilled labour to the sector one should be aware of how
the sector is perceived by society and in particular young people. The awareness on
maritime careers can be raised by suitable promotion campaigns and the promotion of the
maritime sector looks quite different in BSR countries.
The report is of preliminary character. It presents some indicative conclusions and it can
serve as a base for further research.
EfficienSea WP3 team would like thank the following organizations and companies for the
interest and the participation in the surveys:
Aboa Mare (Aboa Mare Maritime training)
Advokatfirman Lindahl KB
Akademia Marynarki Wojennej w Gdyni (Polish Naval Academy of Gdynia)
Akademia Morska w Gdyni (Gdynia Maritime University)
Akademia Morska w Szczecinie (Maritime University of Szczecin)
ARGUS Marine Surveying AB
Århus Havn (Port of Aarhus)
ASP SHIP MANAGEMENT AB
Atlanterhavsparken
Балтийская государственная академия рыбопромыслового флота (Baltic Fishing Fleet State Academy)
BMJ Maskinfabri (k A/S
Brude Safety AS
C. Breinholt A/S
Chalmers tekniska högskola AB (Chalmers University of Technology)
Copenhagen Business School - Executive MBA in Shipping and Logistics
Damen Marine Components Gdansk sp. z o.o.
Danlamp A/S
Danmarks Fritidssejler Union (Danish Yacht Association)
Danmarks Tekniske Universityt (Technical University of Denmark)
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De Nationale Geologiske Undersøgelser for Danmark og Grønland – GEUS (Geological Survey of Denmark and
Greenland – GEUS)
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Eurofinn Marine Oy Ltd
Faaborg Havn (Port of Faaborg)
Fagskolen i Kristiansand (Kristiansand Maritime College)
Fagskolen i Rogaland maritim avdeling (Maritime academy of Haugesund)
Fiskeriskolen, EUCNordvest (Fishermen Training Center)
FORCE Technology
Företagsekonomiska institutionen, Handelshögskolan vid Göteborgs universitet (Department of business
administration, School of Business, Economics and Law at University of Gothenburg)
Frog Marine Service
Gazcon A/S
Halmstad Hamn och Stuveri AB
Havsportalen Lunds Universitet (The Sea Portal at Lund University)
Horsens Havn A/S (Port of Horsens)
Högskolan på Åland (Åland University of Applied Sciences)
Høgskolen i Ålesund (Aalesund University College)
Høyskolen i Vestfold (Vestfold University College)
Inkoo Shipping Oy Ab
Inst. för Marin Miljöanalys AB
JO Safety Sign ApS
Julius IMS AB
Juridiska Fakulteten Lunds Universitet (Faculty of Law Lund University)
Kattegatt Design AB
Kemin Satama (Port of Kemi)
KLAUS HEUN SHIPPING EFTF APS
Københavns Maskinmesterskole og Elinstallatørskole (Copenhagen Marine Engineer College and Eletrical
Installation Engineer College)
Kristiansund videregående skole (Kristiansund Upper Secondary School)
Kristina Cruises Oy Ltd.
Kuressare Ametikool (Kuressare Regional Training Centre)
Københavns Maskinmesterskole og Elinstallatørskole (Copenhagen Marine Engineer College and Electrical
Installation Engineer College)
Kort & Matrikelstyrelsen, Søkortområdet (National Survey and Cadastre, Hydrographic Office)
Kymenlaakson ammattikorkeakoulu (Kymenlaakso University of Applied Sciences)
Kystdirektoratet (Danish Coastal Authority)
Lietuvos aukštoji jureivystes mokykla (Lithuanian Maritime Academy)
Liikennevirasto (Finnish Transport Agency)
Lodstilsynet (Danish Pilotage Authority)
Lyngsø Marine A/S
Marine Profile AB
Maritimt Forum Nordvest (Maritim Forum North West)
Marstal Navigationsskole (Marstal Maritime Education Centre)
Merenkulkualan koulutus- ja tutkimuskeskus (Centre for Maritime Studies, University of Turku)
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1

Introduction

The overall aim of EfficienSea (eSea) is to improve maritime safety in the Baltic Sea region
through concise and coordinate actions. The project gathers 16 partners (national, regional
authorities and research institutes) from six countries in the Baltic Sea region. The project
consists of four thematic work packages including "Competences and Recruitment
challenges" – a package that addresses the expected shortage of competent recruits in the
maritime sector. The higher the level of competence of the human resources, the more
advanced safety, efficiency and environmental sustainability of maritime operations is.
Concerning the competences in the maritime sector one of the tasks in the package was to
study current state and future educational needs within the maritime sector. To begin with
some key questions were formulated as follows: 1) How should we develop and coordinate
our education programmes to ensure a competitive maritime sector? 2) What is the current
range of post-secondary maritime education in BSR (in terms of education institutions,
number of students, programmes, compatibility)? 3) What will be the maritime sector
competence needs in the future (in terms of existing/new business segments,
roles/positions, numbers, skills/knowledge)?

What is the GAP?
An effort to
contribute to this
picture

Figure 1 A demand and supply of competences in maritime sector -a start point key question (the
roles and proportions are given just as an example)

The issue is complicated because of the diverse nature of occupations and services provided
across the sector. Although maritime career is mainly associated with seafaring there are
both sea and land based jobs in the maritime sector. Moreover the proportions of these
jobs groups in the sector seem to be much uneven. The number of shore-based personnel
in the maritime industries appears to be at least 10 times the number of serving seafarers
(Southampton Solent University, 2005).
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Working as a seafarer does not imply a lifetime career at sea and many have aspirations
towards a career ashore in the future. Therefore a possibility to switch between sea and
ashore positions is of great importance. There are many reasons, i.e. a need to be closer to
family, why persons leave the work at sea to work ashore. Seafarers, due to their sea-going
experience are often employed at shore positions where they are in contact with other
seafarers. Offering the possibility for maritime career ashore too results in attracting and
keeping young people in the maritime cluster.
The study on European maritime graduate and post graduate programmes for former
seafarers (World Maritime University, 2005) pointed out that in general a transition
education (specialized training or an advanced degree) is required for former seafarers
seeking land-based career in maritime cluster. On the job training provided by the employer
is often the case for a Chief Engineer who becomes a Marine Superintendent or a Master
Mariner who takes on the role as the Designated Person Ashore. A short course or diploma
usually leads to following job positions: Ship Surveyor, Port State Control Inspector or
Ship´s Agent whereas an advanced degree is needed for seeking employment in the
Maritime Law, Logistics, Naval Architecture or Trade and Finance sectors.
The question of competence in maritime sector is relevant also in other countries. For
instance a research performed to determine the potential demand from employers in UK for
a new foundation degree for the maritime sector revealed which areas employers (different
segments of maritime sector) regarded as important (The Mackinnon Partnership, 2006).
The following skills/knowledge areas were rated as most and less important to employers,
when considering current and future business needs (Table 1):
Table 1 Areas of skills and knowledge rated by the employers in the maritime sector (The Mackinnon
Partnership, 2006)
The most important areas

Areas of less importance

Understanding of the maritime
sector/commercial awareness

Navigation

Communication skills

Meteorology

IT and numerate skills

Oceanography

Problem solving and critical thinking

Vessel movement and management

People management

Electronics

The following skills/knowledge areas were rated most highly as being possible elements of a
foundation degree which could be designed and delivered together with employers to
provide people relevant knowledge and skills for the business (Table 2):
Table 2 Areas of skills and knowledge as elements of a foundation degree rated by the employers in
the maritime sector (The Mackinnon Partnership, 2006)
Areas rated most highly

Areas of less importance

Understanding of the maritime
sector/commercial awareness
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Communication skills

Meteorology

Health and safety

Oceanography

Ship management

Electronics

Problem solving and critical thinking

IT systems

Also the report on the mapping of career paths in the maritime industries states that
some prospective shore-based employers think that maritime education should
focus more on general management issues, including commercial and business
management (Southampton Solent University, 2005).
The following elements of the potential flexible European postgraduate programme leading
to the main sectors of the maritime industry were identified within Sitxth Framework
Programme project (World Maritime University, 2005): Maritime Law and Conventions,
Maritime Economics, Logistics and Supply Chain Management, Maritime Finance and
Maritime Safety.
The question of supply and demand of manpower in shipping sector is fundamental for
international organizations. ISF and BIMCO regularly conduct surveys on world–wide supply
and demand of seafarers (International Shipping Federation, 2009).The results from 2008
showed that 58 % of the respondents believed that the supply of officers decreased
comparing to year 2005 and 75% of the respondents stated that the demand for officers
increased. Also 37.5% of respondents believed that the supply of ratings decreased and
roughly half of the respondents thought that the supply did not change. The demand for
ratings had increased for 42% of respondents.
The aim of this report is to map the range of maritime education and the recruitment needs
in the BSR basing on data gathered in 2009/2010. The background information on
maritime sector and education in discussed countries was provided by Country
Representatives (CRs) active in the work package. Additional information comes mainly
from literature studies. The main focus was maritime sectors in Denmark, Estonia, Finland,
Norway, Poland and Sweden. However the study covered also other BSR countries Germany
Latvia, Lithuania and Russian Federation to a limited extent.
Persons that contributed with information from national maritime sectors to this report:
Dan Heering (EMA), Erko Veltson (EMA), Eva Nordström (SMA), Henriette Branstrup
(DaMSA), Jaanus Matso (EMA), Jerzy Żurek (GMU), Lise Chapman (Runde Miljøsenter),
Marcin Waraksa (GMU), Michael Peterson (SMA), Nils Roar Hereide (Runde Miljøsenter),
Pirjo-Liisa Vaittinen (KyAMK), Wieslaw Juszkiewicz (MUS), Vinjar Vikanes (VHRS), Zbigniew
Szozda (MUS).
2 Background
There are many definitions and perceptions of maritime sector boundaries. For practical
reasons in this study, the categorisation of maritime cluster and it‟s extension created by
Maritime Industries Forum and placed in a working document of the Commission of the
efficiensea.org
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European Communities (2007) was used as a groundwork. According to this description
there are seven main categories and thirty-one subcategories of activities included (Fig.2).

Figure 2 Seven main categories and subcategories in maritime sector, created by Maritime Industries
Forum (Commision of the European Communities, 2007)

The following subchapters present the employment data from BSR countries. However as it
was mentioned the sources of information, the methodology for data collection and the
definition of maritime sectors vary from country to country and therefore the employment
figures should be regarded as indicative only.
2.1 Denmark
Estimated number of personnel in Danish maritime cluster is 81000 (Sornn-Friese, 2003)
Table 3 Employment in the maritime sector in Denmark (European Commission, DG Fisheries and
Maritime Affairs, ECOTEC, 2006)

Danmark
Coastal tourism
Maritime services (incl seaports)
Marine equipment (manufacturing and
trade)
Shipping
Fisheries*
Wind energy
Shipbuilding
Boating industry
Offshore oil and gas extraction

Employement (jobs)
61628
32460
20626
14815
14060
6600
6524
5290
1287

* Data from European Commission brochure “EU Maritime Policy: Facts and Figures –Denmark”
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2.2 Estonia
Maritime sector in Estonia has been many decades under supervision of different ministries
in Moscow; therefore there is there is still some shortage of experienced specialists. The
maritime policy of Estonia is under development and is in the final stage.
It was decided in the Estonian Ministry of Economy and Communications on the last week of
2009 that the sector structure presented on figure 2 will be the basis for creating new
maritime policy of Estonia.
There were over 49000 people employed in maritime industries in Estonia in 2004 and over
half of them were working in the coastal tourism sector (European Commission, DG
Fisheries and Maritime Affairs, ECOTEC, 2006).
Table 4 Employment in the maritime sector in Estonia (European Commission, DG Fisheries and
Maritime Affairs, ECOTEC, 2006)

Estonia

Employment (jobs)

Coastal tourism
Seaports
Shipping
Shipbuilding
Marine equipment

27742
10300
4500
2701
1500

2.3 Finland
There are ca 2900 companies in the Finnish Maritime Cluster. In 2006 the total turnover of
all the companies in the maritime sector was ca 13,2 milliard euro. This is 2 milliard euro
more than in 2001. Ca 43 400 people are direct employed in the maritime sector companies
in Finland. The maritime cluster has direct or indirect influence on all the branches and on
the whole Finnish society. Regarding the indirect influences on the whole country at least
500 000 people are employed in the maritime cluster companies.
Table 5 Employment in the maritime sector in Finland (European Commisson, DG Fisheries and
Maritime Affairs, ECOTEC, 2006)
Finland
Employment (jobs)
Coastal tourism
73770
Marine equipment
19 000
Shipping
11295
Ship building
4823
Recreation boating
4500
Seaports
3559
Fisheries*
2740
Navy
2300
Maritime service
1700
Offshore supply
661
* Data from European Commission brochure “EU Maritime Policy: Facts and Figures –Finland”

2.4

Germany

Table 6 Employment in the maritime sector in Germany (European Commision, DG Fisheries and
Maritime Affairs, ECOTEC, 2009)
Germany
Marine equipment
Recreational boating
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Shipbuilding
Maritime works (e.g. dredging)
Offshore wind energy
Fisheries
Maritime services
Shipping

2.5

22
22
17
16
13
10

982
160
220
409
720
801

Latvia

Table 7 Employment in the maritime sector in Latvia (European Commision, DG Fisheries and Maritime
Affairs, ECOTEC, Latvian Maritime Academy, 2006)
Latvia
Coastal tourism
Shipping
Seaports and related resources
Shipbuilding

2.6

Employment (jobs)
24
18
11
2

300
842
046
542

Lithuania

Table 8 Employment in the maritime sector in Lithuania (European Commission, DG Fisheries and
Maritime Affairs, ECOTEC, Dagne Eitutyde, 2006)
Lithuania
Shipping
Shipbuilding
Coastal tourism
Offshore supply

2.7

Employment (jobs)
11
6
4
3

832
300
105
514

Norway

Table 9 Employment in the maritime sector in Norway (Menon Business Economics)
Norway
total:
Shipowners
Equipment producers
Service providers
Shipyards

2.8

Employment (jobs)
100 000
29%
26%
24%
21%

Poland

There are twelve areas of national economy mentioned in Statistical Yearbook of Maritime
Economy in Poland (Central Statistical Office, Statistical Office in Szczecin, 2009).
There were 10882 maritime economy entities in 2008.
Table 10 Employment in the maritime sector in Poland (Central Statistical Office, Statistical Office in
Szczecin, 2009)

Poland
Cargo handling and storage in seaports
Other activities supporting sea transport
Activity of maritime transport agencies
Sea ports authorities
Maritime and coastal waterborne transport
Construction and repair of ships and boats
efficiensea.org
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125
237
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7
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4831
1981
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998
2157
33496
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Sea fishing:
Fish and fishing products processing and
preserving
Retail and wholesale of fish and shellfish
Research and development activity and
maritime education
Maritime offices
Other activities
Total:

1175
626

2991
17595

2226
68

5537
2641

4
582
10882

1613
5251
83455

Table 11 Employment in the maritime sector in Poland (European Commission, DG Fisheries and
Maritime Affairs, ECOTEC, 2006)

Poland
Marine equipment
Shipping
Coastal tourism
Fisheries*
Shipbuilding
Navy
Recreation boating

Employment (jobs)
50-80 000
35000
33500
19900
18700
16000
3000

* Data from European Commission brochure “EU Maritime Policy: Facts and Figures –Poland”

2.9

Sweden

Table 12 Employment in the maritime sector in Sweden (European Commission, DG Fisheries and
Maritime Affairs, ECOTEC, 2006)
Sweden
Employment (jobs)
Coastal tourism
71 023
Shipping
14000
Seaports
6500
Navy
5670
Recreation boating
5000
Fisheries*
4000
Shipbuilding
2635
Maritime services
2401
Offshore wind energy
1300
* Data from European Commission brochure “EU Maritime Policy: Facts and Figures –Sweden”

In September 2009 the Government commissioned The Swedish Agency for Growth Policy
Analysis (Growth Analysis) to conduct an analysis of the Swedish maritime cluster
(Tillväxtanalys, 2010). The study estimated that the number of employees in the Swedish
maritime cluster is at least 105 000 people. However a detailed cross section of the sector
could not be performed due to missing number of employees in some parts of the cluster.
Table 13 Employment in the maritime cluster in Sweden (Tillväxtanalys, 2010)
Category

Number of
employees
ca 14 200
ca 4 300

Shipowners
Harbours
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Shipyards
Shipping services

ca 2 200
ca 2 000

An attempt to map the cluster has been also performed in the framework of the vision and
strategy for the Swedish maritime cluster –a team process driven by Maritime Forum where
maritime organisations and companies joined their forces (Sjöfartsforum, 2010).
Table 14 Employment in the maritime cluster in Sweden (Sjöfartsforum, 2010)
Category

Number of
employees
ca 70 000
ca 27 143

Manufacturing
Transport (Shipowners, harbours, ship
brokers, shipyards)

Resources (offshore wind energy)
Service and other operations
Leisure and tourism (ferry transport)
Research

80- 100
2200
11 000
1 900

3 Methodology
To grasp competence and education issues in the maritime sector in BSR the discussions in
the group were focused on a few key questions 1) How should we develop and coordinate
our education programmes to ensure a competitive maritime sector? 2) What is the current
range of post-secondary maritime education in BSR (in terms of education institutions,
number of students, programmes, compatibility)? 3) What will be the maritime sector
competence needs in the future (in terms of existing/new business segments,
roles/positions, numbers, and skills/knowledge)?
To find answers to the raised questions a mapping of range of maritime education and a
mapping of recruitment needs in maritime sector in BSR were performed. The project
methodology consisted of surveys and interviews with key organizations in the sector.
Simultaneously information on how career in maritime sector in BSR is promoted among
young people has been gathered.
Mapping of maritime education in BSR
Through cooperation of eSea partner organizations active in WP 3 of the project, an online
survey was developed to map the existing range of maritime education in the Baltic Sea
Region (BSR) and Norway. The survey was distributed via e-mail to national education
institutions listed by country representatives. A copy of the survey transferred into Word
format is found in the appendix.
The main focus was put on post-secondary maritime institutions in Denmark, Estonia,
Finland, Norway, Poland and Sweden. However the study covered also the other BSR
countries to limited extent.
Maritime education institutions have been classified in two groups:
Group A: institutions offering complete maritime study programmes at ICED 4 and 5
levels1.
Group B: institutions offering single courses related to maritime sector
Mapping of recruitment needs in the BSR maritime sector
1

Post-secondary and tertiary education (see Chapter 4)
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Through cooperation of eSea partner organizations active in WP 3 a word form survey was
developed to map the recruitment needs in maritime sector in the Baltic Sea Region (BSR)
and Möre and Romsdal County in Norway. The survey was distributed via e-mail to
organizations listed by country representatives. A copy of the survey (questionnaire I) is
attached in the appendix.
Since the initial response appeared to be low (only 35 filled in questionnaires from BSR have
been submitted) a new approach to gather information was developed. Questions regarding
the education background of the employees appeared to be rather confusing and/or timeconsuming for the respondents and thus have been removed in the updated version of the
questionnaire. Some respondents claimed that various education backgrounds can be
difficult to classify. Moreover national educational reforms that took place lead to
uncertainty in categorising of especially older study certificates.
A simplified questionnaire (II) was developed and the most challenging question regarding
education background and age of the employees has been removed. To every questionnaire
an accompanying letter written by national maritime administration or ministry (as in case
of Poland) has been attached. The response rate to the simplified questionnaires was
somewhat higher. To supplement the results the in-depth interviews with organizations
active in maritime sector were performed in each country by the country representatives
(CR). The interviews allowed for more in-depth coverage of the content of the
questionnaires and were performed in national languages, mainly by phone or personal
visits.
The draft report including the country information was circulated to country representatives
active in eSea WP3 , before producing this final report.
4

Maritime education in BSR

In order to comprehend possible differences and similarities in the maritime education
systems, an overall view on the general schooling arrangement is needed. Using UNESCO
International Standard Classification of Education (UNESCO, 2006), an international
comparison of education systems in this study could be performed. ISCED is a sensible tool
for categorization of programs. Figures 2-3 show the countries of interest and their levels of
education are classified according to ISCED.
A short description of education levels, as follows:
ISCED 0 corresponds to pre-primary education.
ISCED 1 corresponds to primary education or the first years of basic education.
ISCED 3 (upper secondary education) is generally the last period of full-time compulsory
education and the age of admission is normally 15 -16. These programmes are often
subdivided into general, technical and vocational streams.
ISCED 4 (post secondary non-tertiary education) is positioned between secondary and
tertiary education. It involves education and training courses, of length between 6 months
to 2-3 years, which are more advanced and specialised than at ISCED 3. Courses are in
general of technical or vocational nature.
ISCED 5 (tertiary education) includes programmes of academic emphasis (ISCED 5A)
principal and programmes of practical or technical training (ISCED5B).
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Figure 3 Education system: Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania (Eurydice, European
Commision, 2008)
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Figure 4 Education system: Sweden, Norway, Poland and Finland (Eurydice, European Commision,
2008)
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Figure 5 Education system in the Russian Federation (Ministry of Education and Science of the
Russian Federation, website)

This study is focused on mapping the maritime education at ISCED 5 and ISCED 4 levels
taking into consideration students who would like to gain advanced qualifications and skills
as well as to develop career in maritime sector. Young people educated at ISCED 5 and 4
tend to be emerging professionals that want to attain interesting employment, and build
professional careers. They are supposed to work flexibly and intelligently across business
environments.
What is common for almost all countries included in the study is that students usually begin
post-secondary education (ISCED 4 and 5) at age 19 years old. The exception is Russian
Federation where students enter this level of education two years earlier (Fig. 5).
In Finland, Estonia and Norway some years of compulsory work experience (min. 3, min. 1
and min. 2 respectively) are included in some tertiary education programmes which gives
the students opportunity to gain practical skills but also extends the time required to get
diploma.
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Institutions offering tertiary education in Europe are under the process of adapting the
Bologna process model. The model is a three cycle system: bachelor/master/doctor and the
adaptation would lead to increased harmonisation of the education systems.
Maritime education at ISCED 5 and ISCED 4 levels is mainly offered at traditional MET
institutions (maritime universities and universities of applied sciences). Naval architecture
and marine technology studies are often available at technical universities. Besides that,
some institutions of higher education provide courses in maritime studies (maritime law,
maritime logistics etc).
STCW
There are special eligibility requirements for officers and crew regulated internationally
through the so-called STCW Convention (International Convention on Standards of Training,
Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers). STCW was first adopted in 1978 and
amended in 1995 by International Maritime Organization (www.stcw.org). The convention
gives guidance on the minimum standard for training for seagoing personnel and many
maritime education institutions implement the standard in the study plan. For that reason
the education programmes are divided in this report into STCW regulated studies (e.g.
Navigation) and non STCW regulated studies (e.g Maritime Law).
Compatibility of education systems in BSR – entry requirements
A question of recognition, transparency, flexibility and mobility, between BSR postsecondary education systems is currently vital. It would be most favorable if the students as
well as employers across the region could understand the full range and relationship
between the different national higher education qualifications. Providing qualifications which
are comparable across Europe contributes to an increase in mobility of students and
graduates.
Tables 15 and 16 present a summary of entry requirements to post-secondary institutions
in Estonia, Finland, Denmark, Norway and Sweden.
Table 15 Entry requirements, STCW regulated studies
Entry requirements, STCW regulated studies

Country

ISCED 4
B.Sc.

Estonia

Secondary education

Finland
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ISCED 5
M.Sc.

-Completed
secondary school
education (a
respective certificate
and the state
examination
certificate)
-a health certificate
by the order of the
Minister of Social
Affairs (regulation
no 51 from
16.03.2005)

Completed B.Sc. in the
same field + min 1 year of
work experience in the
same field of study after
graduation;

-Completed upper
secondary general or
upper secondary
vocational education
-special entrance
test for captain
students
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Norway

Secondary education

Poland

- Secondary Schoolleaving Certificate (A
level not mandatory);
- Health Certificate for
Seafarers

Sweden

Upper secondary school
certificate

-Completed upper
secondary school
with a higher level in
mathematics and
physics (2MX and
2FY respectively)
- Secondary Schoolleaving
Certificate(Alevels);
- Health Certificate
for Seafarers;
- Filled Application
Forms;
- Statement of
unpunishability;
Taking an oath.
To a 3-year
programme:
Completed upper
secondary school,
including
mathematics,
physics and English
and min. 24 months
of eligible
experience

- Bachelor of Science
degree in the same or
equivalent field of study;
- Health certificate
(general)

To a 4-year
programme:
Completed upper
secondary school,
including
mathematics,
physics and English

Studies for seafarers require a health certificate issued by a certified medical doctor. In
Estonia and Poland such a certificate must be submitted at the time of applying to the
studies. In Finland the candidates after being admitted to the studies should provide a
health certificate issued by a designed medical doctor. In Norway and Sweden students
must have approved medical certificate for seafarers by the time of their first sea-going
practice.
Table 16 Entry requirements, non STCW regulated studies
Entry requirements, non STCW regulated studies

Country

ISCED4
B.Sc.

Estonia
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ISCED 5
M.Sc.

Completed
secondary school
education ( a
respective certificate
and the state
examination
certificate)

Completed B.Sc. in the
same field + min 1 year of
work experience in the
same field of study after
graduation;
Completed B.Sc. in the
different field + min 3
years of work experience
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Finland

Norway

Secondary education

Poland

- Secondary Schoolleaving Certificate (A
level not mandatory);
- Health Certificate
(general).

Completed upper
secondary school
with pass marks
- Secondary Schoolleaving
Certificate(Alevels);
- Health Certificate
(general);
- Filled Application
Forms;
Taking an oath.
- Completed upper
secondary school,
including
mathematics,
physics and
English

Sweden

in the field of chosen
curriculum
Completed B.Sc. + min. 3
years of work experience
in the same field of study
after graduation
Bachelor of Science
degree in the same or
equivalent field of study
- Bachelor of Science
degree in the same or
equivalent field of study;
- General health
certificate

Bachelor of Science
degree in the same or
equivalent field of study
In case of international
programmes also an
English proficiency test
required

In all analyzed countries the entry criteria to post-secondary STCW regulated studies at
B.Sc. level require completing beforehand secondary school with various requirements
(state certificate, advanced levels of specific subjects etc.). Additionally there is an entrance
test for candidates for nautical studies in Finland.
Maritime education institutions
The following tables present the summary of maritime education institutions in each
country, with focus on post-secondary level institutions.
Table 17 Maritime education institutions in Denmark

Denmark
Level/type of
school

Qualifications

secondary schools High school gradudate
post secondary
schools

Engineer, cook, officer,
master etc.

maritime
universities,
STCW certified

There are no maritime
universities in DK

universities non
STCW (e.g. ship
building)

Universities where
maritime specialization is
possible
B.Sc., M.Sc., MBA
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City/cities

Owner

Marstal, Frederikshavn,
Skagen, Svendborg
Skagen, Marstal,
Thyboroen, Fredrikshavn,
Fredericia, Copenhagen,
Nyborg, Svendborg,
Skagen, Aahus,

Public

Esbjerg, Lyngby,
Copenhagen

Public

Public
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Table 18 shows the number of graduates from the maritime training programmes in
Denmark.
Table 18 Number of graduates in 1st half year 2009 (Danish Maritime Authority, 2009)
Master: 23
Marine engineer: 180
Ship‟s officer: 81
Senior officer : 102
Junior officer Single to dual Ship‟s assistant (basic): 67
Ship‟s assistant (traditional): 30
Ship‟s assistant (professional):49
Ship‟s mechanic (basic)Ship‟s machinist Maritime preliminary course:6
Skipper 1st class (fishing vessel): 45
Skipper 3rd class (fishing vessel): 24
Commercial fisherman – basic:12
Commercial fisherman – safety course: 34
Adult education, officer: 2
Workship training Electrical installation technician HFshipping Others - 23
In total: 678
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Table 19 Maritime education institutions in Estonia
Estonia

School

Level

Qualifications

City

Owner

Estonian Maritime
Academy (EMA)

Professional higher
education (maritime
university)

STCW (B.Sc., M.Sc.),
non STCW (B.Sc., M.Sc.)

Tallinn

Governmental

Tallinn

Governmental

Tallinn
University of
Technology
(TUT)

University

also STCW courses
non STCW (B.Sc., M.Sc.)
B.Sc., M.Sc., Phd

University of Tartu
(UT)
Nautical School of
EMA

University

B.Sc., M.Sc., PhD

Tartu

Governmental

vocational secondary
education

STCW, non STCW

Tallinn
Tartu
Pärnu
Orissaare

Governmental

Pärnu

Governmental

Pärnu

Governmental

Tallinn

Private

secondary education
secondary education
Maritime Centre of
Pärnu (under
EMA)
Reval Maritime
School
19 Training
Centres
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STCW operational
level

also STCW courses
STCW, non STCW
STCW courses
STCW (maritime class:
ordinary seaman,
motorist)
STCW
also STCW courses
STCW, non STCW
also STCW courses
non STCW
also STCW courses

vocational education
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Tallinn,
Toila,
Kuressare,
Tartu,
Muraste,
Narva,

Governmental

Governmental
/private
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Table 20 Maritime education institutions in Finland
Finland
Level/type of
Qualifications
City/cities
school
4 post secondary STCW operational level
Kotka, Rauma, Turku,
schools (2 Finnish
Mariehamn
speaking and 2
Swedish
speaking)
4 universities of
applied sciences
STCW certified (2
Finnish speaking
and 2 Swedish
speaking)
1 National
Defense
University / Navy:
cadets education
6 training centres
(of which 2
Swedish
speaking)
2 universities of
applied sciences
non STCW Finnish
speaking);
4 universities
(winter
navigation, naval
architecture,
maritime
transport,
environment and
sea biology; 2
Finnish speaking
and 2 Swedish
speaking)
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Owner
Municipalities /
corporations

B.Sc. + STCW
management level

Kotka, Rauma, Turku,
Mariehamn

Municipalities
/corporations

STCW operational level

Helsinki

State owned

STCW courses +
continuing professional
education

Kotka; Espoo-UpinniemiLohja; Turku; Mariehamn

State owned /
Municipality /
corporations

M.Sc.

Kotka, Rauma

Municipalities

M.Sc. + courses and
study modules

Helsinki, Turku

Municipalities
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Table 21 Maritime education institutions in Norway
Norway
Level/type of
school
21 secondary
schools

Qualifications

City/cities

Secondary stage 3

3 post secondary
schools
1 maritime
university STCW
certified

B.Sc. + STCW

5 training centres

STCW

1 university non
STCW
2 maritime
simulator centres

M.Sc., PhD.

B.Sc. + STCW

Owner

Honningsvåg, Storebø,
Bergen, Fosnavåg,
Kristiansund, Ålesund,
Rørvik, Sistranda,
Trondheim, Leknes, Bodø,
Oslo, Haugesund,
Stavanger, Hundvåg,
Deknepollen, Tønsberg,
Kristiansand, Skjervøy,
Tromsø
Vestfolt, Haugesund,
Ålesund,
Tromsø

Municipalities

Ålesund, Tromsø, Horten,
Kongsberg
Trondheim (NTNU)

Joint stock
company
State
government
State
government,
research
organization

Haugesund, Trondheim

State
government
State
government

Poland
Maritime education in Poland is offered in following education institutions are listed in Table
19.
Table 22 Maritime education institutions in Poland
Poland
Level/type of
school
7 secondary
schools

Qualifications
Technician; A level;
STCW support level

Government

B.Sc., M.Sc.,
STCW operational level

Szczecin, Gdynia

Government

STCW courses

Szczecin, Świnoujście,
Kołobrzeg, Darłowo,
Gdynia, Sopot etc.
Szczecin, Gdańsk

Gov/private

STCW operational level

4 universities non
STCW (e.g. ship
building,
oceanology)

B.Sc., M.Sc.

Confidential

Owner

Szczecin, Darłowo,
Świnoujście, Gdansk,
Nakło, Kołobrzeg,
Kędzierzyn- Koźle
Szczecin, Gdynia

2 post secondary
schools
3 maritime
universities STCW
certified
(incl. 1 navy)
Abt. 20 training
centres
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There are several pathways of maritime education in Poland (Southampton Solent
University, 2005):
1. By vocational courses and exams at Maritime Administration including mandatory
seagoing practice for candidates entering after 12 years of basic education. Obtained
licenses based on sea time served. Seafarers only.
2. By secondary vocational schools and apprentices, mainly aimed at the shipbuilding,
repair industry and seafaring
3. By way of private maritime schools offering a fast track Diploma Course to students
entering after 12 years of basic education. The education includes 12-14 months at
sea. Graduates obtain a license as of the watch, and will earn higher licenses based
on sea time served. Seafarers only.
4. By 3.5-4 years university level education (B.Sc.) for students entering after 12 years
of basic education. The education for seafarers includes sea-time on training vessels
and in the Navy. The universities offer 1.5 year M.Sc. programmes.
In academic year 2006/7 there were 10 500 students (including 22 foreign students)
studying at Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) for Maritime Studies in Poland which
represented ca 0,5 % of total pool of students at Polish public and non-public HEIs
(1 941 445 students) (Eurydice, European Commision, 2008).
Sweden
Table 23 Maritime education institutions in Sweden
Level/type of school
9 Secondary schools, STCW II/4

2 STCW certified ( II/1-3, III/13) universities, Navy
World Maritime University

STCW certified (V and VI)
training centres

Sweden
Qualifications
Motorman /matros
(navigational or
engine room watch)

B.Sc. and M.Sc.,
STCW operational
level
M.Sc. and PhD and
Executive
development
programs
Medical first aid, fire
fighting, survival,
tanker and ro-ro
passenger certificates

City
Härnösand,
Gothenburg,
Tjörn,
Stockholm,
Visby,
Öckerö,Visby,
Helsingborg,
Karlskrona
Gothenburg
and Kalmar

Owner
Municipality

Malmö

UN

Visby,
Halmstad,
Gothenburg,
Stockholm,
Härnösand

Private

Government

The gender imbalance in students group is an overall 85/15 relation between men and
women. The most attractive program to women is the shipping and logistics program, which
has 34 % female students. The trend is an increase of female students; from 7 % in 2002
to 15 % in the fall of 2008.
Germany, Latvia, Lithuania, Russian Federation
There are four Fachhochschule (university of applied science) and four Fachschulen offering
Nautical Studies and three Fachhochschule and three Fachschulen offering Marine
Engineering in Germany (Southampton Solent University, 2005).
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Table 24 Maritime education institutions in Germany
Level/type of
school
4 vocational
school for
seafarers

8 post-secondary
maritime
institutionsnautical science

Germany
Qualifications
Full AB and motorman
licenses, watchkeeping
licenses for deck and
engine departments,
basic safety, survival craft
and rescue boat
certificates
STCW

6 post-secondary STCW
maritime
institutionsmarine
engineering
6 universities –
B.Sc., M.Sc.
naval architecture

City/cities
Lübeck- Travemünde,
Rostock,Elsfleth,
Flensburg

Bremen, Cuxhaven,
Elsfleth, Flensburg, Leer,
Wernemünde
Bremerhaven, Cuxhaven,
Flensburg, Warnemünde

Kiel, Bremen, HamburgHarburg, Berlin, Rostock,
Duisburg Essen

Under Soviet power it was not possible to create maritime institutions of higher education in
Latvia (Strauchmanis, 2003). Riga Technical University started to offer maritime education
in 1989 and Latvian Maritime Academy (LMA) was founded in 1993. There are six
programmes offered at LMA: navigation, marine engineering, ship electrical automation,
port management, port structures and hydrographics (LMA website). Instruction is carried
out mainly in the Latvian language but some courses are offered in English. Study
programmes are financed from either the state budget or students themselves pay for
tuition (i.e. the port management programme).
There are three levels of maritime education and training in Lithuania (Paulaskas &
Sakasys, 2003):
First marine education and training level (seamen and motorman level). This education is
organised in maritime school and special training courses which fulfil STCW 78/95
convention requirements.
High marine (non university) level (deck officers, ship engineers, port services specialist). At
Lithuania Maritime Academy students study in average 4 years.
High marine (university education) level (navigators, ship engineers, naval architecture,
ship´s electro engineering, port technology, port management and other). Klaipeda
University offers 5- year study for navigators and ship engineers (STCW 78/95) and 4- year
study for the rest of specialities (bachelor degree) such as civil engineer, naval architecture,
port technology and others. Two additional years are requested for the master (magistrate)
courses: (port management, ships design, port construction design and others.
A lack of smooth transition between non university studies and university studies was
described as a main problem in maritime education system in Lithuania (Paulaskas &
Sakasys, 2003). Students graduating 4-year studies in Lithuania Maritime College (now
Lithuanian Maritime Academy) must take obligatory compensations courses of 2-2,5 years
before they can study master courses at university. Big differences were noticed in study
programs between College and university in mathematics, physics, theoretical mechanics,
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strength materials and other main engineering education modules, which increase additional
study time.
The maritime education system in Russian Federation comprises (Kostylev, 2003) 1
university, 2 academies and 6 marine colleges. River Fleet has its own university, 3
academies and 12 colleges. Students can study either full-time or take extramural studies.
According to Kostylev (2003) Russian maritime system includes most often more general
fundamental engineering training (mathematics, physics, chemistry) in the curriculum in
comparison to other countries.
Maritime education system is controlled by Ministry of Education and Ministry of Russian
Federation. There are 4 departments in the education system which have following
educational institutions providing training with regard to the national and international
requirements: sea transport, river transport, fishing fleet and navy. Training methodical
centers established by Ministry of Education at leading higher educational institutions
coordinate national and international standards on lines of training.
As in other countries the decrease in interest of sea profession among young people was
noticed in Russia.
Table 25 Maritime education institutions in Russian Federation (Valmars) (IMO, 2000)
Level/type of
school
6 Maritime
colleges

Russian Federation
Qualifications
City/cities
STCW

10 Marine
STCW
universities STCW
certified

Owner

St. Petersburg,
Murmansk, Rostov-onDon, Arkhangelsk,
Astrakhan, Vladivostok,
Saratov, Nizhnyy
Novgorod.

governmental

St. Petersburg,
Novorossiysk.,
Vladivostok,
PetropavlovskKamchatskiy,
Kaliningrad., Murmansk.
Nizhnyy Novgorod

governmental

Common areas of study
Maritime education programmes can be grouped into main areas. Sometimes it is just a
matter of semantics that the study names differ slightly in different countries or even within
the boundaries of the same country.
Nautical Science (seafarers)
Students are trained for a career as seaman or deck officer depending on the level of
education and type of school. At maritime academies studies usually consist of a
combination of science courses, social studies and certificate-oriented courses. Seagoing
practice is a part of study programme and studies are regulated by STCW convention.
Marine Engineering (seafarers)
The engineering discipline concerned with the machinery and systems of ships and other
marine vehicles and structures. Marine engineers are responsible for the design and
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selection of equipment and systems, for installation and commissioning, for operation, and
for maintenance and repair. They must interface with naval architects, especially during
design and construction (Mc Graw-Hill´s Encyclopedia of Science and Technology Online).
Shipping and Logistics studies
Studies usually consist of several modules that cover shipping and ships in the transport
chain (movement of goods and passengers). Students have opportunity to deepen their
knowledge in the operation and management of seaports/terminal, transport economics,
laws and regulations. The graduates should be capable of taking over planning and
organisational responsibilities in shipping companies as well as in port/harbour and storage
house companies.
Naval Architecture
An engineering discipline concerned with the design of ships, boats, drill rigs, submarines,
and other floating or submerged craft. The naval architect creates the initial overall concept
for a new ship, integrates the work of other specialists as the ship design is developed, and
is specifically responsible for the hull and superstructure shape, general arrangements,
structural design, weights and centers calculations, stability analysis, hydrodynamic
performance assessments, propeller and rudder design, and the arrangement and outfit of
all living and working spaces, other than machinery spaces. (Mc Graw-Hill´s Encyclopedia of
Science and Technology Online).
Ocean engineering
Ocean Engineering students usually deal with structures and systems in or adjacent to the
ocean, including offshore platforms, underwater submersibles, coastal structures and other
ocean systems and ocean environmental engineering systems.
Hydrography
In general this field is focused on mapping or charting of the oceans. The science deals with
the measurements and description of the physical features of the water basins and their
adjoining coastal areas, with particular reference to their use for navigational purpose (Mc
Graw-Hill´s Encyclopedia of Science and Technology Online).
Oceanography (marine science, oceanology)
The science of the sea; including physical oceanography (the study of the physical
properties of sea water and its motion in waves, tides, and currents), marine chemistry,
marine geology, and marine biology. The need to know more about the impact of marine
pollution and possible effects of the exploitation of marine resources, together with the role
of the ocean in possible global warming and climate change. Improved understanding of the
sea has been essential in such diverse fields as fisheries conservation, the exploitation
of underwater oil and gas reserves, and coastal protection policy, as well as in national
defence strategies (Mc Graw-Hill´s Encyclopedia of Science and Technology Online).
Maritime Law
Studies are focused on legal aspect of maritime activities regarding technical development,
trade etc.
Maritime Management
Business and leadership studies in relation to maritime sector activities. Usually combines
theory with the practical skills.
Inland Shipping
The navigation of inland waterways, i.e. navigable rivers, canals, lakes, inlets, etc (EEA)
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Results from QED
The response rate to the survey sent to educational institutions was as follows: Denmark
23%, Estonia 20%, Finland 50%, Norway 17%, Poland 20% and Sweden 31%.
However, the questionnaires were quite often returned incomplete. The following section
summarizes the information mapped in the project.
Fields of maritime education in BSR
The fields of studies existing in the region were set in bigger groups of related sciences and
summarized in the appendix. The data gathered, due to low response rate and/or missing
data, give only partial picture of the quantity of students of maritime sciences in BSR.
Through mapping of the maritime education institutions the following numbers of students
enrolled to different field of studies could be identified. A STCW regulated education
(Nautical Science and Marine Engineering) at ISCED 5 level is offered in all countries of
BSR, usually at B.Sc. level. There were roughly 3200 and 1820 students enrolled at Deck
department and Engine/Electrical department studies in 2008/09 respectively. The numbers
presented are sums of both M.Sc. and B.Sc. level studies. According to the data gathered
there are institutions in Norway, Poland and Sweden that educate seafaring students at
ISCED 4 level which constitute ca 130 students enrolled to Deck department studies and 73
enrolled students to Engine/Electrical department. There were roughly 2760 students
identified within Naval Architecture/ Marine Technology fields at both M.Sc. and B.Sc. A
similar number of enrolled students were noted for Logistics/Transport studies giving ca
2550 students at M.Sc. and B.Sc. studies. There were: ca 570 students enrolled to studies
within Oceanography/Hydrography, 740 students in Maritime Management/Administration,
265 students within Fisheries/Aquaculture/Marine Biology and 49 students within Maritime
Law. The actual numbers are higher since the data from some education institutions are
missing.
A detailed description of the programmes and courses offered can be found in the appendix.
It should be noted that the list is incomplete.
International approach in maritime education in BSR
There is a rich diversity of languages spoken in countries in Baltic Sea Region; Baltic
(Latvian, Lithuanian), Finno-Ugric (Estonian, Finnish), Germanic (Danish, German,
Norwegian, Swedish) and Slavic (Polish, Russian). Whether a general communication
between representatives of the same language families is due to mutual intelligibility eased,
a proper communication “outside” its own language family requires an intentional study.
Already now students of maritime sciences in some cases move to another country in BSR
for studies e.g. Sweden/Norway or Sweden/Swedish-speaking municipalities in Finland.
However offering programmes and courses in English by education institutions is a way of
attracting even more students from abroad since English is currently the most popular
foreign language taught at schools in BSR countries.
The mobility of students within the BSR is subject to among others the range of education
offered in English. The study showed that some maritime post-secondary institutions in the
region offer programmes and courses in English, for the most part at M.Sc. level. The range
and number of courses related to maritime sciences offered in English differ between
education institutions.
Currently there is scarcity of B.Sc. programmes in English for seafarers (STCW regulated) in
the region. A complete programme in English leading to B.Sc. degree in Maritime
Management has been newly offered by Novia University of Applied Sciences in Finland. The
graduates from the programme are intended to become professional and versatile master
mariners.
A bunch of courses at B.Sc. level for seafarers at both Marine Transport Department and at
Marine Engineering Department is offered by Latvian Maritime Academy. It is possibly to
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choose various courses via Erasmus agreement at some maritime academies. In some cases
the tuition due to language barrier may be conducted on individual basis.
For non- seafarers the variety of courses is a bit wider. One can get B.Sc. degree in
Logistics at Kymenlaakso University of Applied Sciences in Finland, an executive MBA in
Shipping and Logistics at Copenhagen Business School in Denmark or choose some marine
technology courses at B.Sc. level at Helsinki University of Technology.
When it comes to maritime education at M.Sc. level the international students have much
more to choose from in the region. Navigation at M.Sc. level will be given at the Maritime
University of Szczecin in February 2010. Logistics in English is taught in Sweden (School of
Business, Economics and Law of Gothenburg), Finland (Turku School of Economics).
Naval Architecture and Marine Technology is offered in Denmark (Technical University of
Denmark), Finland (Helsinki University of Technology), Norway (Norwegian University of
Science and Technology) and Sweden (Chalmers University of Technology). Maritime Law
programme is offered in Norway (University of Oslo) and Sweden (Lund University). In
Sweden it is possible to obtain a M.Sc. degree in Maritime Management (Chalmers
University of Technology) or in Maritime Affairs (World Maritime University).
There has been also an interesting project initiated in the region: via a transnational
network of universities in the North Sea Region (Denmark, Germany, Norway, Sweden and
United Kingdom) a "Northern Maritime University" (NMU) is planned to be launched until
December 2010 (Northern Maritime University). Lectures are planned to be in English.
The education at European maritime institutions has been discussed for some time now.
Among other recommendations, METNET ( World Maritime University, 2003) - a network of
29 countries, advocated already in 2003 that English as teaching language at MET
institutions in no-Anglophone countries should be promoted and that the mobility of
seafarers could be facilitated by developing a European M.Sc. degree programme for exseafarers with unlimited certificates and a B.Sc. or equivalent degree.
Gender distribution of teaching staff and students
Gender imbalance in students group can be noticed at majority of the maritime institutions
and female students are in general underrepresented (Fig.6). An exception from this rule
was observed at Aalesund University College (ca 60% female students) and Baltic Fishing
Fleet State Academy (ca 60% female students). The number of female students enrolled to
studies at Polish Naval Academy of Gdynia was almost equal to the number of male
students. However the data gathered show the total number of students enrolled to the
institutions without the distinction on which study programmes they attend. Any possible
gender differences between specific programmes´ participants are not shown.
A correlated gender distribution between the teaching staff and the students at maritime
academies could be expected and it is true for some academies studied. A relatively low
percentage of female teachers corresponds to low percentage of female students at the
same institution in case of both Swedish maritime academies and Kymenlaakso UAS,
whereas relatively high representation of women among teachers matches high percentage
of women among students at Baltic Fishing Fleet State Academy. Aalesund University
College and Polish Naval Academy of Gdynia show similar pattern: roughly balanced gender
distribution among students but underrepresented female staff. At Estonian Maritime
Academy female students constitute ca 25% of the total number of enrolled students
whereas almost half of all students at Kuressare Regional Training Center.
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Figure 6 Percentage of female teachers (T,light grey) and female students (S,red) at maritime
academies in academic year 2008/09.

There is quite balanced gender distribution among teachers at Complex of Marine Schools in
Kolobrzeg, Lithuanian Maritime Academy as well as at Åland University of Applied Sciences
but this does not reflect a similar trend among students.

Figure 7 Percentage of female teachers (T,light grey) and female students (S,red) at maritime
education institutions in academic year 2008/09.
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Teaching staff
Figures 8-11 show the percentage of female teachers (from professors to master mariners)
involved in maritime education at maritime academies.

Figure 8 The percentage of female professors (including assistant professors and associate professors)
involved in the maritime educational and training activities in academic year 2008-2009 in maritime
academies

Figure 9 The percentage of female PhD involved in the maritime educational and training activities,
academic year 2008-2009 in maritime academies
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Figure 10 Total percentage of female adjunct instructors/lecturers involved in the maritime
educational and training activities, academic year 2008-2009 in maritime academies

Figure 11 The percentage of female Master Mariners/Chief Engineers involved in the maritime
educational and training activities, academic year 2008-2009 in maritime academies
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The meaning of the word “professor” varies between countries. It denotes often he highest
academic rank but in Poland it is an honorific applied also to secondary school teachers.
That could possibly influence the answers.

Compatibility
The Bologna Process is a European reform process aiming at establishing a European Higher
Education Area by 2010. It is not foreseen that by that time all European countries should
have the same higher education system. However any obstacles to the free mobility of
students should be minimized. More transparent and comparable qualifications
make the movement process easier both for students willing to study abroad and for
graduates willing to work abroad.
All BSR countries participate in this reform process. Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany,
Latvia, Lithuania, Norway, Poland and Sweden join the Bologna process already in 1999.
Russian Federation joined the process four years later.
The preliminary mapping of post-secondary maritime education relieved that there are
many common areas of study in BSR. The names of study programmes may differ due to
semantics matter. Of course the content of study programmes should be analyzed carefully
while comparing studies.
What are the possibilities for students to move from home university to corresponding
university in another country in BSR and continue studies? Are there any obstacles to be
enrolled to post-secondary maritime school in Finland having certificate stating completing
of secondary school education in Norway? Can young people choose and accumulate,
according to their needs and interests, different education modules in BSR countries
resulting in diploma degree? What is the limitation of credit transfer?
One of the answers to these questions is obviously the overcoming the language barrier and
development of courses in English.
The Erasmus programme is a flag example of activities that increase the volume of student
and teaching staff mobility throughout Europe. Students and teachers of higher education
institutions participate in the programme. Some of the mapped universities in this study like
Lithuanian Maritime Academy offer courses in English and participate in the programme.
5 Recruitment and competence needs
Maritime sector aspires to be more effective, innovative and competitive and a key factor to
boost up these objectives is the personnel with the skills that are highly regarded by
employers. The stronger the link between the education institutions and the sector, the
greater the opportunities are to integrate and develop the required skills in undergraduates.
The following chapter summarizes the findings on recruitment challenges in the sector
viewed from the employers‟ point of view.
5.1

Results

Since only 35 filled in questionnaires from BSR have been submitted during the first round a
simplified version of the questionnaire was distributed in round two.
It was hoped to reach a response rate of 25% though the rate to the questionnaires was
lower and varied from country to country: Denmark (14,6%), Estonia (12,2%), Finland
(7,8%), Norway-one region only (16,5%), Poland (19,1%) and Sweden (18,2%).
There were several reasons why the respondents decided to not respond to the survey: lack
of interest to discuss recruitment needs in global economic crisis, lack of time, a
respondent´s feeling of very weak connection to or even not being a part of maritime
sector, restructuring processes etc. Moreover even if the questionnaire was filled in, the
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question in the questionnaire regarding the forecasted competence needs was quite often
left unanswered.
To supplement the results the in-depth interviews with organizations active in maritime
sector were performed in each country by the country representatives (CR).There were 65
in-depth interviews in total performed in the BSR with the respondents representing key
organizations in maritime sector. In many cases it was very difficult to arrange telephone
interviews with the respondents.
This section includes data gathered from 35 primary questionnaires, 142 simplified
questionnaires and 65 in-depth interviews. Big parts of the in-depth interviews are mainly
summarized in text form whereas the information about the recruitment needs and
competence needs are gathered in the tables. Moreover the information about the
competences needed at the moment and the in the future collected through the interviews
have been presented in the table form to enable the comparison. Most of the statements
are direct citations from the surveys to minimize the risk of misinterpretation. The overview
of recruitment needs per areas of business is given in more detail in Appendix V.
5.2

The respondents

There are ca 59972 land-based employees and 18213 sea-going employees totally in the
organizations that completed the questionnaires. The geographical areas of business
activities are distributed quite uniformly (Fig. 12) and often the organization indicated more
than one area of activity (e.g. both national and international). Figure 13 shows the
distribution of the types of business activities of the questionnaire respondents.

Figure 12 Geographical areas of business activities of the respondents
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Figure 13 Activities of the organisations and companies that filled in the questionnaires.

5.3 Competences needed in the maritime sector in BSR
Some interviewed companies hesitated to name specific competences which are needed at
presence and this question was left unanswered in the questionnaires. That in many cases
was motivated by the financial crisis and that fact companies are not in the position of
hiring right now. The results from both the questionnaires and in-depth interviews are
presented and grouped according to the profiles of the respondents‟ organisations.
The interviewed respondents asked about the current recruitment needs listed recruitment
per current year or recruitment at the moment of the interview and so they are mentioned
in the study. A detailed information on recruitment needs per branch is given in the
appendix.
5.3.1 Manufacturing
Beside the data gathered through the questionnaires some in-depth interviews have been
performed.
Ship building, repair, conversion
Six respondents active in “ship building, conversion and repair” segment have been
interviewed; Denmark (1), Norway (3), Poland (1) and Sweden (1).
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Recruitment needs
According to the results of the survey the current and future recruitment need for sea-going
personnel is negligible since companies of that profile have mainly land-based personnel in
their pools. Neither respondent from Denmark nor Poland thinks that there is a need to
recruit land-based personnel now. The rest of the interviewed organizations stated that they
currently would like to increase their personnel team from ca one or few percent (Norway,
Sweden) to ca 35% (Norway) employing mechanical engineers, project engineers, technical
support engineers, automation engineers, operators but also skilled workers (welders,
plumbers, mechanics). The future recruitment needs for this segment in the region are
difficult to predict. The Danish respondent would like to reach the same number of
employees (skilled workers) as before the global financial crisis and the Polish sees the need
of replacing 5-10 % of the personnel due to generation shift. The forecasts in Norway are
more optimistic and cover management, economics and manufacturing personnel. Also
highly educated engineers specialized in mechanics, automation/IT, hydraulics, electrics and
hydrodynamics are planned to be recruited. The Swedish respondent plans to hire 4-6
persons with technical skills in the nearest future.
Availability of the employees having the required skills
The opinions on the finding the employees having the required skills varied among the
respondents in BSR. In Denmark one has noticed several spontaneous applications and
many applicants per the advertised vacancies – a situation caused by the global financial
crisis that in turn forced the competing companies to reduce the number of the employees.
Other companies interviewed have noticed shortage of employees with the skills required by
the businesses. To overcome this challenge one of the Norwegian respondents looks for the
employees abroad and employs workforce from Romania and Poland i.e. countries where
unemployment rate is high. Two other Norwegian respondents thought that there are too
few engineers on the labour market. Also a profile of the company seems to be important-a
ship building company that does not have ship-designers, the engineering culture and
engineering diversity that may develop within such environment is less attractive for the
engineers. There is too low supply of candidates with diploma in hydrodynamics. On the
other hand there is abundance of other candidates due to current labour situation.
According to the respondent from Poland it's difficult to find employees who speak fluently
English, German and Portuguese which is required at the company.
It is also difficult in Sweden to find employees with the required skills on the market.
According to the respondent “a de-industrialised Sweden with lack of shipyards and heavy
industry leads to inexperienced recruitment base in a branch that demands (almost)
handover knowledge”.
Future competence needs
All organizations that were interviewed or filled in the questionnaire were asked about the
competence required now and in the near future (5-10 years from now). The competences
highly valued at the moment are engineering (electrical, automation, hydrodynamics,
hydraulics etc.) and naval architecture skills at secondary and post-secondary level.
Skillfulness in welding, construction, piping/plumbing, sanding, painting, operating the
advanced milling/drilling/lathe machining centres is also preferred. Safety matters were
taken up by the Norwegian and Polish respondents. The respondent from Denmark stated
that knowledge of renewable energy issue is important in the branch
The respondents mentioned also skills and abilities other than the technical competence in a
field-specific area like management (industrial, HR), branch experience, business skills
finance skills, knowledge of international trade and foreign languages. English as a foreign
language was mentioned most often however there is also demand for others like German
or Portuguese (Poland).
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As the one Norwegian respondent said ships are becoming more complex and advanced
therefore in the future also the building methods will be advanced. Huge increase in the
need of automation, IT and lean manufacturing competences is for that reason forecasted.
In general he engineering skills are expected to be still sought after even in 5-10 years. The
respondents pointed also 3D construction, hydrodynamics, Frosio, Nace or Icorr certification
of the key personnel and standardization of documents as crucial areas in the future.
Among the non-technical skills a global business awareness, foreign languages and
communication were listed. The respondents from Denmark and Norway mentioned that the
increased focus on environment will also increase the demand of new competences.
Table 26 Competence needs. Manufacturing/ Ship building, repair, conversion
Manufacturing. Ship building, repair, conversion
Country

Competences of sea
going personnel

Denmark
Denmark

knowledge development, flexibility, and renewable energy
Branch experience
Branch experience + Frosio, Nace or
Icorr certification of the key personnel
safety and control issues on ships
Interior design
naval architecture, marine engineering, ship production
technology, industrial management, human resource
management, business skills
n/a
Operators for advanced milling/drilling/lathe machining centres
and mechanical engineers
1) Bachelor of Science in Nautical Studies 2) Chief Engineer and Second Engineer education
3) Master and Chief Mate education
n/a
Electrical/Automation engineering skills
n/a
B.Sc. and M.Sc. of: 1) Ship Design 2) Marine structures 3)
Marine systems Engineering 4) Mechanical Engineering 5)
Hydrodynamics
n/a
various categories and
The ships are becoming more complex
levels within
and advanced, as are the building
engineering
methods. Huge increase in the need of
automation, IT and lean manufacturing
competences.
Increased focus on environment will
also increase demand of new
competences.
n/a
Skilled workers within
3D construction, automation and
welding, construction, English language
piping/plumbing,
mechanics
and
automation. Moreover
the
potential
employees should be
engineers (mechanics,
construction,
automation).
The
personnel should have
HS&E competences and
should speak English
well.

Denmark
Estonia
Finland

Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway

Norway

Norway

Competences of land
based personnel

Crucial competencies in 5-10
years

Norway

n/a

Engineering
at
Bachelor, Master, PhD
level
within:
Mechanical,
Automation,
Hydraulics,
Electrical
and Hydrodynamics.

hydrodynamics,
global
business
awareness and foreign languages

Poland

n/a

experience

Communication skills; international
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international
trade;
foreign
languages
(English;
German;
Portuguese)
Poland
Poland

Poland
Poland
Sweden

n/a

Sweden
Sweden

staff exchange programs;
standardization of documents

Safety at sea
steel treatment,
ship lift operator
welding, sanding and
painting
Foreign languages, engineering, finance skills
expertness
engineering at
mechatronics
secondary or postsecondary level
Ship electricians
Ship electricians
Lawyer (maritime law)
Staff in ports, shipping, naval
engineers etc

Education level required
The preferred education background of the employees is at post-secondary level (B.Sc.
M.Sc., PhD degree in ship design, marine structures, marine systems engineering,
mechanical engineering and hydrodynamics) or secondary level. Nevertheless also skilled
workers are needed.
Quality of the graduates and cooperation with the education institutions
All companies interviewed employ recent graduates for different reasons; “for apprentices‟
posts”, “to train graduates according to company´s own methods and systems”, “it is easier
to recruit graduates than experienced engineers”, “to balance the age factor in the
company”, “there are lots of useful competences among the graduates”.
The competences gained by the graduates at schools are in general at acceptable level
according to the respondents. Still training in international trading (Poland), foreign
languages (Norway, Poland), employment skills, team spirit and responsibility (Sweden)
should be improved during the education at schools.
The organizations cooperate with the education institutions to different degree in different
projects, apprenticeships. The company from Norway participates in the dialogue with
maritime education institutions through membership in a regional organization for marine
industry. The respondent from Norway believes that the company may have influence to
some extent on education programmes at the institutions that educate/train potential
employees whereas the respondent from Poland doubts that the organization may have any
influence on education programmes.
Boat building, repair, conversion
Beside data gathered through the questionnaires, two respondents from Finland and one
respondent from Estonia, active within “boat building, conversion and repair “segment, were
interviewed
Recruitment needs
In general the recruitment need concerns land-based personnel however a company from
Estonia would like to currently employ persons with skipper´s license to transport the build
products. Also in Finnish company the same personnel is navigating and testing the boats.
The posts that the respondents would like to fill in now are small craft engineers (with
professional higher education), personnel with know how in hydraulics, engines, heating and
ventilation equipment and systems and certificated small boat builders and carpenters (in 2
years). Except for the respondent from Estonia that is in expanding phase the needs are not
large at the moment. Nevertheless they are predicted to increase in the future. A detailed
summary is given in appendix.
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Availability of the employees having the required skills
It is difficult to find the personnel since this industry is quite new in Estonia and currently
appropriate professional higher education in the field does not exist in the country.
According to the respondent from Finland it is quite difficult to find skilled personnel on the
market since 95 % of the small boat companies are situated in the north-western part in
Finland, only a few is situated in the southern part of Finland. For special tasks e.g. for
mechanical matters and tasks for heating and ventilation it is difficult to find right persons
because there are other more attractive industry branches.
Future competence needs
Currently small craft engineering skills, 3D design tools skills, manual skills, “an eye for
decoration”, skipper‟s license and sailing practice are required (Table 27). The respondents
emphasized that the future competence would be connected to know-how of the new
materials used in the production (composite engineering), manufacturing methods, and
electronics systems. Also engineering skills to adjust existing projects into the local
manufacturing and industrial engineering focused on optimizing the technologies were
mentioned.
Table 27 Competence needs within Manufacturing/Boat building and repair. Results from the
questionnaires and interviews
Country

Competences of sea
going personnel

Competences of land
based personnel

Crucial competencies in 5-10 years

Estonia

skippers license and
sailing practice (have a
knowledge about sailing,
engines, weather
forecast etc).

Small craft engineers,
industrial engineers
(professional higher
education).

Engineering (constructor) – working
with existing projects and fitting it into
the local manufacturing (not naval
architect). Industrial engineer
(technologist) – creating the jigs,
finding most optimal solutions for
existing production. Professional higher
education.
know-how of the new materials

Finland

“clever with their hands” and have an eye for
decoration
n/a
designers / planners
having technical
background in education
and experience in
design tools like 3D
design programmes
e.g. Solid
Interior boat builders
Light structure
engineers

The know-how of: new materials used
in the production, manufacturing
methods and different systems e.g.
electronic systems.

Both interior and hull builders
Mechanical engineering and composite
engineering
Design engineers
Boat builders

Education background required
The preferred education background is vocational school for small boat building, vocational
school for carpenters, a secondary vocational education in case of workers, technics,
engineers, ordinary fitters, electricians, carpenters, designers used to work with wood.
Quality of the graduates and cooperation with the education institutions
In general recent graduates are employed in the branch but the experience is highly valued.
The quality of the recent graduates is often not at acceptable level according to the
respondents. It takes 3 – 5 years for a new employee to learn and gain special
competencies. One becomes an independent worker through a learning process. Some
aspects like metalwork at vocational schools and know how in 3 D design program should
be improved while educating students. One of the companies has partly internal training;
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job circulation for the employees including visiting other departments in order to better
understand the whole manufacturing process.
The respondents think that their companies may have an influence on education
programmes. Being the member in the vocational commission is a way to have an influence.
There is a continuous dialogue with school representatives. The companies take in trainees
and cooperate in different projects.
Manufacturing/
equipment

Marine

and nonmarine

suppliers

and Marine

and offshore

Table 28 shows the summary of the current and future competence needs in Marine and
nonmarine suppliers and Marine and offshore equipment areas.
Table 28 Competence needs within Manufacturing/ Marine and nonmarine suppliers and Marine and
offshore equipment. Results from the questionnaires
Manufacturing/Marine and nonmarine suppliers and Marine and offshore equipment
Country

Competences of sea
going personnel

Denmark

Poland

Crucial competencies in 5-10
years

High quality and quick delivery
Knowledge development, flexibility and renewable energy
VoiP (Voice Over IP)
Next generation VSAT (Communication
at Sea)
Skills in managing a
Marine knowledge in general
marine company in a
recession time
Sales Engineers
Process Engineers
Regional knowledge of
Research and development to optimize
relevant markets and
products
knowledge of market
development
Shipbuilding engineers and naval engineers

Estonia
Finland

Norway

Competences of land
based personnel

Better knowledge regarding rescue at sea in cold climate
Being a raw materials
supplier -tracking the
trends in boat building
Understanding of the
Even more advanced electronic
electronic controlled
systems like wireless control
transmissions and Jet
units, electronic control
systems for
transmissions, jet units
and engines.
Connections of those to
GPS and Auto Pilots
Operators for advanced milling/drilling/lathe machining centres
2) Mechanical engineers
1) Bachelor of Science in Nautical Studies 2) Chief Engineer and Second Engineer education
3) Master and Chief Mate education
Electrical/Automation engineering skills
B.Sc. and M.Sc. of: 1) Ship Design 2) Marine structures 3)
Marine systems Engineering 4) Mechanical Engineering 5)
Hydrodynamics
Machine Programming and Machine Technical skills
People with a high degree of technical competence regarding use
of sophisticated navigation, communication and technical
equipment.
well skilled welders,
programmers and operators of
programmers and operators of
CNC machines (welding and
CNC machines (welding and
machining)
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Sweden

machining)
steel treatment, welding,
sanding and painting
Ship electricians
Lawyer (maritime law)
Qualified crews on the vessels.
Technical solutions for LNG use
onboard vessels
HSQE-manager

Shift lift operator
Ship electricians
Staff in ports, shipping, naval
engineers etc
Qualified crews on the vessels.
Bunkering procedures for LNG
to ships
HSQE-people, service
engineering, technical
engineers

5.3.2 Transport
Feedback from representatives from shipping, inland navigation and ports and terminals
has been gathered.
Shipping
Beside data gathered through the questionnaires eight respondents active in shipping
segment have been interviewed by CR; Estonia (1), Denmark (1), Finland (3), Norway (2)
and Sweden (1).
Recruitment needs
The current recruitment needs for land-based personnel are negligible. In the biggest
company interviewed the needs are estimated for 20 persons per year. In case of sea-going
personnel the respondents currently tend to replace sea-going personnel that quit or retire.
The posts to be filled currently in the region are: ship masters, navigation officers, chiefs /
engine operators, electricians, sailing crew and catering crew. One respondent from Finland
mentioned that the need for marine engineers is higher than for deck officers.
In 5-10 years, the recruitment needs may either increase (Estonia) or stay at the current
level (Sweden). Both Finnish respondents plan to employ totally up to 70 sea-going
employees. One Finnish respondent expects that there will be a need for land-based
personnel i.e. technical inspectors. Ca 300 sea-going employees (shipmasters, navigation
officers, subsea operators, Chiefs/engine operators, sailors, catering crew) would be needed
totally in Norwegian organizations that participated in the survey. On the land side in
Norway one predicts to employ 5-10 new persons having ship operations skills and technical
skills. On the other hand a reduction of 32 land based positions is expected in another
Norwegian company. A detailed summary is given in appendix.
Availability of the employees having the required skills
A respondent from Estonia said that it is generally easier to find lower level sea-going
personnel with required skills (able seamen, etc,) than the management level (captains,
chief engineers, etc.) on the market. It might be due to the fact that there are probably
more lower level sea-going employees available on the market than the management level
sea-going personnel.
The crews of the ships in the Danish organization are composed of entirely foreign
personnel (primary Filipino staff) and according to the respondent it is very easy to find
skilled employees on the market due to global financial crisis.
The first respondent from Finland said that there is shortage of personnel with working
experience on the market. The education system produces too high level personnel and
there is a shortage of seamen.
Another respondent from Finland answered that it is easy to find employees for deck,
whereas that it is more difficult for the engine room. The minimum competence required is
the 1st engineer, whereas there is large quantity of the 2nd engineers on the market. It
might be caused by the education system: the students graduate as 2nd engineers and they
haven‟t been enough in practice on board. The respondent commented that it is possible
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then to work under a dispensation admitted by the maritime authorities but for a half a year
only. The other problem is that bosuns, machine repairmen do not exist anymore. The
respondent added that there should be more possibilities to get a certificate via a vocational
skills demonstration test. It is quite easy to find employees with the basic certificates,
according to the Finnish interviewee, but quite challenging to find those who have
competencies both in commercial matters, safety matters and technical matters. Icebreaking and off-shore are also the fields for which it is difficult to find specialists.
The biggest challenges, according to the Norwegian respondent, met in recruitment include
following categories: chiefs, engine room operators and ship electricians. The challenges are
due to mismatch of availability and needs when it comes to chiefs, engine room operators
and ship electricians. These categories are also highly demanded within onshore industry.
The Swedish organization finds it easy to find candidates with required skills on the market
since the organization has gained reputation as a well known and attractive employer.
Future competence needs
The respondents predict that in 5-10 years seafaring (both officers and crew having
adequate STCW certificates) as well as experience in archipelago navigation would be
crucial. One Estonian shipping company added a comment that in particular native deck
officers in Estonia will be needed in the future. The respondent from Sweden is optimistic
regarding the future seafarers´ competence needs since a raise in the numbers of students
that apply for maritime education at university level has been noticed in Sweden.
Among seafarers a future of competent personnel on tankers looks bright. Another
forecasted crucial area is knowledge of and ability to operate technology and electronic
media. Moreover, management and leadership skills, good command of English language,
people skills and service mind were mentioned. An ability to perceive a vessel as an
independent profit centre which requires planning, the maintenance, work load, costs etc.
and knowledge of economical, safety and environmental matters was highlighted.
Education level required
The preferred education background depends on the position: it is mostly post-secondary
and secondary level. The respondents added that B.Sc. level for mariners and for other
personnel economy/commercial education (secondary level or post secondary level) is
usually required.
Quality of the graduates and cooperation with the education institutions
In general the interviewed organizations hire recent graduates, often to practice positions
due to lack of the required working experience and competency. The positive features of
recent graduates were described as “they are easier to be influenced on” and “they still
have receptive minds for new information”.
The respondents have different view on the level of competences gained by the graduates
at schools which may vary depending on the school and the individual graduate. Five of
eight respondents think that the competences gained by the graduates at school are at
acceptable level. According to some respondents there is too little practice on the vessels
and on more modern equipment during the education and graduates are not enough
qualified to face the real life situations. Also, the graduates‟ general knowledge is
sometimes quite poor. The education should response better to the needs and current
trends in the industry. There was also a comment that the attitude of the trainees at work
should be less arrogant.
One respondent pointed out that the quality of recent graduates is good but there should be
several possibilities to get lower certificates in order to be able to work on board at an
earlier stage.
According to the respondents the education programme could be improved and extended by
including more training with simulators, alarm training, off-shore training, safety training,
follow up legislation e.g. future changes in piloting, commercial matters, navigation and fuel
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costs, maintenance, leadership, management and information search. Also environmental
matters, new regulations and safety matters are crucial elements in education. Education
institutions should follow up technology used on the newest vessels.
Not all the companies interviewed participate actively in discussions and processes focused
on education programmes (one of the reasons is lack of resources) but they offer
traineeships, internal cadet scheme. The company that employs Philippine crew has a local
agency that is specifically dedicated to manage the dialogue with educational institutions
and training programs in the Philippines.
Some organizations are also active in different projects, give lectures etc. According to the
respondents the organizations can have a good cooperation with schools through the
discussions with the trainees, via shipowner‟s associations, via different projects. However
the opportunity to influence the system on governmental level is uncertain.
Table 29 Competence needs within Transport/Shipping. Results from the interviews and
questionnaires
Country

Competences of sea going
personnel

Competences of land
based personnel

Crucial competencies in in 5-10
years

Estonia

Mandatory courses completed
and valid endorsements of the
certificates of competency as
required by STCW 78/95. Every
candidate is also required to
provide evidence of having
working experience on tugboats
for at least three to five years,
depending of the concrete post.
Captains and mates are
required to demonstrate their
navigational skills before hiring.
Clarification of Council Regulation
ship owners
-

Good communication
skills, analyzing and
judgmatic capabilities.
Good English skills.
Also previous working
experience/ knowledge
on the marine sector.

-

Estonia

Denmark

Denmark

Finland

(EEC) No 2913/92 for
-

Skills according to the technical
progress
Deck officers, most of all of
Estonian nationality
Better knowledge of technology
and electronic media, and
operating these devices.
Senior officers: Same as now plus
increasing customers demands

Recruited by well-defined
structure and each have very
clearly described tasks.
Senior officers: Leadership, National/International maritime
law, rules and regulations, Customers requirements
(Management systems: OCIMF, TMSA, SMS, QMS, EMS),
English language
language and economical skills
Tanker experts, experts both in
economical education /
Tanker personnel
the engine room and master
background
mariners.
Sea-going personnel: Officers
Sea-going personnel: Officers
Adequate certificates and it is n/a
Practical seaman work, knowledge
always
a
good
thing
if
in English language
somebody studied other things
than the obligatory ones for the
certificates.
To be professional in one´s own
field, to understand how a
vessel works as an
organizational unit and how it
operates, to be customeroriented, customer service,
aware of costs, knowledge of
languages (English, Russian,
French, Portuguese),
understand the budgeting,
social competencies,
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Norway

Norway
Sweden

Navigating competences,
marine engineering, safety
training, crisis management,
passenger handling.
Relevant certificates are the
minimum required
Competences within onboard
service functions but also
seafaring skills (both officers
and others)

ship operating skills

Management skills

various

Management/Leadership

competences within
marketing and sales, IT,
human resources and
administration

Personality- and attitude related
since most of the positions require
people skills and service minded
staff

none
The demand for deck and
engine officers is quite balanced
with the range of applicants
right now. Possible scarcity or a
surplus will depend on if ships
stay within the Swedish register
of ships.
The education system is
changing to the better, and the
demands for getting a captain
license in smaller ships is soon
getting reasonable

difficult to forecast
A global estimation of lack of
officers, but in Sweden we notice a
raise in the numbers of students
that apply for maritime education
at university level. This is especially
positive concerning engineering
education.
Experience in archipelago
navigation

Inland navigation
Two respondents from inland navigation branch were interviewed: Finland (1) and Sweden
(1).
Recruitment needs
The land-based personnel represents a insignificant group in the branch (small companies)
so the potential recruitment needs refer mainly to sea-going personnel. There is current
recruitment need for skippers and service personnel at the Finnish company.
The Swedish respondent said that it is difficult to estimate due to lack of fresh and exact
data. Anyhow a current recruitment need for masters may be due to the occurring
generation shift.
Both respondents think that in the future the recruitment needs will not change. The
recruitment need for masters may stay at the existing level (probably ca 20% of the
personnel per year would be replaced due to generation shift). A detailed summary is given
in appendix.
Availability of the employees having the required skills
Now it seems that it is easier to find relevant employees. According to the respondent from
Sweden the regulations have been changed leading to shorter sea-going practice
requirements which makes the time span of gaining the competences shorter. Anyhow in
the ideal scenario the time span could be even shorter to keep the most promising
candidates in their career paths. There is a risk that they would choose another branch.
The respondent from Finland added that it is easy to find candidates with required skills
because near-by some tourism education institutions, business institutions, and a university
is situated. The company operates mainly in summer it recruits mostly students from the
local education institutions since they have experience in tourism and language skills
(English, German).
Future competence needs
Formal competences are required from the employees; in most cases class VI and class VIII
for smaller vessels. In few cases also higher certificates are required. The ability to navigate
the vessel and reliability as well as possessing skills in basic safety are the competences
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needed. To become an AB (not a requirement on all ships) requires 9 months sea-going
practice. There are no marine engineers needed in smaller ships (except on steam ships)
but one person onboard should have engineer class VIII certificate. There are no sea-going
certificates required in case of the catering personnel.
The respondent from Finland stated that beside the skippers with adequate certificates, also
people with communication skills, and entertainment skills are needed. The same
respondent predicts that regarding the cruising products and the 2-hour cruises for tourists
there will be a need of different themes for the products, units and consequently special
competencies. Such competencies bring added value for the company. The respondent from
Sweden added that maybe more concentrated education with more quality on job training
would be needed.
Education level required
In general the employees should have post –secondary education background. Education in
basic safety is required from masters and a crew. Catering personnel (chief, waiters) should
have an adequate restaurant education or experience.
Table 30 Competence needs within Transport/Inland navigation. Results from the interviews and
questionnaires
Country

Competences of sea going
personnel

Finland

skippers with certificates ,
communication skills, and
entertainment skills

Sweden

Formal competences are
required ; in most cases class
VI and class VIII for smaller
vessels. In few cases also
higher certificates are required.
Also the ability to navigate the
vessel and reliability. Skills in
basic safety. To become an AB
(not an requirement an all
ships) it takes 9 months seagoing practice . There are no
marine engineers needed in
smaller ships (exept on steam
ships) but one person onboard
should have engineer class VIII
certificate. There are no seagoing certificates required in
case of the catering personnel.

Competences of land
based personnel

Crucial competencies in 5-10
years

n/a
Regarding cruising products and
the tourists getting on board for 2
hours, there is a need of different
themes for the products, units,
special competencies.

Depens on the position;
from skills in economics
to technical skills (naval
archtitecture).

Difficult to say. There is a low
frequency of accidents in that
branch. Maybe more concentrated
education with more quality on job
training would be needed. The
quantity measure of sea going time
is of no interest.

Quality of the graduates and cooperation with the education institutions
There are positions offered in this branch that are suitable for graduates too. There is a
suitable advanced vocational education program for inland navigation (archipelago
navigation) that prepares the candidates for work in the branch. The quality of recent
graduates is at satisfactory level: the theoretical skills are at the acceptable level and the
experience is gained when one starts working. If possible one could improve the safety
thinking which is actually more an issue of attitude.
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A respondent from Sweden representing organisation having ca 120 member organisations
thinks that the organisation may influence education programmes. The organisation
communicates actively with the Ministry of Enterprise and the Swedish Transport Agency in
terms of developing regulations. The organization gives input to safety education and
participates in the dialogue with the education institutions indirectly via cooperation with the
Swedish Transport Agency and directly by being a part of reference groups. The students
from the advanced vocational education program for inland navigation are offered practice
positions. As an extra comment respondent added that it is a pity that there is so few data,
statistics from the branch available. Therefore many answers are based on speculation.
The respondent from Finland highlighted that teachers should cooperate more often with the
industry and that students presentation skills should be trained more extensively. An
attitude to work is also an aspect that should be trained better during the education. A right
attitude is a key to success in the working life. The education institutions should encourage
the students in this matter in order to manage in the working life. The respondent supports
the system of apprenticeship. The company according to the respondent may influence
education programmes in many ways; via entrepreneurs, via chamber of commerce. There
is ongoing cooperation with the local education institutions (training and bachelor theses).
Ports and terminals
Beside the data gathered through the questionnaire six respondents from Estonia (1),
Finland (3), Poland (1) and Sweden (1) active within ports and terminals segment were
interviewed.
Recruitment needs
Only one respondent stated that there is current need for personnel with sea-going
experience (Finland). There is no need for sea-going personnel at other companies
interviewed. Half of the respondents have current recruitment needs for land-based
personnel: ICT specialist, personnel working with investments, specialist with energy
qualification and stevedore position.
The future recruitment needs depends on environmental legislation and future qualification
system. It is expected that the ports in Finland might recruit ca 20 traffic and safety
managers, marketing and sales personnel. In Sweden it is estimated to recruit ca 4 seagoing and ca 15 land-based employees whereas the recruitment needs should stay at the
current level regulated by natural leaving in the Polish organisation. The future need for the
sea-going personnel in Estonian organisation is subject to development directions
considered which in some cases require manpower input in amount of max 10 persons
during next 5 years. Another group mentioned were specialists handling various liquids and
chemicals at liquid port terminals and sea-going personnel with competencies in marketing
and commercial matters. A detailed summary is given in appendix.
Availability of the employees having the required skills
The respondent from Estonia said that it is not difficult to find relevant employees on the
market with exception for material handling machine operators. It is mainly due to skills
level, training and language barriers.
As in other branches due to the financial situation at the moment it is unproblematic to find
employees with required skills. Another respondent added that there is insufficient amount
of jobs for deck officers and also persons with families prefer to work at a land-based
organisation. According to another respondent from Finland at the moment it is not easy to
find employees with post-secondary education, many languages and have competence in
marketing.
The respondent from Poland mentioned that there are problems to find candidates who have
different kind qualifications and high qualified specialists on the market. That might be
caused by several factors: the outflow of the staff to other cities, lack of educating
possibility on the local market, salary.
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The Swedish respondent admits that it‟s difficult to find staff for the tug boats on the
market due to the fact that there is a general lack of such competence.
Current and future competence needs
Respondents from Ports and terminals segment of the maritime sector listed following skills
as needed now: ordering competences, port economy security and engineering. Moreover
crane drivers and people with technical skills -both workers and engineers are needed in
electrical, mechanical and truck workshops. Ability to work in projects and communication
skills are also required.
In 5-10 years there will be need for master mariners, economic administrators and for
stevedores with truck driver‟s license. In general a need for more specialists e.g. within
engineering areas, IT and people familiar with working in/with projects was pointed.
Furthermore, the know-how in logistics, container cargo, law, security and environmental
issues would be useful in 5 -10 years according to respondents‟ anticipation. In Finland also
knowledge of Russian language and culture may be a crucial future competence.
Education background required
Different education background for different tasks is required and according to the
respondents the potential employees should have either post-secondary (e.g. graduated
master mariners with seafaring experience) or secondary level education (e.g. mechanics
and carpenters). The respondent from Finland mentioned that the future goal is to have
60% of the personnel with post-secondary education background and the rest with
secondary education background.
Table 31 Competence needs within Transport/Ports and terminals. Results from both the interviews and the
questionnaires
Country

Competences of sea
going personnel

Denmark

Competences of land
based personnel

communication, analyses

Estonia

understanding of the market
mechanisms, legislative knowledge
Port Management
more sophisticated IT solutions need
more skilled specialists, who can
operate with such gear

-

-

Finland

Port captain should be
“master mariners” and
have competence in
safety and security
matters.

Stevedoring of cargo
vessels, tractor drivers,
material handling
machine operators,
forklift operators.
technical competence –
know-how to build
harbor infrastructure,
competence in
information and
communication
technology. Workers at
the technical
department should be
“multi-competence ”
workers
-

n/a
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Crucial competencies in 5-10
years

-

know-how of the Russian culture and
know-how of making business with the
Russians

Competences in: logistics,
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port security officers with nautical
background
environmental legislation, continuous
new regulations
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Finland

Poland

Poland

Sweden

and seafaring,
competences in port
building, marketing, at
the moment we are
still working according
to municipal decisionmaking process, you
must serve as civil
servant, you must be
able to communicate
with different kind of
people.
From the ports‟s point of view we need personnel
with the sea-going background. At the moment at
the ports there are port directors who have
technical or commercial background and they work
in cooperation with the port captains who have
sea-going background.

-

engineers, technicians
and builders with
energy, hydro
technical, building
qualifications and with
experience in the
investment leading and
accounting
specialists of port economy, specialists of ports
operators

all kind of know-how / competencies
and learning how ports are operating,
know-how in environmental matters,
know-how about international rules
and regulations, competencies in legal
/ juridical matters, know-how in EU
legislation, know-how in environmental
legislation, in contractual legislation
-

specialists of hydraulic engineering /
water engineering; specialists of ports
economy
Tug boat experience and
Stevedoring
Logistics, goods and cargo
the necessary certificates
management.
More academic skills in logistics and
transport
engineer, project leader, port officer
engineer, project leader, port officer,
administrator, economist, construction
worker
Maritime knowledge for harbour masters
Sea Officers
Master mariner, economic
administrator, 10 Stevedoores/ truck
drivers license
ordering competences,
More of specialist ex engineering,
security, engineering,
project people
knowledge of working
in projects
technical skills: workers and engineers to electrical, mechanical
and truck workshops

Quality of the graduates and cooperation with the education institutions
The ports organisations interviewed employ rather people who already has working history
and experience (especially seafaring) than recent graduates.
The respondents think that the competences gained by the graduates at school are not
always on up-to-date level on the other hand the graduates are not yet “spoiled” and are
eager to learn to do things according to company needs and policy.
The missing areas that could be taught/ trained better at school are: know-how of
shipbrokers‟ profession, know-how of chemicals and liquid, know-how of railway logistics,
know-how in environmental matters. In general students should have more opportunities to
use the theoretical knowledge in practise, more traineeships, active classes and workshops.
Education should be more interdisciplinary in order to gain multi-skills. In the rapidly
changing working environment the employees with multi-skills are in particular needed. The
continuing education is needed. What is else missing in the education programmes? Ports
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are changing their status and become private organisations. According to EU the ports have
to be changed to incorporated companies.
The opinions about whether the organizations may have an influence on education
programmes at the institutions that educate/train their future potential employees are
mixed. Some respondents admit that their organization should have more networking and
communication with schools since business areas are changing very quickly.
Some
companies cooperate with education institutions in terms of different projects and actively
participate in discussions and processes regarding the education. A few organizations offer
traineeships. Only one interviewed organization has no contact with contacts the education
institutions.
5.3.3 Resources
Oil, gas and renewable
Besides the data gathered through the questionnaires two organizations from Sweden were
interviewed.
Recruitment needs
The first respondent predicts that the employee pool will increase ca 10 times within 5-10
years. The recruitment need for the sea-going personnel may increase in case of the second
respondent, depending on the development on the market the various scenarios for the
future of the company but the respondent cannot estimate any numbers. A detailed
summary is given in appendix.
Availability of the employees having the required skills
Recruiting staff of required skills for the production unit has been easy in Sweden. It has
been caused by large range of skilled staff available in the region due to shut down of car
industry. On the contrary, in Norway it‟s both extremely difficult and costly which probably
is due to the fact that Stavanger is the “oil Mekka” with no unemployment problems.
Moreover there is a general lack of skilled staff in this area of business. Another factor is
related to high salary levels in Norway.
Future competence needs
The current competence needs include engineering, production engineers/technicians,
experience from bunker ships and from offshore operations, technical solutions for LNG use
onboard vessels. Also areas like marketing and sales, knowledge and experience from the
maritime business (preferably oil bunker segment) and competences in HR are needed.
In the future shipping of the power units as well as both installation and maintenance will
require new competencies as the technology is not developed yet. Competences in sea bed
analyses, hydrographic and maritime operations, sales and marketing area are expected to
rise in 5-10 years. In addition creativeness and a good inner driving force would be needed.
Education level preferred
The preferred education background of the employees is at post secondary level mainly.
However secondary/vocational education and training is of use too.
Quality of the graduates and cooperation with the education institutions
Recent graduates are not employed at the first organization because there has not been
need for it. Neither the organization participates actively in discussions and processes
focused on education programmes nor cooperates with any education institution. The
respondent is not sure whether the company may have any influence on education
programmes. The second company plans to recruit recent graduates soon as the company
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cooperates with local educational institutions. The respondent thinks that the company may
have an influence on education programmes at the institutions that educate/train future
employees and participates actively in discussions and processes focused on education
programmes at the institutions that educate and train future employees.
Table 32 Competence needs within Resources/ Oil, gas and renewable. Results from the interviews
and questionnaires
Country

Competences of sea
going personnel

Poland
Sweden

Safety at sea
experience from offshore
engineering at
operations
master´s degree,
production
engineers/technicians,
competences in human
resources area.

Sweden

experience from bunker
ships

Sweden

Competences of land
based personnel

competences in
marketing and sales,
knowledge and some
experience from the
maritime business,
preferably oil bunker
segment
Technical solutions for LNG use onboard vessels

Crucial competencies in 5-10
years

The shipping of the power units as well
as both installation and maintenance
will require new competencies as the
technology is not developed yet.
Sea bed analyses, hydrographic and
maritime operations
Basics in sales and marketing.
creativeness and with a good inner
driving force

Bunkering procedures for LNG to ships

Fish processing
One organization from Norway was interviewed by the CR.
Recruitment needs
Currently a stock manager position has to be filled in whereas an increasing need primarily
of sales personnel and production staff is expected in the future. A detailed summary is
given in appendix.
Availability of the employees having the required skills
It is relatively easy to find employees with right skills on the market due to current labour
market situation
Future competence needs
Competences within export marketing and English/Russian language are needed currently.
Education level required
The preferred education background of the employees is B.Sc. level in export marketing &
languages for personnel working at the office whereas on the job training is sufficient for
production staff.
Quality of the graduates and cooperation with the education institutions
The company does not employ recent graduates and the respondent has no opinion on the
quality of the graduates‟ competences. There is some cooperation with regional education
office for fisheries and the company offers apprentices.
Fisheries and aquaculture
Three organizations from Denmark, Estonia and Finland were interviewed by the CR.
Recruitment needs
Currently there is need for navigation (mates and masters), engineers, trawl deck
personnel, production deck personnel at the Estonian organization. Also mainly engineers,
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maintenance and repair specialists are needed on land. Within 5 years there is a need to
recruit at least 20 persons and within 10 years 50 persons.According to respondent from
Finland it is difficult to say but no big changes predicted in the future and the recruitment
may stay at the current level (5 persons/year). There is 1 marine officer - a surveyor
needed currently at the Danish organization while only replacement of vacancies due to
natural termination is planned in the future.
Availability of the employees having the required skills
The respondents from Denmark and Finland stated that it is easy to find employees with
the required skills on the market because of the global financial crisis. Three year ago 10
job seekers per one vacancy was observed in the Finnish company. However the situation is
different in Estonia where it is quite difficult to find employees with good command of
English. Working on board fishing vessel has become unpopular resulting in only few young
graduates within this field. The majority of the personnel having the required skills received
their education in the Soviet era. Many of them work under different flags or have moved
permanently abroad.
Future competence needs
Currently fisherman education (practical, technical, economical etc) is needed. Also
navigation competences (mates and masters), engineers, trawl deck personnel, production
deck personnel and competences within export marketing, advising, juridical skills,
economical skills and English/Russian language.
The following future competences were listed by the respondent: advanced fishermen
education, qualifications (the cadets should have more training and practice on fishing ships
also, so they would have wider scope, project managing, Russian language skills, expertise
in health promotion and nutrition counseling.
Education level required
The education background and level required depends on the job position and type of
employment. The respondents answered that the preferred education background of the
employees is at post-secondary level.
Quality of the graduates and cooperation with the education institutions
All interviewed companies recruits recent graduates. The competences gained by them at
schools are regarded as at acceptable level. Recently graduated have skills useful in the
modern society, better computer skills and knowledge of English. “The competences gained
by the graduates at schools are at acceptable level anyhow you don‟t know everything when
you graduated, the learning continues in the working life” said respondent from Finland. The
graduates have little sea-going experience, but that can be improved by training onboard.
The education programmes should include more training and practice on fishing ships too,
so the graduates would have wider scope. Also know-how in fishing in the sea and knowhow about fishing insurance matters and these areas could be improved during education
and training.
The respondents think that the companies may have an influence on the education
programmes and cooperate with maritime academies and schools (through e.g. reference
groups). One company is not interested though in active participation in the discussions and
processes. Trainees are taken on board our vessels and pay them competitive salaries in
the training period.
The Estonian respondent added that governmental institutions should think more about
demand and the future of maritime education. There should be communication between
entrepreneurs or their reps org like ELDFA (Estonian Long Distance Fishing Association) or
with Kalaliit (Estonian Association of Fishery) etc. There is a need for continued discussion
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(like round table) how to educate cadets and how educational programmes should be
reviewed.
Table 33 Competence needs within Resources/Fish processing, Fisheries and aquaculture
Country /No
of
employees
Denmark/ca
10
Denmark

Estonia/ca
100
(Fisheries and
aquaculture)

Finland /ca 65
(Fisheries and
aquaculture)

Norway/ca 90
(fish
processing)

Competences of
sea going
personnel
-

Competences of land
based personnel

Crucial competencies in 5-10 years

Advising, consulting

expertise in health promotion and
nutrition counseling
Since we are operating ships ourselves our need for competences lies mostly within the
academic field, i.e. juridical and economical skills.
education as fishermen - practical, technical,
education in the same areas but on a
economical etc.
still higher level
Navigation (mates
Mainly engineers,
qualifications (the cadets should have
and masters),
maintenance and
more training and practice on fishing
engineers, trawl
repair specialists.
ships also, so they would have wider
deck personnel,
scope)
production deck
personnel
IT skills, language
project managing, language skills:
skills, project
Russian language
managing. And the
basis is the fishery
education.
competences within
export marketing and
English/Russian
language

5.3.4 Services and other operations
The Services and Other operations category is quite broad and includes Brokers and Agents,
Bunkering, Classification, Dredging, Financing, Insurance and Pilotage. For practical reasons
also towage and legal services have been included to this category in this study.
Beside the data gathered through the questionnaires eleven respondents active in “Service
and Other Operations” segment have been interviewed by CR. The respondents are active in
brokers/agents, pilotage and classification branch.
Recruitment needs
Current recruitment needs are described by the respondents as “none” or “only replacement
of vacancies due to natural termination”. The following recruitment needs were mentioned
by the interviewed group in total: 16 pilot trainees, 10 persons: naval architects, ship
designers, ship builders, 5 persons with seafaring experience, underwriter ,FD&D Claims ,
HR assistant and a ship broker.
Almost half of the respondents expect that in the future the recruitment needs will not
change and that mainly replacement of vacancies due to natural termination will take place.
A generation shift is expected in the near future according to respondent of brokers and
agents profile. The respondent sees positive future (5-10 years). Transit to Russia will be
increasing. Anyhow the company is dependent on worldwide economical situation and every
half a year the situation has to be checked and the actions adjusted.
The future recruitment needs for Service and Other Operations group include: 4-7 seagoing posts/ year (Denmark), ca 30 % recruitment needs (Finland), somewhat increased
need for Emergency Management (Norway), “may increase” (Sweden), 10 recruitments per
year and only few to new posts, (Sweden), probably 2-4 persons with specialization in
shipping (Sweden).
It was noted that through introducing English language as the piloting language the
recruitment needs will diminish in the future. The competition situation and outsourcing will
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influence the recruitment needs significantly. A detailed summary of recruitment needs is
given in appendix.
Availability of the employees having the required skills
Only three respondents out of eleven admitted that it is easy to find employees with the
required skills on the market. This group includes: pilots drivers for pilot vessels
(competitive salaries, attractive work schedule of 1 week work/ 1 week rest and due to the
global financial crisis) and financing segment (abundance of economists on the market).
The Norwegian respondent of “pilotage” profile stated that it is easy to find suitable
candidates due to current labour market situation but difficult due to salary level / working
hours.
On the other hand it seems that finding right candidates for jobs in classification branch
(“number of such persons is limited, and sometimes highly compensated in other
workplaces”,” Young people are not interested in ship technology”, “the education is not in
line with the needs of the market”), brokers and agents (the company is located in a
smaller city where the company does not have enough people to choose from, “working as a
ship broker is an unknown and poorly promoted career. However, a change has been
noticed within the recent years”), insurance (too few candidates having competences in law,
maritime and transport legislation”, “seafarers do not seem to be interested in studying
law”, “difficult to recruit marine engineers with sea-going experience and superintendent or
equivalent background”). A respondent from agents and brokers said that sometimes, due
to lack of candidates with right competences, persons having other education background
are hired and trained internally (“learning by working”). Such solution is not perfect since it
is time consuming.
Future competence needs
The respondents listed various areas as potential crucial competences in the future.
Seafaring was highlighted as one of them. Competence in E-navigation (implementation and
training) and old-school navigation combined with updated knowledge of new technology
would be essential. A comment that “Since crews are getting smaller and the new
technology is constantly taking over more, it is important to have up-to-date technology
skills” has been made. It is forecasted in the dredging branch that know-how within
dredging in shallow waters and ports, dredge masters, master near - coastal and master on
ships of between 500 and 3000 gross tonnage would be necessary.
Another crucial competence is related to ports: masters and boatmen competence for port
operations including tugboats and pilotage, followed by ISPO (ISM) for pilotage (demand
from legislation and customers), port logistics and logistic training for mariners in shipping
matters. Other areas are: stevedoring and warehousing for stevedores, academic skills
within conducting maritime security in ports in accordance to international and national
regulations and survey skills using multibeam technology.
“A good education in a ship broking office combined with upgraded commercial schools” and
knowledge of laws and regulations in brokers/agents branch were listed.
Advanced engineering skills were emphasized as well: ship building technology (both
building new ship and repairs), ocean engineering and marine electroautomation. A
combination of engineering skills with seagoing experience is especially valuable. Beside the
engineers with M.Sc. and PhD diploma also skilled workers (ship builders) were mentioned.
Knowledge of bunkering procedures for LNG to ships seems to gain value in the future.
Also emergency management skills, marine law, environmental issues, language skills,
administration skills, IT competence and basic training in all shipping matters together with
practical experience were listed. One respondent pointed out that ability to contribute to the
development of the company would be highly valued.
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Moreover a need for close cooperation between Baltic States pilotages in order to provide a
standard procedure for pilotage in the Baltic Area was mentioned. There is tendency that
mariners spend a lot of time on board administration - a tool and an enhanced procedure to
minimize this workload would be required in future. One respondent added also “ability to
contribute to the development of the company “as a crucial competence.
Education level required
The respondents‟ opinion on the preferred education level in the branch was quite consistent
– a post secondary level education is needed (university of applied sciences and/or
university). A secondary level is sufficient in case of pilot vessels drivers / operators (e.g.
former fishermen are good pilot vessel drivers). The respondent from Finland representing
organization of “brokers and agents” profile did not state what education level is needed but
described the background as “commercial” in case of office staff and “stevedoring or in
mechanics” in case of foremen.
Quality of the graduates and cooperation with the education institutions
The interviewed companies rather do not employ recent graduates due to lack of field
experience. But there are some exceptions: e.g. as trainees or assistants who are trained
internally (even few years).
The quality of the recent graduates is quite at acceptable level for many respondents.
The interviewed persons believe that though much working experience cannot be expected
from the graduates but there are some factors missing in the education and/or some
aspects could be trained better. Since the category of Services and Operations is wide the
feedback from the respondents covers different fields. One of the elements that should be
trained wider are marine surveyors training programs for classification societies. Another
field is education in seafaring and port logistics which should be strongly increased (a need
emphasized by the Finish respondent).
The respondent representing pilotage branch said that at schools one learns how to
navigate but only by working onboard one becomes a real professional. The respondent
thinks that graduates‟ theoretical skills as well as navigation skills are at acceptable level.
However one should know more about ship handling, cargo handling and e.g. berthing.
There should be, according to the respondent from classification branch, more ship building
technology in the education programmes and the matters including more mathematics,
hydrodynamics, knowledge about the physical properties, strength calculations and physics.
Seafarers education should be enriched with more maritime and transport law issues (there
seem to be better opportunities to study maritime and transport legislation in Norway than
in Finland). Seeing and understanding maritime industry as a whole might be also missing
in the education. Also emergency management could be trained better.
In many cases the syllabuses are too narrow and too specific and there is not enough
practical training during the studies.
It was mentioned that the today‟s trainees have better skills in foreign language and IT than
before. Presentations skills should be better developed during school time.
Not all interviewed companies participate in discussions and processes regarding the
education. Some mentioned that the education programmes may be influenced via branch
organizations since it is also a question of resources. The respondent of pilotage profile
stated that there is no big need to influence the education programmes since the
organisation has internal education system. The respondents mentioned their collaboration
with schools regards among others teaching (guest lectures), traineeships, dialogue with
PhD students, supervision of thesis.
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Surveyors educate not only students but also employees at shipping companies. The
organization of insurance profile is active within the education programme conducted within
the framework of the trade association. Within last few years one intervened company
influenced stevedoring education. Another respondent said that for many years the
company tried to actively influence programs and syllabuses of studies but with little
results. Finally the company designed its own postgraduate studies for the employees, but
the studies didn‟t started.
One respondent from Finland added that continuation in education and cooperation in
continuing professional education is needed. There are new requirements continuously
coming in the STCW and SOLAS regulations which lead to more resources for teaching.
There should be more people who are interested in seafaring at the ministry of education.
Also a group at the national level responsible for taking care of seafaring matters and
networking is needed.
Table 34 Current and future competence needs in Service and Other Operations. Results from the
interviews and questionnaires
Country

Competences of sea
going personnel

Competences of
land based
personnel

Denmark

highly regulated by the
state

increased
professionalism,
more involved in
higher education

Crucial competencies in 5-10 years

Competencies for ship personnel in our
industry are highly regulated by the state.
Land-based personnel must be more
professional. Skills in administration must
be strengthened.
IT competence, basic training in all shipping matters together with practical experience

A good education in a ship broking office combined with upgraded commercial schools
-

Estonia

Finland

Masters + boatmen for port operations
including tugboats and pilotage
Bachelor degrees to meet our clients
Higher standards for types of personnel
Masters certificate, training according to
ISPO(ISM) for pilotage (demand from
demands from the Danish pilotage act and
legislation and customers), Edemands from IMO concerning pilotage,
navigation(implementation and training),
close corporation between Baltic States
pilotages in order to provide a standard
procedure for pilotage in the Baltic Area,
Logistic training for mariners in shipping
matters. There is a tendency that
mariners on the ships are using a lot of
time on board administration - a tool and
an enhanced procedure to minimize this
workload is required.
An all-round maritime education and experience in the area.
1)Knowledge and skills within dredging in
1)Knowledge and skills within dredging in
shallow waters and ports
shallow waters and ports
2)Survey skills using multibeam technology
2)Survey skills using multibeam
3) Academic skills within conducting maritime
technology
security in ports in accordance to international
3) Academic skills within conducting
(EU) and national regulations (International
maritime security in ports in accordance to
Ship & Port Facility Code).
international (EU) and national regulations
(International Ship & Port Facility Code)
+ using future technology and knowhow
Baltic labour market is oversaturated
Engineers, Marine law and environmental
specialists
Unlimited (more than 3000 kW) chief engineer,
or Naval Architect.
know-how in
seafaring and port logistics
shipping, clearance
Knowledge of laws regarding our activities (brokers and agents)
Superintendents Tankers
Technical and administrators
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Finland

Norway
Poland

Stevedoring and warehousing for stevedores. (no such in Finland)
Multiple broker / forwarding tasks,
Sales/Customer service, IT
Language skills (at least English and Swedish), IT, maritime knowledge, technical skills.
Stevedoring and shipping
sea captain certificate –
competencies /
wide experience in
knowledge in
different kind of vessels
finance,
– experience in
bookkeeping,
navigation in archipelago
accounting, IT –
– experience in winter
know how, knownavigation
how in buildings
and water
constructions;
building engineer,
naval architect who
is responsible for
vessels. We need
people who have
competencies in
management,
administration,
transport and
service
ship technology:
ship building technology at the universities
knowledge about
of applied sciences level plus specialization
vessels, hull,
with sea-going background
machines,
electrotechnology,
basic requirements
master mariner or/
and lawyer,
leadership
competences,
presentation skills,
knowledge of
languages: Finnish,
Swedish, English,
the official language
at the company is
English, but a lot of
our customers are
Swedish speaking.
at least relevant
various
emergency management skills
certificates
technical knowledge Naval architects, ship engineers, ship
of ship and
builders, experts in building new ships and
shipping, abilities to ships repairs
do technical checkups and inspections
of floating units to
check conformity
with the
regulations,
knowledge of
international and
national regulations
and ability to
interpret and
implement them
(regulations).
Knowledge of
Updating of knowledge and the skills
shipbuilding and
mentioned to the left
ship repair; Using
modern
computational
programs; Practical
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issues of ship
operation; English
language skills
-

Sweden

Dregde Masters, Master
Dregde Masters, Master Near -Coastal,
Near -Coastal, Master on
Master on ships of between 500 and 3000
ships of between 500
gross tonnage, Marine electroautomation
and 3000 gross tonnage,
officer
Marine electroautomation
officer
proper education, branch know how , foreign languages, social skills, negotiation skills
ship brokering area, Ability to contribute to the development of
preferably with
the company
some experience
from shipping or
maritime business
Superior nautical
Same as now with even more focus on
education and
English and IT
experience from
several vessel types
(both for captains
and chief
engineers), Fluency
in English, IT
literacy
Qualified crews on the
Qualified crews on the vessels.
vessels.
environmental knowledge, know-how with all
new laws and regulations in the different
segments where we are working

-

-

Technical solutions
for LNG use
onboard vessels
None

Same as now and even more within oldschool navigation combined with updated
knowledge of new technology. Since crews
are getting smaller and the new
technology is taking over more and more,
it is important to have knowledge of this.
Bunkering procedures for LNG to ships

Naval Architects, Ocean Engineers+ other
engineers on M.Sc. and PhD level
Same as now with even more focus on
English and IT

Superior nautical
education and
experience from several
vessel types (both for
captains and chief
engineers), Fluency in
English, IT literacy
combination of legal skills and general maritime experience
Sweden

-

-

Lawyers,
Economists, Sea
Captains, Marine
engineers, Training
in insurance,
Shipping & Logistics
Financial skills but
experience from the
maritime sector is
an asset

-

5.3.5 Leisure and tourism.
Beside the data gathered through the questionnares five respondents active in “Leisure and
tourism” segment were interviewed by CR; Denmark (1) Finland (1), Norway (1), Poland
(1), Sweden (1).
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Recruitment needs
The industry is very seasonal. There is permanent employed staff out of the season and the
number of employees increases ca 10 times in high season (summer). Most of them belong
to sea-going personnel.
The respondent guesses that there will be an increase in tourism to Denmark over the next
5-10 years, and therefore the company will have to recruit additional staff. The company
however has no long term plans for recruiting neither sea-going personnel nor land-based
personnel. No recruitment needs were declared by the Polish respondent.
It is difficult for the Finish respondent to say– in which tempo the retiring process will come
and how the recruitment needs would change within 5-10 years. It is possible to retire at
the age of 55 to 65 in Finland. In Finland people tend to work longer at a certain company
than e.g. in Sweden. The needs should not change in case of the Swedish respondent and
will stay at 2-4 land and sea-going persons per year. A sales personnel is needed at the
Norwegian organization and in the future additionally 1-2 shipmasters, 1-2 engineers and
sailors would be needed. Also additionally ca 20 persons within sales, hotel management
and chef would be needed ashore.
Availability of the employees having the required skills
Three of five respondents answered that there currently is no problem to find employees
with required skills. It is caused by the consequences of the global financial crisis, labour
market situation or that Norwegian shipowners are changing from Norwegian to foreign flag.
However even being an attractive employer it is not easy for the company to find right
employees with the required skills for cooks positions, cold buffet managers, qualified
seamen and also vicariates. The difficulty might be caused by the fact that not enough
employees are educated for these jobs. Also it is because employees don‟t have needed
language skills (Finnish/ Swedish). Summer vicariates are interviewed both in Swedish and
Finnish. It‟s not always easy to find the employees with the right skills since the staff needs
to be service minded and has “people skills”.
Current and future competence needs
The respondents predict that following fields will become crucial competences in the near
future: advanced IT skills, mechanical engineering, hydraulic engineering/water
engineering, ship repairman (technician, welder), ICC and environmental issues in general,
minimizing negative effects of groundings and sludge handling teaching skills in practical
sailing plus technical skills related to boats, sea-going officers and shipmasters for high
speed vessels and ports economy. Fluency in 1- 2 foreign languages would be needed,
especially Chinese, Japanese and Russian since an increased number of new group of
tourists is expected. One respondent said that marketing and creating the whole sailing
cluster for customers would be crucial. Specific competences that may be needed in the
future are also team working, “ability to see the whole picture” and also “ability to
concentrate properly on one action at the time”.
Education level required
The preferred education level depends on the position and varies from post-secondary,
secondary and vocational education. One respondent added that sometimes education
background is not so important as long as a person is a skilled worker who knows the duties
in practice. Valid certificates are required for particular professions.
Useful education background according to one respondent is export marketing & language,
hotel management.
Quality of the graduates and cooperation with the education institutions
Not all interviewed companies employ recent graduates. A respondent from Denmark stated
that the company employs recent graduates mainly from maritime schools and language
schools and the graduates have sufficient skills to challenge the jobs at the company. The
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company from Finland employs recent graduates for lower positions (kitchen and restaurant
personnel) that do not require working experience on cargo vessels. The company
organizes own trainee programmes.
According to the respondent from Finland there are some certain basic skills missing in the
graduates competences; knife skills, serving skills and flexibility. However competence is
considered at individual level: there are graduates that can do more than it is demanded
and there are graduates that have passed the education with very low records. Young
people are quite inpatient and do not have strong team building skills. This should be
trained during their education. The quality of a basic education seems to be satisfying.
Continuing education is needed.
One respondent has quite many contacts with local education institution (projects, thesis).
Some the companies have indirect dialogue with education institutions via branch
associations. Others are not sure whether their company may have an influence on
education programmes at the institutions that educate/train future potential employees and
do not participate actively in discussions and processes focused on education programmes.
One interviewee plans to start to cooperate more with the local maritime high school and
present its business to the students for recruitment purposes. A few organizations offer
traineeships.
Table 35 Competence needs within Leisure and Tourism. Results from the interviews and
questionnaires
Country

Competences of sea
going personnel

Competences of land
based personnel

Estonia

Clarification of Council Regulation (EEC) No
2913/92 for ship owners
-

Ship designer-mechanic; mechanical engineering
Denmark

Boatswains and guides
with different language
skills.

-

Marketing
International Certificate of Competence (ICC). Is
today voluntary except for drivers of speedboats
Finland

Norway

Poland

qualified and posses
needed certificates,
experience from working
cargo ships, language
skills (Swedish, Finnish),
“service-minded”
Teaching skills in practical sailing

Crucial competencies in 5-10 years

Up-to-date technical skills
more sophisticated IT solutions need
more skilled specialists, who can
operate with such tools
Mechanical engineering, ship-repairer
(technician, welder)
An increased number of new types of
tourists is expected therefore Chinese,
Japanese and Russian language skills.
ICC and regulations of the
environment by compulsion
(legislation)
Team working, ability to see the whole
picture and also ability to concentrate
properly on one action at the time.

Teaching skills in practical sailing plus
technical skills related to boats
sailing/yachting
Marketing of services for companies, making of
Marketing and creating the whole
sailing products (sailing happenings etc.)
sailing cluster for customers
Sea-going personnel:
Sea-going personnel: Officers
Officers
Master Certificate for
various
Shipmasters for High Speed Vessels
Passenger Vessels
and/or High Speed
Vessel
maritime education
economic, logistic and
fluency in 1- 2 foreign languages
(university or secondary
maritime education,
level of education),
English language skills
English language skills
specialists of port economy, specialists of ports
specialists of hydraulic engineering /
operators
water engineering; specialists of ports
economy
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Sweden

languages skills
Master
mariners
(operating tug boats,
icebreakers, crane ships
and
other
maritime
operations).

service technicians and
have general maritime
competence (handling
of boats)

International courses for the staff
environmental issues in general; how
to minimize negative effects of
groundings and how to handle sludge.

5.3.6 Public sector
This section summarizes data gathered from Public Sector. Two subs – segments:
Education & training and Governance were studied more precisely.
Education and training
Current and future competence needs
The respondents from maritime education institutions in BSR described the currently needed
competences as follows: researchers/professors and teachers preferable having minimum
Master degree in maritime science, with good pedagogical skills and good knowledge in
English. Teachers possessing sea-going practice holding STCW diplomas on management
level both in deck and engine department. Innovation and the awareness of economical and
environmental dependences are valued.
However there are also other expertises needed in maritime education institutions which are
not directly connected to tutoring: economists, lawyers specialised in higher education
system, European projects managers, IT specialists, PR specialists.
Competences needed in 5-10 years do not differ much from those needed now (Table 36).
The knowledge of other foreign languages beside English is sought as well. The social skill of
being a good team-player, with communication skills, also in international groups is valued
as well as specialization specialised in certain technologies.
Table 36 Competences needed in Public Sector/ Education and training. Results from the
questionnaires
Competences needed now
Denmark

Finland

Poland
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Competences needed in 5-10 years

sea going and all fish related
more fish related, aqua culture and
competences
environment
a) self education, networking, initiative and innovating behaviour,
entrepreneurship
b) energy and green ship management, handling automatic processes
c)thermodynamics, electrical theory, automation and management
Management and intercultural
understanding
Electronic navigation
According to BIMCO there are still 30 000 vacant jobs as master/ mates world
wide
innovation, awareness of economical
innovation, ability to work in international
and environmental dependences
teams, knowledge, team players
communication skills and language skills
(also other than English), right attitude
on surroundings, technology specialists
engineers and ratings
All categories of seafarers are needed
due to shortage of personnel
competences in ship cargos and
Younger persons to take over from
handling
retirees
master of science in maritime science, logistics, geography or related
automation
automation, ice navigation
Competence in pedagogical skills , fire fighting, diving, selling and marketing
Teachers possessing sea-going practice holding STCW diplomas on
management level both in deck and engine department.
Teachers with very good English skills.
Teachers with very good pedagogical background.
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Sweden

Economists, lawyers specialised in higher education system.
European Projects managers.
IT specialists
Public Relation specialists (advertisement).
Researchers with scientific diplomas (professors).
Master of Science in Maritime Science Master of Science and professors in
Maritime Science
Researches and teachers
Immediate support for the planning
A firm and sustainable financial support
of a Baltic network of educators and
in areas such as maritime and shipping
researchers with the ultimate goal of
issues, measurements of physical
a unified Baltic policy on coastal and
parameters, construction work and
maritime research, education and
coastal erosion avoidance and
financing.
remediation, mapping, planning and
socioeconomic factors
additional 2 professors with
5 senior researchers (professors and
competence in maritime labour law
associated professors) in different fields
and environmental law. Two
of maritime law. Ten doctorate
doctorate candidates in public
candidates in different fields of maritime
international maritime law and
law
private international maritime law
Maritime Leadership, engineering, business, social

Public Sector/ Governance
Four organizations of similar governance profile from Denmark, Finland, Norway and
Sweden have been interviewed by the CRs. The organizations employ both sea-going
personnel and land-based personnel. Additionally a respondent from Norway representing
organization that employs land-based personnel only was interviewed.
Recruitment needs
There are no recruitment needs in the Danish organization at the moment and only a
replacement of vacancies due to natural termination takes place. Ca 1-3 sea-going
employers per year (for administrative and operational tasks) and 0 – 1 person/ year for
technical tasks onshore is needed in Finnish organization. Currently ca 9 sea-going
employees and ca 7 land-based employees are needed in the first Norwegian organization
whereas only 2 persons (land-based) are needed in the second one. The Swedish
organization needs to recruit ca 70 persons on land and ca 3 seafarers.
In the future no changes are expected in the Danish organization. Increased needs are
expected in Norwegian (seafarers and land-based) organizations. The needs concerning the
seafarers might also increase in Sweden if the fleet grows. On the other hand number of
land-based personnel probably will decrease. A detailed summary is given in appendix.
Availability of the employees having the required skills
According to the most respondents it is quite easy to find suitable employees and it due to
numerous reasons: the abundance of potential employees caused by the global financial
crisis, some jobs are offered in coastal regions enabling the employee to be at work and at
home the same day, the organization is an alternative to work at sea,
At the same time it may be difficult to fill specific positions like e.g. personnel with chief
certificate and also it is difficult to compete with market salary levels.
One respondent said that in the future it will be more difficult to find employees with the
marine background.
Future competence needs
The officers with top certificates are regarded as crucial competences that may be in
particular needed within 5-10 years. Managing of tomorrow's technology may become
crucial competence in the nearest future.
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Maritime competences and experience (Deck Officers, especially with top certificates),
knowledge of VTS, pilotage, Port and Flag State Control, engineering (especially within the
water & sewage area), environmental analyses, knowledge of Swedish, EU and international
maritime transport policy, political science, law , geographic information expertise,
procurement expertise, information/data system expertise and economy were listed as
crucial competences needed within 5-10 years. The importance of managing tomorrow‟s
technology was underlined.
Education level required
The preferred education of the employees is at post secondary level. In some cases
a secondary level is enough.
Quality of the graduates and cooperation with the education institutions
Roughly half of the respondents do not employ recent graduates since the job positions
require certain experience. Others employ the graduates occasionally for trainee positions
or for a probationary employment period.
The competences gained by the graduates during their education are mostly at acceptable
level according to the respondents.
Analytic skills and ability to both write and present reports should be trained better during
the education. Business, administrative and juridical perspective should be implemented
into education programmes. Other factors that are missing or could be trained better are
courses regarding VTS, pilotage, different courses regarding IMO, EU know-how and
seafaring. One respondent claimed that some useful aspects can be hard to teach at school
like “enthusiasm to see the work in the broader perspective” or flexibility.
One of the interviewed organizations does not need to influence the education programmes
at the institutions that educate/train potential employees and is quite passive when it comes
to discussions and processes focused on education programmes. The respondent from
another one thinks that the organization may have influence on education programmes at
the institutions that educate/train future potential employees and actively participates in
discussions and processes focused on education programmes at the institutions when it sees
specific needs to do that. Another organization may influence the education programmes by
giving feedback to the ministry of education. Three others cooperate with the education
institutions in terms of projects, established professorships, internal cadet scheme etc.
There are also different education and expertise forums in Norway which facilitate the
dialogue.
One respondent added that “in Finland we should concentrate the seafaring education – one
educational institute would be enough to meet the needs of shipping companies and
administration because it is the shipping companies that employ personnel and the target
should be an education that works properly. There are no longer big needs – needs are to
be meet the needs in the society.”
Table 37 Competences in Public Sector/Governance. Results from the interviews and questionnaires
Country

Competences of sea
going personnel

Estonia

Denmark

Denmark

Competences of land
based personnel

Port State Control

Crucial competencies in in 5-10
years

Port State Control, Flag State Control, Deck
Officers

cleaning up navigation
maritime security at
Managing tomorrow's technology
channels and surveying
academic level
through multibeam
technology
Environment (e.g. removal of waste water, oil and waste)
Personnel (e.g. understanding of culture and consciousness of quality in work)
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Languages
Safety at sea
-

Denmark
Denmark

Finland

navigational and
seafaring competence;
administrative, juridical
and business
competencies

-

Norway
Norway

at least relevant
certificates
n/a

Continuous research,
development and
innovation in the best
solutions for quality
shipping.
wider technical and
business competence,
some seafaring /
navigational
competence;
understanding of
navigation and
seafaring regarding
fairways and fairway
cards.
-

various

-

Knowledge of VTS, pilotage; different
courses regarding IMO; EU know-how;
specialists in seafaring.

a)geographic information expertise
b)maritime competences and
experience c)procurement expertise
d)information/data system expertise
Officers with top certificates

Economy/ Engineering/
Business Development

Poland

Experienced Master Mariner

engineering within the water & sewage
area

Holders of international maritime certificates

Sweden

Necessary certificates
that are required for the
coastal sea traffic (class
VI)

Sweden
Sweden

n/a
n/a

nautical background
Environmental analyses
and experience for
pilots, boatmen and
VTS operators (also for
some of the handling
officers), engineers and
technicians (IT, chart
production, fairway
maintenance),
leadership and analytic
skills
Political scientists, lawyers, economists, engineers
Statistical competence,
The same, but also knowledge of
with knowledge of
Swedish and international maritime
maritime issues
transport policy

Table 38 Competence needed in Public Sector/Other. Results from the questionnaires.
Country

Competences needed now

Denmark

Since we are operating ships ourselves our need for competences lies mostly
within the academic field, i.e. juridical and economical skills.
education as fishermen - practical,
education in the same areas but on a still
technical, economical etc.
higher level
Hydrography, surveying, cartography, GIS, knowledge about customer and public
relations
To be able to operate traditional old
At our institution we try to have an
steam and sailing ships with
influence on education institutions
passengers - skills are needed to
together with the NGO:s and the
fulfil demands of authorities. Such
authorities. There are gaps that need to
educations must be adapted for old
be filled - to make old ships to sail on
ships - concerning both old
their old routes. It is important that the
techniques and number of
preservation of historical values can be
passengers. Another important field
coordinated with modern safety
is traditional skills to maintain old
demands.

Sweden
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ships built in wood or steel.
PR and Information Officer or person with
deep knowledge/experience within the
maritime sector

5.3.7 Research
Beside data gathered through the questionnaires six in-depth interviews have been
performed by CR in Estonia, Denmark, Finland, Norway, Poland and Sweden.
Recruitment needs
No current needs regarding land-based personnel were stated by the respondents from
Denmark and Finland. Neither sea-going personnel is needed to be recruited at the Estonian
respondent. Three seafarers due to retirements are needed in the Danish organization and
three survey team members in the Polish organization. In case of land-based personnel
the current needs include ca six persons in the Norwegian organization, ca three in Polish
organization, ca five persons in the Swedish organization.
In 5-10 years an increase in sea-going personnel (both crew and survey team) and land
based personnel is expected in the Polish organization. However it is an optimistic scenario
according to the respondent. In the Estonian organization seven recruitments per year for
sea-going posts and ten recruitments per year for land-based posts are expected. Two seagoing posts per year are expected in the Danish organization whereas there are no longterm plans for land-based personnel. The Finnish respondent thinks that soon the company
need more personnel replacing those who are going to retire. Ca 10 land-based employees
would be needed in the Norwegian and in the Swedish organization. A detailed summary is
given in appendix.
Availability of the employees having the required skills
Only one respondent stated that it is easy to find the employees with required skills on the
market since the company offers very attractive working conditions and due to the global
financial crisis there are quite many candidates. The crew is Danish, the ships are special
and the research purpose of the work is perceived positive.
The rest of interviewees stated that it is not that easy to find employees with the required
skills because: “there is low interest among candidates in becoming educators and the
relatively low salary offered”, “difficult to find personnel with the combination of master‟s
degree, pedagogical studies and working experience onboard”, “difficult due to distant
location of the working place”, “difficult since the job requires work at sea”, “lack of
educated employees in fields like hydrography, geodesy, geology and geophysics”, “difficult
to find experienced naval architects, simulator specialists and mariners that have analytic
skills and function in a land based organization”. One respondent added that one of reasons
might be also that the maritime cluster is unknown to young people and society in general.
The maritime universities need to promote the basic maritime programmes, lately focus has
been on research.
Future competence needs
The respondents listed following areas as crucial future competences in their branches
(Table 39): project management and research project leading, strong capabilities and
experience in the natural sciences (hydrography, oceanography, biology, geology, physics of
the sea, acoustics) and mathematics, competences in 3D seismic and multibeam
technology, knowledge of new maritime fuels and port engineering. Also skills and
experience in naval architecture, ocean engineering and advanced engineering in broad
sense were listed. Other groups of future competences are applied informatics/software
development and environmental legal services. Moreover cognitive psychologists, maritime
psychologists and anthropologists would be required in the sector.
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It is expected that the future functions onboard the ships will require multidisciplinary
expertise, and the specialists and personnel with limited proficiency will be downgraded in
future recruitment. Good seamanship combined with updated knowledge of new technology
and mutual understanding and needs between vessels and shore managements and their
optimal use would be key competence.
One respondent added that a firm and sustainable financial support would be required in
areas such as maritime and shipping issues, measurements of physical parameters,
construction work and coastal erosion avoidance and remediation, mapping, planning and
socioeconomic factors.
Table 39 Competence needs in Research. Results from the in-depth interviews and the questionnaires.
Country

Competences of
sea going
personnel

Estonia

Denmark

Finland

Norway

Poland

Sweden

-

No changes.

Competences of land
based personnel

Crucial competencies in the future*

Experience in educating
and in their field of
specialization
Project management and
engineering.

-

Project management. The future functions
onboard the ships will require multidisciplinary
expertise, and the specialists and personnel
with limited proficiency will be downgraded in
future recruitment.
Strong capabilities in the natural sciences
International Certificate of Competence (ICC),
ICC and regulations of the environment by
which is today voluntary except for drivers of
compulsion (legislation)
speedboats
none
Naval architects, port engineers, cognitive
psychologists, anthropologists, software
developers.
combined geophysics and biology assessments
There are certain laws and
regulations for personnel
working at the
organization. Also working
experience, pedagogical
studies. experience on
working on board
n/a
Researchers – Marine
Environment – PhD or
Master level: biology,
physiology, renewable
energy, climate. Tourism
& accommodation: chef
and staff
Officers: STCW74, DP
oceanographic and
certificate
hydrographic background;
Sailors: STCW74,
sea physic; university
certificates for 12T
education (M.Sc., B.Sc.
crane operations
degree)
naval architects, nautical
education and experience,
simulations skills, risk
analyses, maritime
transport and safety
analyses. industrial
photography,
measurement techniques.
Good seamanship and mutual understanding and
needs between vessels and shore managements
an environmental
knowledge, know-how
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sea going practice

Marine researchers with experience.
Research project leaders

mathematics; physics of the sea; acoustics;
applied informatics

Naval architecture

Good seamanship and mutual understanding
and needs between vessels and shore
managements and their optimal use
Same as now and even more within oldschool navigation combined with updated
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with all new laws and
regulations in the different
segments

Sweden

knowledge of new technology. Since crews
are getting smaller and the new technology is
taking over more and more, it is important to
have knowledge of this.

Education as e.g Master mariner, Marine engineer, Same as now plus experience gained during
naval architect or any other suitable education of practice
about level B.Sc.. Also need for experience from
employment as surveyors at shipping company,
insurance society, class society or maritime
administration.
Experienced Naval
Experienced Naval Architects
Architects, especially due
to planned outsourcing of
Flag Inspection
new maritime fuels,
new maritime fuels
capacity utilisation
Maritime Psychologists and Master Mariners
Hydrography, Oceanography, Biology, Geology, Environmental legal
services
Immediate support for the
A firm and sustainable financial support in
planning of a Baltic
areas such as maritime and shipping issues,
network of educators and
measurements of physical parameters,
researchers with the
construction work and coastal erosion
ultimate goal of a unified
avoidance and remediation, mapping,
Baltic policy on coastal
planning and socioeconomic factors
and maritime research,
education and financing.
none
Naval Architects, Ocean Engineers+ other
engineers on M.Sc. and PhD level

Education level required
In most cases a post-secondary education at minimum M.Sc. level is required from the
potential employees. Only for few positions secondary level is sufficient. A comment from
one respondent was made that even graduates from non-typical maritime engineering
programmes would be suitable employees but they must be trained and have sufficient
knowledge in maritime matters.
Quality of the graduates and cooperation with the education institutions
Most of the interviewed organizations employ recent graduates and the following reasons
were named: “to develop young people´s teaching skills”, “due to governmental financial
support”, “graduates have university education and skills developed during participation in
projects and on-job trainings”, “it is an advantage to mix young knowledge and enthusiasm
with deep expert knowledge and long experience”.
The organizations which do not employ recent graduates clarify that: “the job positions
require experience”, “according to the law the organization is not allowed to employ
personnel without working experience” and “the graduates have often bigger ambition”.
All respondents except one believe that their organizations may have influence on education
programmes. Sometimes there is ongoing communication between education institutions
and companies on skills which are required by the companies from the perspective
employee.
Three organizations participate actively in discussion and processes at national and/or local
level focused on education programmes at the institutions that educate/train future
potential employees. One of the interviewed organization answered that they are to small to
participate actively in the in discussions and processes focused on education programmes.
Traineeships and different projects are carried out in cooperation with the education
institutions.
In general the quality of the graduates is at acceptable level also regarding seafaring part
but more practical experience (e.g. in Sweden a return to mandatory vocational training in
summer would be useful), social media and pedagogy should be included in their education.
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An interdisciplinary education should be more popularized.
One respondent highlighted that the competences of the graduates depend rather on
particular person - his/her attitude and engagement into self-developing/self-learning
processes.
6

Promotion of maritime careers in the BSR

How can awareness on maritime careers be raised and what is the suitable strategy and
channels for promotion of the maritime sector? It looks quite different in different countries
of BSR. There is established industry collaboration on marketing and recruitment in
Denmark and Norway while in other countries there are still ongoing processes to find and
develop the best approach. This section presents the summary of promotion of maritime
careers in selected countries in BSR but also other campaigns performed at national level
which could possibly act as a example to be followed.
6.1 Surveys on image and promotion campaigns
In June 2006, the Commission published a Green Paper (EU Maritime Affairs, 2009) on the
different aspects of a future Community maritime policy which recognises the potential of
cultural heritage to reaffirm Europe‟s maritime identity and is ready to actively participate in
European programmes and initiatives which aim at promoting the positive image of ports
and shipping.
6.2 Surveys
To ensure that the campaign gets to the people who are most likely to benefit from it one
should know who the target market is. In case of promoting the maritime careers one of the
most important targets group are young people. Therefore it is of high interest to know
what their perception of maritime sector is, whether they have any maritime experience and
their thoughts regarding career choices in general.
6.2.1 Sweden
A few surveys have been performed by students at Kalmar Maritime Academy lately. One
diploma thesis was focused on defining the future plans among merchant marine seaman
students in secondary schools (Reis, 2008). The survey shown that the respondents were
somewhat more interested in working as able bodied seamen than in working as oilers. The
majority of interviewed students (78 %) planned to study further at university to become
deck or engine officer. Almost 80% of students shown interest for applying for marine job
positions abroad.
Sjöström & Gervind (2008) investigated, with help of a survey distributed to students at
Kalmar Maritime Academy, why Swedish young people choose master mariner studies. The
main motivations for students with previous seafaring experience were:
1) the need for new challenges in life (ca 30%), 2) this job seems to be interesting (ca
18%), 3) salary (ca 15%), 4) god job with more responsibility (ca 15%). Students without
previous seafaring experience listed following reasons to study at master mariner
programme: 1) this job seems to be interesting (ca 45%), 2) work/vacation scheme (ca
20%), 3) ship manoeuvring (ca 16%).
Håkansson & Persson (2008) distributed a questionnaire to active seamen, upper secondary
students studying abel seaman/oiler programs and shipping companies. They found out that
the main factor that attracts people to the shipping branch is the advantageous
work/vacation system with long-time vacation. 36% of respondents (students) pointed
family members working as seafarers as reason for them to choose sea-going career. 32%
respondents have heard that the work/vacation system is advantageous.
Both shipping companies and seafarers were interviewed in study of Andersson & Ekman,
(2009) to achieve a diversified picture of what the seafarers wish and what the shipping
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companies offer regarding working conditions. The most important factors that influence the
choice of the employer were listed by seafarers and there are as follows: salary,
work/vacation system and the condition of the ship. Salary was also put on the first place
by respondents from HR departments of shipping companies.
Young Swedes and their career choices
Studentmedia performed attitude survey Trendindex among young people in Sweden
between 15-27 years old between November 2008 and January 2009 (Göransson, 2009)
(pers. communication with Studentmedia). Around 12 500 respondents answered questions
regarding career and education through internet and sms. According to the results young
people are aware of global economic crisis and try to choose occupation in relation to
changes on the job market. A stable employment is valued high by all respondents‟ age
groups. Possibility to practice and leadership courses are sought after.
The top 5 carrier goals for young people are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To feel secure and confident at work
To reach equilibrium between work and leisure time
To be “self-driven” or independent at work
To work with big challenges
High salary

Respondents were also asked to mark what branch is interesting to work in.
The top 5 branches appeared to be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Health/Medicine/Biotechnology
IT
Education
Public sector
Promotion, Advertisement/ Design

Maritime sector as such was not on the list of branches. However branches that could be the
related to maritime industry were ranked as following:
8. Technology/Manufacturing/Construction
17. Logistics and Transport
29 Chemistry industry/Crude oil
The list consisted of 37 branches in total.
6.3

Other European countries

In April this year (2009) twenty young seafarers (17 men and 3 women) met in London and
discussed current issues related to maritime sector (Young Seafarers´s Focus Group, 2009).
Group consisted of deck and engine officers, rating and one cadet. Companies that
supported meeting were Teekay Marine Service, Broström Tankers France SAS, Maersk and
OSG Ship management.
6.3.1 Reasons to go to sea
The group (Young Seafarers´s Focus Group, 2009) mentioned following reasons for going
to sea:
Salary & tax break
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Family tradition
Opportunity to sea the world
Lifestyle-hard work but long breaks-balance-shorter contracts, paid vacations
Job opportunities –absence of other options
Challenge-interesting work-deck & engine
Attracts more practical people-need to experience life on board before commiting to
years of academic education
Another study (Barnett, Gatfield, Overgaard, Pekcan, & Graveson, 2006) mentioned why
Europeans choose seafaring career:
The location of home or place of upbringing
Family influence
Good career prospects
A long-term interest in the sea
Travel (this factor is probably less influential in the modern age of jet travel and
“back-packing” but it is still mentioned in the top 5 reasons list.
6.3.2 Main issues of concern in seafarers´ work
At the same time the main issues of concern were listed by the focus group (Young
Seafarers´s Focus Group, 2009):
Job security and employment conditions
Nine months contracts are too long
Ratio to time ashore important (8 weeks on/8 weeks off is OK)
Currency fluctuation can cause difficulties for seafarers
Better to be paid every month to enable mortgage loans etc
Good when companies provide personal loans for employees
Companies should pay for repatriation to home port for ratings as well as officers
ISPS
Seafarers treated like terrorists or criminal suspects
All pain, no positives –burden all on seafarer
Conflict between safety and security
Not enough people to cover watches
Shore leave denied many times –is it a right or privilege?
Port State requirements not practical or reasonable
No standard practice-sometimes need passport, sometimes not
Some standards not applied in terminals as on ship
Excessive cost of transit in ports/escorts
Exacerbated issues of criminalisation against some nationalities
Shore leave
It was noted that seafarers of certain nationalities experience denial of shore leave
more often than others
Criminalisation
Fear of being blamed for environmental accidents
Security regimes make seafarers feel like criminals
Manning vs workload
Constant influx of new requirements alongside existing requirements
Virtually impossible to relax and go ashore
Problem of fatigue
Additional work should be proportionate to number of crew
Piracy
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More reassurance that companies will support seafarers and ensure releasing if taken
hostage
Compensation
Danger money
Official military support on board
Rerouting to avoid pirate infested areas supported
Living conditions & communication with home
Quality of life on board is adversely affected by poor standards of accommodation
and recreational facilities
Single cabins -important
Lack of adequate contact with family
Better access to internet (private life but also distance learning)
Inadequate allowances for food
Amount of paperwork on board
The ISM Code –too open for interpretation, no consistency between companies
Duplication of information
Too much deal with on board
No enough time/manpower
Secretary needed on board
Seafarers responsible for themselves and their own work as well as paperwork &
onboard training for others
Sense that companies covering their backs-blame culture
Training issues
Computer-based training on-board-mandatory for promotion but not enough time to
fit in with duties-would be better to do ashore-company issue
Additional courses required by charter party-individuals have to pay (company
won´t)
Licences-cost passed on to seafarer-depends on company
Training on seafarers rights
Image of the industry
There is either a lack of knowledge amongst the public about the industry or oldfashioned, outdated idea of seafaring
Airline pilots are portrayed as heroes, seafarers like criminals
6.4

Campaigns

6.4.1 Go to Sea! IMO
International Maritime Organisation (IMO) launched in a campaign in 2008 aimed at
attracting new entrants to the shipping industry (IMO, 2008). The campaign was launched
in association with the International Labor Organization, BIMCO, ICS/ISF, INTERCARGO,
INTERTANKO and the International Transport Workers´ Federation. The shipping industry is
urged to take a lead and promote itself through the media, mainly the electronic media, and
to support campaigns aimed at improving its image and use some key industry figures as
examples of career progression. More should be done to make life on board and away from
home more akin to the life enjoyed ashore. Women should be encouraged to work in the
seafaring profession; and to promote the industry at non maritime-related events.
6.4.2 Denmark
The Danish Shipowners´s Association (DSA) engaged the Centre for Youth Research
(Roskilde University) to make an analysis of the factors influencing student‟s ´choice of
career and education. The report launched in 2003 gave a wide range of recommendations
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for implementing new and adjusting old recruitment activities (Employment in Danish
Maritime Sector, 2005):
Websites as back bone of campaigns
Via websites applicants can get to know stories intervened by facts on the education
programme of journalistic/documentary character, find required information,
download application form or even order a lecturer (seafarers) who can tell about
maritime career or maritime education
Print media
Used to create the initial interest among Danish youngsters. Advertisements in youth
magazines and posters to promote ship officer education programmes as attractive
option for people interested in technical issues and looking for possibility to work in
international environment. Print media point to web sites, sometimes allow applicant
to order info packs (additional material in brochures, CD, DVD)
TV media
TV commercials have been developed.
Ambassadors
Maritime school students are used as ambassadors for the industry and participate in
student counselling activities at their old high schools or give lecture in primary
schools.
Education fairs
Maritime educators meet ca 40 000young people at education fairs every year in
Danmark.
Training days
The training ship “Danmark” build in 1933has been used to give 40 last year primary
school pupils a week training onboard as ship officers.
Meetings and seminars
These activities take place often on DFDS´s passenger ships sailing between
Denmark and Norway and at SIMAC which are the training institutions. Under such
meeting the audience has a chance to see the ship from engine room to bridge.
Ambassadors usually have a presentation during meetings and seminars.
PR
The Danish Shipowners´ Association tries to push for press coverage to achieve
broader spectrum of potential applicants and their relatives.
Campaigns in maritime sector
One of the initiatives of Det blå Danmark has been a website (www.worldcareers.dk)
describing maritime careers, events and the maritime cluster. The external consultants
undertook a brand relation study that shown that massive publicity campaign (TV and
cinema commercials, web ads, radio spots) resulted in a clear increase in brand recognition
(knowledge of Blue Denmark raised from 4 to 12 %). Young people and their parents have
attached following values to en education in Blue Denmark: “an international industry”,” an
industry with fine career opportunities”, “a competitive industry”, “an industry with high
credibility” and “an industry that offers great challenges”. (Danish Shipowners´Association,
2009)
6.4.3 Estonia
Every year maritime days and shows take place. Estonian Maritime Academy organizes
yearly “Open Days” to introduce the specializations of academy and possibilities in the
maritime sector.
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Youth Information Fair takes place yearly. The aim of the fair is to offer youngsters as much
information about studying, free time, employment etc possibilities, which is necessary in
life. Estonian Maritime Academy is taking part in the fair.
Additionally sundry interesting exhibitions are prepared by Estonian Maritime Museum.
No special recruitment campaigns have been carried out within maritime sector. The
maritime policy of Estonia is under development and is in the final stage.
6.4.4 Finland
Campaigns in maritime sector
In general recruitment should be started already in the beginning of the studies and
during practical periods so that a student will engage with a shipping company and
above all with the maritime sector.
- campaign by IMO: “Go to Sea”
- project “IMAGO” (2005) by The Turku Center for Maritime Studies (CMS):
information for student guidance http://mkk.utu.fi/esittely/rauma/opomat.html
- Maritime Cluster Finland, Center of Expertise Programme for 2007 – 2013
- Metalli on hevii –campaign = “Metal is heavy” for pupils in secondary schools in
order to get them interested in metal industry, 2007
- annual national fairs: Education fair in Rovaniemi, Next Step in Jyväskylä, Boat
fair in Helsinki, Mariehamn, Turku, Sea Days in Kotka, Know how fair in Vasa,
Studia Fair in Helsinki
- Tartu taitoon = “Grasp a skill”, at Kymenlaakso University of Supplied Sciences,
every autumn for the students in high schools and vocational schools
- In 2008 it was given a task by the Finnish Ministry of Education to make a report
“The present situation of the maritime education and development needs”
- Spring 2009: Recruitment campaign by Finnish Shipowners‟ Association (by
icebreaker staying at different ports from up north to the Finnish Gulf) for pupils
in secondary schools (at the age of 15-16), for the students graduated from high
schools and vocational schools (at the age of 18 – 19), for adults who are to be
retraining and upgrading of qualifications
6.4.5 Norway
Campaigns in maritime sector
Campaign “Ikke för alle” (Not for all). A website, in Norwegian only, directed to young
people (15 – 19 years old) wondering about seafaring career. The campaign, established by
Maritime Forum Norway, has turned out to be a success. An increase in applications for a
maritime education by 40 percent has been observed after nearly three years.
Website: http://www.ikkeforalle.no
6.4.6 Poland
Campaigns in maritime sector
In February 2008 the Polish Maritime Partnership was established under the umbrella of the
Ministry of Infrastructure. The partners are 13 institutions of maritime sector. The main goal
of the Partnership is in line with Package No3 of the EfficienSea.
The recruitment campaigns are performed mainly by institutions of higher education –
recruitment of students.
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Campaigns in other sectors
Kierunki zamawiane (Ordered majors)
Ministry of Education launched a campaign “Ordered majors” (Students Information Service,
2009) in 2009 by TV commercials. The campaign has been created to attract young people
to technical, mathematical and nature science study programmes. According to calculations
there will be shortage of 76 000 engineers in Poland in five years. Ministry of Education
after consultations with branch organisations formulated a list of “deficit “majors which
includes: biomedical engineering, construction engineering, mechatronics, environmental
engineering, energetics , electrotechnics, mechanics and machine construction, automation
and robotics, mathematics, biotechnology. From 100% to 50% of students that decide to
study majors at selected education institutions are going to receive a scholarship of 1000 zl
per month (corresponding to 1/3 of average national salary). Higher education institutions
are going to receive 14 000 zl for every additional student.
6.4.7 Sweden
There have been campaigns performed for maritime sector and other sectors.
Campaigns in maritime sector
Bra jobb (Good jobs)
Started 2007 and is still running.
The aim of the campaign is to recruit more students to shipping engineering. Students
are offered a try out period onboard at the ship Atlantic Carrier and are then guaranteed
a place in a preparatory course. No exact follow ups yet, but more applications than
available positions in 2009.
Table 40 Bra jobb (Good jobs)
Name of campaign

Bra jobb

Sender (organisation/country)
and
Contact person(s)

Swedish Ship Owners Association and the two Swedish maritime
universities.

Campaign time

2006-2009

Geographical area

National

Target group(s)

Students at upper high school.

Main objective(s)

To increase the number of applicants to maritime engineering
education by giving an opportunity to spend time onboard and get
an introduction to the profession.

Overall description
Main activities
Campaign material

Estimated cost/budget
Results
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A 16 weeks preparatory course, where 5 weeks are onboard a ship,
the Atlantic Cartier.
A website (www.brajobb.nu) and blogs written by students,
traveler‟s diary on the net, films presenting the engineer positions
onboard a ship, films made by students while onboard.
No information.
Since the start in 2007, 60 students have participated. Last autumn,
six of them had continued at the engineering program at Chalmers,
some had chosen the nautical or the logistics program. Some also
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Evaluation reports
Comments

started working and training at the Swedish Coast Guard.
No official evaluation report.
For 2009 the preparatory course is no longer offered, but the site is
still published. This year there are many more applicants to the
engineering program at both universities.

Attachments
Information provided by
(name/organisation and date)
for EfficienSea WP3

Eva Nordström, SMA

Sjöfartskaravanen (The Shipping Caravan)
The aim is to raise the awareness of a maritime career among young people and the
public in general. Activities encompass educational fairs and school visits, offered visits
onboard ships and last summer the SMA icebreaker made about 20 port stops around
the whole coast and the public was invited onboard, where a lot of educational
institutions and maritime companies were represented. Continuous follow up.
Table 41 Sjöfartskaravanen (The Shipping Caravan)
Name of campaign

Sjöfartskaravanen (The Sipping Caravan)

Sender (organisation/country)
and
Contact person(s)

Sveriges Redareförening och Sjöfartsverket i samverkan med flera
företag, organisationer och skolor.

Campaign time

2008-2009

Geographical area

National

Target group(s)

The general public, students at upper high school

Main objective(s)

To raise awareness of maritime careers and the shipping industry.

Overall description

A joint venture with around 40 partners. The icebreaker tour was
strongly promoted with press releases and radio spots. In some of
the ports the visit coincided with other public arrangements, like Tall
Ships Race.
A summer tour with an icebreaker making about 20 port calls and
letting the public onboard. The tour was followed up with school
visits and participation at fairs on education and career choice.
All partners had their stand onboard the icebreaker. Brochures and
magazines were handed out to visitors. A website presented the
route and published a log book written by a professional journalist
who joined the crew.
No information on the total cost, but SMA estimate their part to
around 200 000 euro. Man hours are not included.
13 000 visits onboard and almost as many visitors at the campaign
website (during 1 month). Huge media attention; articles, TV-spots
and radio interviews.

Main activities

Campaign material

Estimated cost/budget
Results

Evaluation reports
Comments

It‟s really expensive to tour the whole coast with a ship, but we got a
lot of media attention. However the timing wasn‟t good as this took
place in the summer when all students were on holiday. Otherwise
we could have promoted it to schools and gotten more young people
onboard.
The idea of joining forces under an umbrella concept is ideal and a
prerequisite to enable such a massive promotion campaign.
“Sjöfartskaravanen” continued ashore during the fall and the spring
of 2009.
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Attachments

http://www.sjofartskaravanen.se

Information provided by
(name/organisation and date)
for EfficienSea WP3

Eva Nordström, SMA

Fladen
Started in 2008 and is still running.
A SMA initiative in cooperation with Maritiman; an old lighthouse ship has been
renovated and now includes a permanent exhibition which is partly historical and partly
a multimedia showroom for shipping today. Schools are a major target group for future
events, but activity is low due to lack of resources for the summer of 2009. The
exhibition will however be open to public this year too. The multimedia presentation has
been distributed on DVD to schools visited by the Shipping Caravan this spring.
Table 42 Ett hav av möjligheter (Fladen)
Name of campaign

Ett hav av möjligheter

Sender (organisation/country)
and
Contact person(s)

Swedish Maritime Administration

Campaign time

2008

Geographical area

National

Target group(s)

University students and persons showing an interest in working with
the administration as well as with shipping.
To raise awareness of the career possibilities at the SMA and to
enhance knowledge of the maritime sector.
Improved description of SMA activities and careers.

Main objective(s)
Overall description
Main activities

Campaign material

Estimated cost/budget

A permanent exhibition onboard an old lighthouse ship in
Gothenburg, where electronic stands with presentations and photos
make up the modern world along with the historical environment and
stories.
The showroom onboard, DVD: s, a brochure, new material on our
website. The DVD was attached to an edition of Shipgaz and
distributed to all readers. Two of the film clips were published at
YouTube.
Around 100 000 euro.

Results
Evaluation reports

No official evaluation report.

Comments

This was cooperation between the Information and the Personnel
departments. In 2009 Swedish Ship Owners joined with further
material onboard the lighthouse ship Fladen.
www.maritiman.se

Attachments
Information provided by
(name/organisation and date)
for EfficienSea WP3
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Campaigns performed in Sweden in other sectors
Future trip
www.skogsindustrierna.org/framtid
Swedish Forest Industries Federation visit secondary schools several days a week, the
year round and offer a thematic day on forest industry. They present different aspects in
three stations; “Piccadilly station” presents international careers in English, “Studio K”
deals with environmental aspects and “Fiberspace” is an introduction to various careers.
The day ends with a workshop where students can create new products for a sustainable
society. Three young ambassadors are on the road constantly.Post secondary teachers
(in science, chemistry and social science) are offered a two days course free of charge
where also the lodging is paid for.
Talent for growth
www.handelskammaren.net
Info: Katrien Vanhaverbeke, Ingrid Lindahl
West Sweden Chamber of Commerce and Industry is engaged in a 2 year program
called “Talent for growth” aiming to strengthen the availability of professional
competence within the region. “Handshake” is a cooperation program between schools
and business life, where companies get to introduce themselves to students.
A yearly survey is done on youth attitudes towards work, education and future.
Swedish Armed Forces
Run a huge campaign for the recruitment of officers (with a budget of about 300400 000 euro/year). The reason is that military service is no longer compulsory.
At http://forsvar.fileflat.com/ you‟ll find one of the campaign sites with an interesting
interactivity tool.
6.4.8

Latvia, Lithuania

Campaigns in maritime sector
Every year there is Sea Fest celebrated but the inhabitants of sea towns and villages all
over Latvia. The Sea Fest celebrations are widely publicized by Latvian media and attract
many Latvian and foreign tourists (European Commision, DG Fisheries, Maritime Affairs and
Ecotec, 2006)
A Sea Festival is organized every year on the last week of July in Klajpeda (Lithuania) to
make the sea popular and to strengthen Lithuania´s image as a sea faring nation (European
Commision, DG Fisheries, Maritime Affairs and Ecotec, 2006)
6.4.9

Maritime campaigns in other European countries

Sea Vision UK
Sea Vision UK a national campaign to raise young people‟s awareness and understanding of
the sea, maritime activities and the maritime sector (Sea Vision UK, 2009).Target group are
young people between 13 and 22 years old. Campaign started 2003 and was established by
three „lead partners‟; The Chamber of Shipping, The Royal Navy and Lloyd‟s Register.
Objectives of the campaign:
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Sea Vision brings together companies, associations („partners‟) and individuals („friends‟)
interested in the sea and maritime matters to work together, to:
• raise the profile of the sea and maritime activities among young people
• promote the development of education and careers activity by Sea Vision partner
organisations and throughout the regions and counties of the UK
6.5 Internet usage in BSR
The Internet is becoming more and more important in everyday life as it is one of the most
developing media and becomes important and effective component of marketing strategies.
One of the factors to succeed with the internet based campaign is a relevant traffic driven to
the website. The website should be seen by the masses of targeted users therefore
information on the internet usage by potential target group is a key question.
Following data on internet usage of persons between 16-74 years old come from Europe´s
Digital Competitiveness Report (Commision Staff Working Document, 2009). Table 43
shows the country-level results gathered in 2008 and the average values calculated for 27
European Union member countries. It can be noticed that the extent of internet usage
differs much among countries. The take up of regular users is the biggest in Norway (86%
population) and the smallest in Poland (44% population).
Table 43 Internet usage in BSR countries, year 2008 (Commision of the European Communities, 2009)

Denmark is one of the frontrunners in terms of regular and frequent use of the internet,
with 80% and 71% of the population accessing the internet at least once a week and almost
every day, respectively (well above the European averages).Denmark is also leader in
broadband penetration rate.
The broadband penetration rate of 24,6 (% population) in Estonia is higher than the EU
average. Majority of the internet connected households use broadband connection. Estonia
has somewhat higher number of regular and frequent internet users than the EU average.
In comparison to year 2007 the broadband penetration rate in Finland went down but still
is much above the EU average. The share of internet connected households is one of the
highest in Europe. There is 78% of population that uses Internet on regular basis in Finland.
Germany performs well in terms of rates of regular and frequent internet users. The
broadband penetration rate is above the EU average. The use of wireless laptop connections
is getting widespread.
The information society in Latvia is still lagging behind in comparison with the general
developments in EU. Both the households‟ connectivity to internet and the broadband
penetration rate is lower than EU average. However activities like sending mails or looking
for information on goods and services are almost as average in EU.
The broadband penetration rate in Lithuania lies below the EU average. New mobile
connectivity usages are not developed. Number of regular users has increased much over
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past four years from 26% to 50% of population. This country ranks among top ten users in
term of reading online magazines and downloading music and films.
The information society is developing in Poland. Broadband penetration by population is at
13,6%. Rates of regular and frequent users are lower than EU average. Rate of seeking
information in purpose of learning is somewhat higher than EU average.
Sweden is among top nations for information society developments. Broadband penetration
stands at 31,3%. Sweden is frontrunner for the take-up of new mobile methods. 83% of
population represents stands for regular internet users.
Having so uneven internet usage across the region a conclusion can be drawn that each
country should prepare its own media mix to reach young people effectively. Beside the
internet usage also other aspects like potential socio-cultural differences in the BSR should
be taken into account while developing marketing strategy.
7 Conclusions
The maritime sector's competitiveness in a BSR perspective can be boosted by innovation,
collaboration and mobility across borders. There is wide variety of jobs, education and
opportunities but it seems no to be reflected in the popular perception of the maritime
sector.
Today‟s world is characterised by rapid developments in science and technology which
influences the industries and labour market. On the other hand it has become a challenge
for educations institutes to incorporate all changes occurring in the course structures in
order to equip the leaving graduates with the knowledge and foundational skills necessary
to find and hold a good job in a changing labour market.
This study, though disadvantaged by quite low response to the questionnaires and
often inaccessible data, provides only a rough, indicative overview of education range and
competence needs in the maritime sector in BSR. Maritime industry needs different skilled
employees and this need should be analyzed in terms of both quantity and quality. Since it
is difficult for many interviewed organizations to predict long-term recruitment needs and
since the data of number of students in the region is incomplete the study is focused mainly
on quality (competences) of the needed labour force.
Gender imbalance, both in terms of students and teachers can be noticed in majority of the
mapped maritime education institutions which seems to confirm that the maritime sector is
dominated by men. One should investigate this issue deeper analyzing different fields of
maritime studies and trends since the data show only total number of students enrolled at
the institutions. Anyhow it seems that studying and working in the maritime sector might
not appeal to women. Women with required competences should be seen as valuable
workforce resource and a change of the image and maybe some aspects of the reality of
work in the industry would possibly raise their participation.
The results show that the preferred level of education of the employees in most of the
organizations is at post–secondary level. Persons with secondary level background or
vocational training are needed in Manufacturing sector, whereas within the Research sector
and Education (Public Sector) in particular persons having academic degrees are needed.
Recent graduates are employed occasionally and mainly for trainee positions since the
experience is often a key factor in recruitment. On the other hand companies are aware that
recent graduates are needed to balance the age factor in the organizations.
To find employees with required skills on the market should not be a problem according to
many of respondents since the global financial crisis changed the market situation. However
some professions may be more difficult to find on the market: engineers (hydrodynamics)
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and specialists (hydrography, geodesy, geology and geophysics). In some cases the
employees are “imported” from other, less developed countries (manufacturing and
shipping).
The crucial competences expected by the respondents in the future depend on the branch.
In general seafaring, engineering, languages, IT, management skills, economics/finance,
environment/energy, project skills, legal skills and branch experience have been most often
indicated by the respondents (Fig.14). Keeping pace with the technological developments
was often emphasized. Technological progress is occurring across the whole sector; from
Manufacturing (new materials, techniques) to Transport (Technical and operational
developments onboard).
The results from this study are in line with the findings cited previously in the introduction
that highlighted a need of management, IT skills and commercial awareness in the maritime
sector.

Engineering

Languages

Management/
Leadership

Logistics

IT

Economics,
finance
Seafaring

Environment/
Energy

Branch
experience

Figure 14 An overview of needed competences

The core competencies vary between branches and positions in the maritime sector. In
general the maritime sector is in need of both specialists with narrow particulate expertise
e.g. in Manufacturing or Shipping but also of generalists with a broader interest in the
maritime business as a whole and with deep knowledge in a few areas (e.g. project
management, economics, environment issues). An interesting starting point for further
research would be to investigate deeper specialists/generalists roles in the maritime sector.
Should employees be given a wider range of tasks and responsibilities? To what degree is it
possible for one employee to perform different roles in the organization?
Through the consultation with the respondents from maritime industry also qualities, other
than technical competence, have been identified. A few examples are: communication, the
ability to work with others or the attitude to work. These skills are needed not only in the
workplace but can be useful in daily living, under different social circumstances. The
question arises whether interpersonal skills can be taught at school and to what level
education can help students to develop such skills?
The role of education institutions is to develop professionals who have the required
discipline-specific knowledge and are ready to work on graduation day however the
knowledge and skills are also gained and developed through many experiences. Education
institutions may help to develop employability skills in their students by integrating these
skills into course design, providing both relevant academic staff as well as industry guest
lecturers and providing adequate teaching resources. Students should also have chance to
test their theoretical knowledge in practice during e.g. traineeships. A role of career services
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present at the education institutions should be to provide advice and guidance on career
opportunities in maritime sector.
When education institutions and industry collectively agree upon their cooperation and
discuss how to implement the skills needed the whole maritime sector benefits. Most of the
interviewed employers expressed a willingness to collaborate with education institutions.
Only few interviewed organizations do not have any common projects (traineeships,
diploma works etc.) with schools. The possibility to influence education programmes can be
limited for a single company but it was mentioned quite often - an indirect way to influence
education programmes is via different branch organizations which represent branch´s
interest.
The quality of the graduates, not taking into account the lack of experience, is generally
regarded as acceptable. However there are some elements that could be improved during
the education of the prospective employees (Fig.15): more practical know-how (to face the
real life situations), interdisciplinary approach, management training etc.

Practical training

English
(Manufacturing)

(Transport, Service
& Operations,
Research)
Emergency
management
(Service &
Other
Operations)

Knowledge about the
maritime industry as a
whole
(Service & Other
Operations)

Team spirit
(Manufacturing)

Responsibility
(Manufacturing)

Management
training
(Transport)
Leadership
training
(Transport)
Analytical
skills
(Public
Sector)

Practical
training on
modern
equipment
(Transport)

Employmentship,
(Manufacturing)
Ability to write
and present
reports
(Public Sector)

Figure 15 Aspects that should be improved during the education, according to the interview
respondents

There were also more detailed elements listed by the interviewees, which refer to specific
fields (Fig. 16). These elements should be included or trained more effective.
Fishing in
the sea
Know-how
shipbroker
profession
(Transport)

of

(Resources
Know-how of
)
chemicals and
liquids
Know-how of
(Transport)
railway
logistics
(Transport)

Fishing
insurance
matters
(Resources)

VTS , pilotage
(Public Sector)

IMO, EU
matters
(Public Sector)

Figure 16 Specific areas that should be improved during the education, according to the interview
respondents
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Some respondents took up pedagogic concerns like e.g. that more input should be put on
social media pedagogy (Research) and interdisciplinary education (Research). Moreover
teachers should be more updated with the current trends in the maritime industry
(Manufacturing).
According to one respondent from Finland seafaring and port logistics education is not very
active and one should strongly increase education in these areas. The company buys a
distance education for its employees. A respondent from Poland added that education
programmes are not in line with the market needs (naval architecture, ship design). Young
people are quite inpatient and do not have strong team building skills (Leisure and tourism).
In this study syllabuses of the studies were not analysed in detail therefore it is not possible
to conclude to which extend the study programmes currently cover the areas of competence
mentioned by the sector representatives. However it would be recommended to take the
feedback from the respondents into consideration while planning study programmes.
The response from the respondents who decided to participate in the study was in general
positive. As it was commented – it would be good if the study gave any result in practice
since it is really needed. A wish regarding support for the planning of Baltic network of
educators and researchers with the ultimate goal of unified Baltic policy on coastal and
maritime research, education and financing was raised.
There is either a lack of knowledge amongst the public about the maritime sector or there is
old-fashioned, outdated idea of seafaring. Is seems that maritime sector is in need of an
image makeover. The image however should reflect the reality. The way it is perceived
could be changed by providing young people with more information about the available
career opportunities. However having so uneven internet usage across the region a
conclusion can be drawn that each country should prepare its own media mix to reach
young people effectively. Beside the internet usage also other aspects like potential sociocultural differences in the BSR should be taken into account while developing marketing
strategy.
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Appendix I Study programmes

Complete programmes in maritime education
Nautical Science –regulated by STCW
Deck Department
Table 44 ISCED 5; Deck Department, MSc Studies
Country/
Town

Institution Study/
Specialisation

STCW
regulations
/level2

Duration/
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English?

Poland/
Gdynia

Polish Naval Navigation
Academy of
Gdynia

Yes

90 ECTS

No

Poland/
Gdynia

Gdynia
Maritime
University
Baltic
Fishing
Fleet State
Academy

Marine
Transport

management
level

1.5 year/90
ECTS

No

Navigation*

Yes

5,5 years

No

Technical
operation of
vessels and
ship
equipment*
*graduates receive Engineer degree

Yes

5 years

No

Russia/
Kaliningra
d

Russia /
Kaliningra
d

Baltic
Fishing
Fleet State
Academy

No of
students
enrolled
20082009
13

582
(BSc+MSc)

Table 45 ISCED 5; Deck Department BSc Studies
Country

Institutio
n

Study/
Specialisati
on

STCW
regulations/
level

Duration/
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English?

Estonia/
Tallinn

Estonian
Maritime
Academy

Navigator

STCW 78/95

No

Finland

Kymenlaak
so
University
of Applied
Sciences
Satakunta
University
of Applied
Sciences
Åland

Bachelor of
Marine
Technology
(Master
Mariner)
Sea Captain
(BSc.)

A-II/2

4 years+1
year seagoing
practice/
240 ECTS
4,5 year/
270 ECTS

No

170
(18)

management
level

40
months/
270 ECTS

No

35

Master

STCW -95

31

No

50

Finland

Finland
2

No of
students
enrolled
20082009
281

Management level, Operational level, Support level as defined in STCW.
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Lithuania

Norway

Norway

Poland/
Szczecin

University
of Applied
Sciences;
Swedish
speaking

Mariner

months/
270 ECTS

Lithuanian
Maritime
Academy
Vestfold
University
College

Marine
Navigation

4 years/
243 ECTS

No

139

Bachelor of
nautical
studies

3 years/
180 ECTS

No

85

Aalesund
University
College
Maritime
University
of Szczecin

Bachelor of
Nautical
Studies
Navigation/
Sea
Transport,
Deep Sea
Fishing,
Rescue,
Marine
Traffic
Engineering,
Hydrographi
c Survey and
Aids to
Navigation,
Marine
Information
Systems
Navigation

II/1-2

30 month/
180 ECTS

No

92

II/1-4
IV/2, VI/1
management

4 years/
240 ECTS

No

902

Yes

3,5 years/
210 ECTS

No

103

Marine
Transport

operational
level

3,5 years/
210 ECTS

No

582
(BSc+MSc)

Master
Mariner
programme

II/1-3, IV/1

3years/180
+75ECTS

No

238
(78)*

3
years/180
ECTS
4
years/180
ECTS

No

283
(20)*

No

218
(73)*

Poland/
Gdynia

Polish
Naval
Academy
of Gdynia

Poland/
Gdynia

Gdynia
Maritime
University
Chalmers
University
of
Technology
Kalmar
Maritime
Academy
Kalmar
Maritime
Academy

Sweden/
Gothenburg

Sweden/
Kalmar
Sweden/
Kalmar

Master
Mariner
programme
Master
Mariner
programme

II/1-3, IV/1

II/1-3, IV/1

* number first-year students enrolled is given in brackets

Table 46 Deck Department ISCED 4
Country/
Town

Institution

Norway

Kristiansand Master mariner
Maritime
College
Policealna
Deck officer
Szkoła
Morska

Poland/
Szczecin
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Specialisation

STCW
Duration
regulations/
level

Is the
study
available
in English?

A-II/2

20 months

No

No of
students
enrolled
20082009
19

II/2
operational

3 years

No

30

90
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Poland/
Gdynia
Sweden

Szkoła
Morska w
Gdyni
Chalmers
University
of
Technology

Deck Officer

II/2
operational

No

Deck officer class
VII

II/3, VI/1

No

78

Table 47 Deck Department ISCED 3
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

STCW
regulations/
level

Duration

Is the
study
available
in English?

Poland/
Kołobrzeg

Zespół
Szkół
Morskich w
Kołobrzegu
Zespół
Szkół
Budowy
Okrętów w
Szczecinie
Zespół
Szkół
Morskich w
Gdańsku
Zespół
Szkół
Morskich w
Darłowie
Zespół
Szkół
Morskich w
Świnoujściu
Maritime
High
School,
Christopher
Polhemgym
nasiet
Maritime
High School
Sjömanssko
lan
Maritime
High School
Härnösands
Gymnasium
Maritime
High School
Maritime
High School
Rönnowska
Skolan
Maritime
High School
Sjöfartsgym
nasiet UCT
Maritime
High School
Törnströms
ka

Technician/
sea navigator

Yes
Support/
operational

4 years

No

No of
students
enrolled
20082009
205

Technician/
sea navigator

Yes
Support/
Operational

4 years

No

88

Technician/
sea navigator

Yes
Support/
Operational

4 years

No

84

Technician/
sea navigator

Yes
Support/
Operational

4 years

No

86

Technician/
sea navigator

Yes
Support/
Operational

4 years

No

98

Deck and
engine rating
Able seaman
and motorman

II/4

30 months

No

44

Seaman

II/4

No

Seaman

II/4

No

Seaman

II/4

No

Seaman,
catering

II/4

No

Seaman

II/4

No

Seaman

II/4

No

Poland/
Szczecin

Poland/
Gdańsk

Poland/
Darłowo

Poland/
Świnoujście

Sweden/
Visby

Sweden/
Stockholm

Sweden/
Härnösand

Sweden/
Orust
Sweden/
Helsingborg

Sweden/
Tjörn

Sweden/
Karlskrona
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Gymnasiet
Maritime
High School
Öckerö
Gymnasiesk
ola
Maritime
High School
Kalmar
Praktiska
Gymnasium
Maritime
High School

Sweden/
Öckerö

Sweden/
Kalmar

Sweden/
Göteborg

Seaman

II/4

No

Seaman

II/4

No

Seaman,
catering

II/4

No

Engine Department and/or Electrician Department
Table 48 Engine Department and/or Electrician Department- ISCED 5; MSc studies
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

STCW
regulations/
level

Duration/
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English?

Poland/Gdy
nia

Polish Naval
Academy of
Gdynia

Yes

1,5 year/
90ECTS

No

Russia/
Kaliningrad

Baltic
Fishing
Fleet State
Academy

Mechanical
Engineering
and Machinery
Design
Power plant
operation*

Yes

5, 5 years

No

Russia/
Kaliningrad

Baltic
Fishing
Fleet State
Academy

Yes

5 years

No

Russia/
Kaliningrad

Baltic
Fishing
Fleet State
Academy

Refrigerating
cryogenic
techniques and
airconditioning*
Technical
operation of
transport radio
equipment*

Yes

5,5 years

No

No of
students
enrolled
20082009
0

*graduates receive Engineer degree

Table 49 Engine Department and/or Electrician Department -ISCED 5; BSc studies
Country

Institution

Study/
Specialization

STCW
regulations/
level

Duration/
ECTS

Denmark

Copenhagen
Marine
Engineer
College and
Eletrical
Installation
Engineer
College
Estonian
Maritime
Academy

Marine Engineer

V/1,
VI/2,VI/3

3 years , (4½
years)/ 180
(270) ECTS

Marine Engineering

STCW 78/95
A-II/1; AIII/2

4 years + 1
year seagoing

Estonia
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No

No of
students
enrolled
2008-2009

No

150

105

Part-financed by
the European
Union

practice/
240ECTS
4 years + 1
year seagoing/
240 ECTS
4,5 year/
270 ECTS

Estonia

Estonian
Maritime
Academy

Refrigeration
Technology

STCW 78/95

Finland

Kymenlaakso
University of
Applied
Sciences
Satakunta
University of
Applied
Sciences

Bachelor of
Engineering

A-III/2

Marine Engineer

management
level
engineering
officer

Finland

Åland
University of
Applied
Sciences

Mechanical
Engineering

STCW -95

Lithuania

Lithuanian
Maritime
Academy
Vestfold
University
College

Maintenance of Ship
Powerplants

4 years/
232,5 ECTS

Bachelor of marine
engineering

36 months/
180 ECTS

No

25

Poland/
Gdynia

Polish Naval
Academy of
Gdynia

Mechanical
engineering and
machinery design

3,5 years/
210 ECTS

No

50

Yes

Poland/
Gdynia

Gdynia
Maritime
University
Gdynia
Maritime
University
Gdynia
Maritime
University
Gdynia
Maritime
University
Gdynia
Maritime
University
Maritime
University of
Szczecin

Maritime Electronics

yes

3.5 year/210

No

42(BSc+MSc)

Communication and
Information Systems

yes

3.5 year/210

No

n/a

Ship
Electroautomation

yes

3.5 year/210

No

188

Engine Room
Maintenance

operational
level

3,5 years/
210 ECTS

No

75

Vessel and Offshore
Objects Engine
Exploitation
Mechanics and
marine construction
- Marine power plant
operation, - Electrical
Engineering and
Automation,
Marine engineer

operational
level

3,5 years/
210 ECTS

No

66
(BSc+MSc)

III/2-4,
VI/1
Management

4 years/
240 ECTS

No

412

III/1-3,
VI/1

180+90 ECTS

No

216
(75)

Marine engineer

III/1-3,
VI/1

3 years/
180 ECTS

No

44
(28)

Marine engineer

III/1-3,
IV/1

4 years/
180 ECTS

No

139
(52)

Finland

Norway

Poland/
Gdynia
Poland/
Gdynia
Poland/
Gdynia
Poland/
Gdynia
Poland/
Szczecin

Sweden/
Gothenburg

Chalmers
University of
Technology

Sweden/
Gothenburg

Kalmar
Maritime
Academy
Kalmar
Maritime
Academy

Sweden/
Kalmar

No

76

No

94
(19)*

40 months/
270 ECTS

No

12

27months/
270 ECTS

No

30

102

* number of first-year students is given in brackets
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Table 50 Engine Department and/or Electrician Department -ISCED 4
Country/
Town

Institution

Norway

Poland/
Szczecin
Poland/
Gdynia
Sweden/
Gothenburg

Study/
Specialisation

STCW
regulations/
level

Duration/
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English?

Kristiansand Chief Engineer
Maritime
College

A-III/2

20 months

No

No of
students
enrolled
20082009
18

Policealna
Szkoła
Morska
Szkoła
Morska w
Gdyni
Chalmers
University
of
Technology

Engine officer

III/2
Operational

3 years

No

18

Engine Officer

III/2
Operational

No

Ship engineer
class VII

III/1

No

37

Table 51 Engine Department and/or Electrician Department - ISCED 3
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

STCW
regulations/
level

Duration

Is the
study
available
in English?

Poland/
Darłowo

Complex of
Marine
Schools,
Zespół
Szkół
Morskich w
Darłowie
Complex of
Marine
Schools,
Zespół
Szkół
Morskich w
Gdańsku
Complex of
Marine
Schools
Complex of
Marine
Schools,
Zespół
Szkół
Budowy
Okrętów w
Szczecinie
Complex of
Marine
Schools,
Zespół
Szkół
Morskich w
Świnoujściu
Maritime
High
School,
Christopher

Technician/
Engine Officer

Yes
Support/
Operational

4 years

No

No of
students
enrolled
20082009
72

Technician/
Engine Officer

Yes
Support/
Operational

4 years

No

101

engineer
machinist

Yes

4 years

No

113

Technician/
Engine Officer

Yes
Support/
Operational

4 years

No

79

Technician/
Engine Officer

Yes
Support/
Operational

4 years

No

71

Deck and
engine rating
Able seaman
and motorman

III/4

30 months

No

44

Poland/
Gdańsk

Poland/
Kolobrzeg
Poland/
Szczecin

Poland/
Świnoujście

Sweden/
Visby
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Sweden/
Stockholm

Sweden/
Härnösand

Sweden/
Orust
Sweden/
Helsingborg

Sweden/
Tjörn

Sweden/
Karlskrona

Sweden/
Öckerö

Sweden/
Kalmar

Polhemgym
nasiet
Maritime
High School
Sjömanssko
lan
Maritime
High School
Härnösands
Gymnasium
Maritime
High School
Maritime
High School
Rönnowska
Skolan
Maritime
High School
Sjöfartsgym
nasiet UCT
Maritime
High School
Törnströms
ka
Gymnasiet
Maritime
High School
Öckerö
Gymnasiesk
ola
Maritime
High School
Kalmar
Praktiska
Gymnasium

Seaman

III/4

No

Seaman

III/4

No

Seaman

III/4

No

Seaman,
catering

III/4

No

Seaman

III/4

No

Seaman

III/4

No

Seaman

III/4

No

Seaman

III/4

No

45

Nautical Sciences - not regulated by STCW
Table 52 Nautical Sciences-ISCED 5; MSc studies
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

Duration/
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English?

Norway

Norwegian
University
of Science
and
Technology
(NTNU),
Department
of Marine
Technology

MSc study in Nautical
Science

2 years/
120ECTS

Yes

No of
students
enrolled
20082009
2

Poland/
Szczecin

Maritime
University
of Szczecin

Navigation

18 months - full
time, 24 months
– extramural/
90 ECTS

No

155

efficiensea.org
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Naval Architecture / Marine Technology
Table 53 Naval Architecture / Marine Technology -ISCED 5; MSc studies
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

Duration/
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English?

No of
students
enrolled
20082009

Denmark

Technical
University of
Denmark

MSc in Engineering design
and applied mechanics

2years/120 ECTS

yes

25

Norway

Norwegian
University
of Science
and
Technology
(NTNU),
Department
of Marine
Technology

5-year MSc programme in
Marine Technology,

5 years/
300 ECTS

3 years in
Norwegian,
2 last years
are in
English

109

Norway

Norwegian
University
of Science
and
Technology
(NTNU),
Department
of Marine
Technology

2-year MSc programme in
Marine Technology

2 years/
120 ECTS

Yes

10

Norway/
Aalesund

Aalesund
University
College

Master in Ship Design

2 years

Yes

Poland/
Gdansk

Gdansk
University
of
Technology
Maritime
University
of Szczecin
Gdynia
Maritime
University
Gdynia
Maritime
University
Gdynia
Maritime
University
Gdynia
Maritime
University
Gdynia
Maritime
University
Gdynia
Maritime
University
West
Pomeranian
University
of
Technology

Oceanotechnics

Poland/
Gdansk
Poland/
Gdynia
Poland/
Gdynia
Poland/
Gdynia
Poland/
Gdynia
Poland/
Gdynia
Poland/
Gdynia
Poland/
Szczecin

efficiensea.org
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60

Mechanics and machine
construction

18 months/
90 ECTS

No

50

Radio Electronics

1.5years/
90 ECTS

No

73

Maritime Electronics

1.5years/
90 ECTS

No

42(BSc+
MSc)

Electroautomation

1.5years/
90 ECTS

No

66

Computer Control
Systems

1.5years/
90 ECTS

No

Ship and Port Equipment
Maintenance Technology

1.5years/
90 ECTS

No

Installation Maintenance
Engineering

1.5years/
90 ECTS

No

85
(BSc+MSc
)
172
(BSc+MSc
)
95
(BSc+MSc
)
151*

Oceanotechnics

No

96

Part-financed by
the European
Union

Sweden/
Gothenburg

Chalmers
Naval Architecture
University
of
Technology
*Statistical yearbook of maritime economy (2009)

2 years/
120 ECTS

Yes

27
(14)

Table 54 Naval Architecture / Marine Technology - ISCED 5; BSc studies
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

Duration/
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English?

Denmark

Technical
University of
Denmark
Technical
University of
Denmark
Kymenlaakso
University of
Applied
Science
Turku
University of
Applied
Sciences
Polish Naval
Academy of
Gdynia

BSc in production and
construction

3years/180ECTS

no

No of
students
enrolled
20082009
60

BEng Mechanical
engineering

40 months/210
ECTS

no

25

Degree Programme in
Boat Manufacturing

240 ECTS

No

87

3,5 years/
210 ECTS

No

21

Poland/
Gdynia

Polish Naval
Academy of
Gdynia

Automation and robotics

3,5 years/
210 ECTS

No

21

Poland/
Gdynia

Gdynia
Maritime
University
Gdynia
Maritime
University
Gdynia
Maritime
University
Gdynia
Maritime
University
Gdansk
University of
Technology
Gdansk
University of
Technology

Computer Control
Systems

3.5 years/
210 ECTS

No

Safety Engineering of
the Marine Environment

3.5years/
210 ECTS

No

85
(BSc+MSc
)
41

Ship and Port
Equipment Maintenance
Technology
Installation Maintenance
Engineering

3.5years/
210 ECTS

No

3.5years/
210 ECTS

No

Oceanotechnics

3,5 years/210
ECTS

No

172
(BSc+MSc
)
95
(BSc+MSc
)
954

No

361**

No

41

Denmark

Finland/
Kotka

Finland/
Turku

Poland/
Gdynia

Poland/
Gdynia
Poland/
Gdynia
Poland/
Gdynia
Poland/
Gdansk
Poland/
Gdansk

Poland/
Gdansk

Gdansk
University of
Technology

Poland/
Szczecin

West
Pomeranian
University of
Technology
Maritime
University of
Szczecin

Poland/
Szczecin

efficiensea.org
Confidential

Specialisation option “
Naval Architecture” in
Degree Programme of
Mechanical Engineering
Ocean technology

Ocean Engineering Management and
marketing in the
maritime economy
Ocean engineeringTechnology of the
floating objects
Environmental
Engineering/
Maritime Environmental
Engineering
Mechanics and machine
construction / Machine
diagnosis and Repairs,
Environmental

97

3,5 years/
210 ECTS
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Poland/
Szczecin

West
Pomeranian
University of
Technology

Protection in Fleet and
Ports Operations
Oceanotechnics

3,5 years/
210 ECTS

No

230*

*Statistical yearbook of maritime economy (2009)
**Data from 2007

Table 55 Naval Architecture / Marine Technology -ISCED 3
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

Duration/
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English?

Poland/
Szczecin

Zespół
Szkół
Budowy
Okrętów w
Szczecinie
Kuressare
Regional
Training
Centre
Sorlandets
Maritime
College

Technician/
Ship building, marine
plants engineering

4 years

No

No of
students
enrolled
20082009
191

Small vessel building

33 months

No

40

Technical and industrial
production

10 months

No

30

Estonia/
Kuressare

Norway

Port and Fleet Operations / Maritime Transport and Logistics
Table 56 Port and Fleet Operations / Maritime Transport and Logistics- ISCED 5, MSc Studies
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

Duration/
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English?

Denmark

Copenhage
n Business
School
Department
of business
administrati
on, School
of Business,
Economics
and Law at
University
of
Gothenburg

Executive MBA in
Shipping and Logistics

22 months,
60ECTS

Yes

No of
students
enrolled
20082009
34

MSc in Transport and
Logistics Management
/maritime specialisation

2 years,
120 ECTS

Yes

50

Gdynia
Maritime
University
Gdynia
Maritime
University
Gdynia

Logistics and Maritime
Trade

1.5 years/
90 ECTS

No

Maritime Transport and
Logistics Systems

1.5 years/
90 ECTS

No

267
(BSc+MSc
)
n/a

Port and Fleet

1.5 years/

No

262

Sweden

Poland/
Gdynia
Poland/
Gdynia
Poland/
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Gdynia
Poland/
Gdynia
Poland/
Szczecin

*Statistical

Maritime
Management
University
Gdynia
Trade and Services Maritime
Product Manager
University
West
Transport/
Pomeranian Integrated Transport
University
Techniques
of
Technology
yearbook of maritime economy (2009)

90 ECTS
1.5years/
90 ECTS

No

No

178
(BSc+MSc
)
79*

Table 57 Port and Fleet O. / Maritime Transport and Logistics-ISCED 5, BSc Studies
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

Duration/
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English?

No of
students
enrolled
20082009

Denmark

Svendborg
International
Maritime
Academy
Estonian
Maritime
Academy

Bachelor of Maritime
Transport and Ship
Management
Port Management and
Managing of Marine
Transport

4 years/
240 ECTS

No

166

Kymenlaakso
university of
Applied
Sciences
Satakunta
University of
Applied
Sciences
Lithuanian
Maritime
Academy
Lithuanian
Maritime
Academy
Vestfold
University
College

Degree programme in
Logistics

240ECTS

No

188

Transport and logistics

240ECTS

Port and Shipping
Management

198 ECTS

No

97

Port and Shipping
Finance

3 years/
165 ECTS

No

63

Bachelor in shipping and 180 ECTS
logistics

No

99

Norway

Aalesund
University
College

The bachelor
programme in Shipping
and Logistics

4 years/
240 ECTS

No

Poland

Transport/ Safety and
Security in Marine
Transport
Transport/
Port and Fleet Operation

4years/
240 ECTS

No

25

3.5 years/
210 ECTS

No

102

Transport/
Integrated Transport
Techniques

3.5 years/
210 ECTS

No

612*

Poland/
Gdańsk

Maritime
University of
Szczecin
Maritime
University of
Szczecin
West
Pomeranian
University of
Technology
University of
Gdańsk

2 years/
120ECTS

Poland/

Gdynia

International Economic
Relations/International
Maritime Transport and
Trade
Logistics and Maritime

Estonia

Finland

Finland

Lithuania

Lithuania

Norway

Poland /
Szczecin
Poland/
Szczecin
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3.5 years/

41

No

267
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the European
Union

Gdynia
Poland/
Gdynia
Sweden/
Gothenburg

Maritime
University
Gdynia
Maritime
University
Department
of business
administratio
n, School of
Business,
Economics
and Law at
University of
Gothenburg

Trade

210 ECTS

Transport and Logistics

3.5 years/
210 ECTS

No

(BSc+MSc
)
87

Logistikprogrammet

3 years/
180 ECTS

No

70

3 years/
180ECTS

No

167
(65)

Sweden

Chalmers
Shipping and logistics
University of
Technology
*Statistical yearbook of maritime economy (2009)

Table 58 Port and Fleet Operations / Maritime Transport and Logistics ISCED 3
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

Duration/
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English?

Poland/
Gdańsk

Zespół
Szkół
Morskich w
Gdańsku
Zespół
Szkół
Morskich w
Kołobrzegu
Zespół
Szkół
Morskich w
Świnoujściu

Technician/
Logistics, Spedition

4 years

No

Technician/
Logistics, Spedition

4 years

No

Technician/
Logistics

4 years

No

Duration/
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English?

2 years

No

4years

No

4years

No

Poland/
Kołobrzeg

Poland/
Świnoujście

No of
students
enrolled
20082009

Inland Shipping
Table 59 Inland Shipping - ISCED 3
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

Estonia

Estonian
Inland Navigator
Maritime
Academy
Poland /
Zespół
Inland Shipping (*)
Nakło
Szkół
n.Notecią
Żeglugi
Śródlądowej
Poland /
Zespół
Inland Shipping (*)
Kędzierzyn
Szkół
Koźle
Żeglugi
Śródlądowej
(*) –practical part of the course is in line with STCW
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No of
students
enrolled
20082009
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Oceanography / Hydrography
Table 60 Oceanography / Hydrography - ISCED 5, MSc studies
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

Duration/
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English?

Poland/
Gdańsk

University
of Gdańsk

Oceanography

2 years/120ECTS

?

No of
students
enrolled
20082009
68*

Table 61 Oceanography / Hydrography -ISCED 5 BSc studies
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

Duration/
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English?

Estonia

Estonian
Maritime
Academy

Hydrography

4 years/
240 ECTS

No

Poland/
University
Oceanography
Gdańsk
of Gdańsk
*Statistical yearbook of maritime economy (2009)

3 years/180ECTS

No of
students
enrolled
20082009
55

445*

Fisheries / Aquaculture/Marine Biology
Table 62 Fisheries / Aquaculture/Marine Biology - ISCED 5, MSc studies
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

Finland

Jyväskylä and
Helsinki
Universities

Master‟s Programmes in
limnology, hydrobiology
and fishery science

No

Poland/
Szczecin

University of
Agriculture in
Szczecin
University of
Gothenburg

Fishery

No

Sweden

Sweden

Stockholm
University

The Master’s
Programme in Marine
Sciences, Degree of
Master of Science with a
major in biology/
chemistry/oceanograph
y/earth sciences.
Master's Programme in
Marine Geoscience

Sweden

Stockholm
University

Master's Programme in
Marine Biology

Duration/
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English?

120 ECTS

Yes

120 ECTS

Yes

120 ECTS

Yes

No of
students
enrolled
20082009

52*

12

*Statistical yearbook of maritime economy (2009)
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Table 63 Fisheries / Aquaculture/Marine Biology - ISCED 5, BSc studies
Country/
Town

Estonia
Finland
Poland/
Szczecin
Sweden
*Statistical

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

Estonian Maritime
Fishery Manager
Academy
Turku University of Bachelor of Fisheries
Applied Sciences
and Environmental Care
University of
Fishery
Agriculture in
Szczecin
Stockholm
Marine Biology
University
yearbook of maritime economy (2009)

Duration
/ECTS

Is the
study
available
in
English?

No of
student
s
enrolled
20082009

4 years/
240 ECTS
210 ECTS

No

37

180 ECTS

No
No

134*

no

30

Table 64 Fisheries / Aquaculture/Marine Biology - ISCED 4
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

Is the
study
available
in English?

No of
students
enrolled
20082009

Table 65 Fisheries / Aquaculture/Marine Biology -ISCED 3
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

Is the
study
available
in English?

Norway

Skjervøy
vocational upper
secondary school
Klart Skepp
Marinteknik AB Marina läroverket

Fishery

Yes

Sweden/
S

No of
students
enrolled
20082009
8

Marine biology

Maritime Law
Table 66 Maritime Law - ISCED 5, MSc studies
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

Duration/
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English

Norway/
Oslo
Sweden/
Lund

University of Oslo

Master of Laws in
Maritime Law
Master Programme in
Maritime Law

1.5 year/
120 ECTS
120 ECTS

yes

Lund University
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yes

No of
students
enrolled
20082009

49

Part-financed by
the European
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Maritime Management/Administration
Table 67 Maritime Management – ISCED 5 MSc studies
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

Duration
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English

Finland/
Kotka

Degree programme in
maritime administration

1,5-2
years/
60ECTS
1,5-2
years/
60ECTS
2 years
/120 ECTS

No

No

16

Yes

52
(32)

Poland/
Gdynia

Kymenlaakso
University of
Applied Sciences
Satakunta
University of
Applied Sciences
Chalmers
University of
Technology
Gdynia Maritime
University

No of
students
enrolled
20082009
24

Enterprise Management

1.5years/
90 ECTS

No

Poland/
Gdynia
Poland/
Gdynia
Poland/
Gdynia

Gdynia Maritime
University
Gdynia Maritime
University
Gdynia Maritime
University

Shift Management

1.5years/
90 ECTS
1.5years/
90 ECTS
1.5years/
90 ECTS

No

327
(BSc+MSc
)
n/a

No

n/a

No

323
(BSc+MSc
)

No of
students
enrolled
20082009
327
(BSc+MSc
)
323
(BSc+MSc
)

Finland/
Pori
Sweden

Degree programme in
maritime administration
Nordic Master in
Maritime Management

Modern Management
Tools
Commodity Science and
Quality Management

Table 54 Maritime Management – ISCED 5 BSc studies
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

Duration/
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English

Poland/
Gdynia

Gdynia Maritime
University

Enterprise Management

3.5 years/
210 ECTS

No

Poland/
Gdynia

Gdynia Maritime
University

Commodity Science and
Quality Management

3.5years/
210 ECTS

No

Other
Table 55 Other – ISCED 5, MSc studies
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

Duration/
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English?

Denmark/

University of
Southern Denmark

Maritime Archeology

2 years/
120 ECTS

Yes

Norway/
Oslo

University of Oslo

Marine Insurance and
Risk Management

3 years/
120 ECTS

Yes

Poland/
Gdańsk
Poland/
Szczecin
Poland/
Gdynia

University of
Gdańsk
University of
Szczecin
Gdynia Maritime
University

Economy / Maritime
Trade and Tourism
Geography/
Sea Geography
Organization of Tourism
and Hospitality

2 years/
120ECTS

No
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No of
students
enrolled
20082009

10

No
1.5years/
90 ECTS

No

371
(BSc+MSc
)
Part-financed by
the European
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Table 68 Other – ISCED 5, BSc studies
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

Duration/
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English?

Estonia

Estonian Maritime
Academy

4 years/
240ECTS

No

Poland/
Gdańsk
Poland/
Szczecin

University of
Gdańsk
Maritime
University of
Szczecin
University of
Szczecin
Centre for
Maritime Studies,
University of Turku
Gdynia Maritime
University
Gdynia Maritime
University

Hydrometeorology and
Environmental
Protection
Economy / Maritime
Trade and Tourism
Geodesy and
Cartography

No of
students
enrolled
20082009
60

3 years/
180ECTS
3.5 years/
210 ECTS

No

106

No

20

Poland/
Szczecin
Finland/
Turku
Poland/
Gdynia
Poland/
Gdynia

Geography/
Sea Geography
Certificate in
International Shipping
and Commerce (CISC)
Internet and Multimedia
in Management
Organization of Tourism
and Hospitality

No

405*

2-3years/
60ECTS

No

64

3.5 years/
210 ECTS
3.5years/
210 ECTS

No

n/a

No

371
(BSc+MSc
)

No of
students
enrolled

*Statistical yearbook of maritime economy (2009)

Table 69 Other-ISCED 3
Country/
Town

Institution

Study/
Specialisation

Duration

Poland/
Gdańsk

Zespół Szkół
Morskich w
Gdańsku
Zespół Szkół
Morskich w
Darłowie
Sorlandets
Maritime College

Technician/
Tourism

4 years

Is the
study
available
in English?
No

Technician/
Marine Tourism

4 years

No

Maritime subjects

10 months
(2 months
sea-going
practice)

Poland/
Darłowo
Norway

30

Courses in maritime sciences
Courses regulated by STCW
Table 70 Courses regulated by STCW convention
Country

Institution

Study

STCW

Is the
study
available
in English?

Finland

Meriturva
Maritime
Safety
Training
Centre
Meriturva

STCW Basic safety
training

A-VI/1-2 AVI/3 A VI/11,1-4

No

STCW fire fighting

A-VI/1-2 A-

No

Finland
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No of
students
enrolled
20082009
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Finland

Finland

Finland

Finland

Finland

Finland

Finland

Finland

Finland

Finland

Finland

Poland/Gdynia

Poland/Gdynia

Poland/Gdynia

Poland/Gdynia

Poland/Gdynia

Poland/Szczecin
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Maritime
Safety
Training
Centre
Meriturva
Maritime
Safety
Training
Centre
Meriturva
Maritime
Safety
Training
Centre
Kymenlaakso
university of
Applied
Sciences
Kymenlaakso
university of
Applied
Sciences
Kymenlaakso
university of
Applied
Sciences
Kymenlaakso
university of
Applied
Sciences
Kymenlaakso
university of
Applied
Sciences
Kymenlaakso
university of
Applied
Sciences
Kymenlaakso
university of
Applied
Sciences
Kymenlaakso
university of
Applied
Sciences
Kymenlaakso
university of
Applied
Sciences
Polish Naval
Academy of
Gdynia
Polish Naval
Academy of
Gdynia
Polish Naval
Academy of
Gdynia
Polish Naval
Academy of
Gdynia
Polish Naval
Academy of
Gdynia
Training
Centre For

VI/3

Fast Rescue Boat

A VI/2-2

HUET (helicopter
survival)

No

No

ROC, 1,5 ECTS

A-IV/2 SRC

No

GOC 1,5 ECTS

A-IV/2 SRC

No

Oil tanker training
programme 1,5 ECTS

A-V/1.9-14

No

Chemical tanker
training programme 1,5
ECTS

A-V/1. 16-21

No

Liqufied gas tanker
training programme 1,5
ECTS

A-V/1. 23-34

No

Automatic radar plotting
aids (ARPA) 1,5 ECTS

B-1/12. 1834

No

Dangerous and
hazardous substances in
solid form in bulk 1,5
ECTS
Crude Oil Washing
0,75 ECTS

B-V/c

No

Res. A.446 as
amended
A.497

No

Inert Gas
0,75 ECTS

Res. A.446 as
amended
A.497

No

Marine engineering
course

operational
level

No

Marine
electrotechnology
course
Marine
electrotechnology
course
Qualification Course –
Deck Department

operational
level

No

Management
level

No

Management
level

No

GMDSS Operator (LRC,
ROC, SRC)
Chief Mate Officer
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II/1-4 ,IV/2
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Poland/Szczecin

Poland/Szczecin

Poland/Szczecin

Poland/Szczecin

Poland/Szczecin

Poland/Szczecin

Poland/Szczecin

Poland/Szczecin

Poland/Szczecin

Poland/Szczecin

Poland/Szczecin

Poland/Szczecin

Sweden

Sweden

Sweden

Sweden/
Gothenburg
Sweden/
Gothenburg
Sweden
Gothenburg
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Marine
Officers
Training
Centre For
Marine
Officers
Training
Centre For
Marine
Officers
Training
Centre For
Marine
Officers
Training
Centre For
Marine
Officers
Training
Centre For
Marine
Officers
Training
Centre For
Marine
Officers
Training
Centre For
Marine
Officers
Training
Centre For
Marine
Officers
Training
Centre For
Marine
Officers
Training
Centre For
Marine
Officers
Training
Centre For
Marine
Officers
Training
Centre For
Marine
Officers
Chalmers
University of
Technology
Chalmers
University of
Technology
Chalmers
University of
Technology
Chalmers
University of
Technology
Chalmers
University of
Technology
Chalmers
University of

Master Mariner

II/1- 4,
IV/2

No

90

Chief Engineer Officer

III/1- 4

No

54

Second Engineer Officer

III/1-4

No

42

Engineer Officer in
Charge of Watch

III/1-4

No

17

Officer in Charge of a
Navigational Watch

II/1-4, IV/2

No

15

The Operational Use of
ARPA

II/1-4, IV/2

No

73

Radar Observation and
Plotting

II/1-4, IV/2

No

145

GMDSS Restricted
Operator Certificate

II/1-4, IV/2

No

42

GMDSS General
Operator Certificate

II/1-4, IV/2

No

100

Bridge Resource
Management

II/1-4, IV/2

No

26

ECDIS

II/1-4, IV/2

No

219

Manoeuvring on a
Shiphandling Simulator

II/1-4, IV/2

No

60

Advanced fire fighting

yes

yes

Automatic Radar
Plotting Aid

yes

yes

Basic Safety

yes

yes

Basic safety och
räddningsfarkost

yes

yes

Räddningsfarkost

yes

yes

Behörighetsförlängning
fartygsbefäl

yes

yes
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Technology
Chalmers
University of
Technology
Chalmers
University of
Technology
Chalmers
University of
Technology
Chalmers
University of
Technology
Chalmers
University of
Technology
Chalmers
University of
Technology
Chalmers
University of
Technology
Chalmers
University of
Technology
Chalmers
University of
Technology

Sweden
Gothenburg
Sweden
Gothenburg
Sweden
Gothenburg
Sweden
Gothenburg
Sweden
Gothenburg
Sweden
Gothenburg
Sweden
Gothenburg
Sweden
Gothenburg
Sweden
Gothenburg

Behörighetsförlängning
maskinbefäl

yes

yes

Brand
fortbildning/Revalidation
Basic Fire Fighting
Bridge Team
Management

yes

yes

yes

yes

DP Advanced Operator
Course on simulator

yes

yes

Basic course in Dynamic
Positioning

yes

yes

ECDIS

yes

yes

Farligt gods

yes

yes

Farligt gods, refresher

yes

yes

Fartygsadministration

yes

yes

Courses not regulated by STCW convention
Table 71 Courses within Nautical Science not STCW regulated
Country

Institution

Study

Level,
ECTS,
duration

Is the
study
available
in English?

Finland

Helsinki
University of
Technology

Winter
Navigation

B Sc. course,
5 ECTS

Yes

No of
students
enrolled
20082009
25

Finland

Helsinki
University of
Technology

M Sc. course,
5 ECTS

Yes

10

Finland

Kymenlaakso
university of
Applied
Sciences
Chalmers
University of
Technology

Ice conditions
and ship
navigation in
ice
Bridge
Resource
Management
(BRM)
English for
deck officer
class VII

2 ECTS

Yes

Sweden
/Gothenburg

yes

Table 72 Courses within Naval Architecture/Marine Technology/Marine Engineering
Country

Institution

Study

Level, ,
ECTS,
duration

Is the
study
available
in English?

Finland

Helsinki
University of
Technology

Shipyard
Engineering

MSc, 5 ECTS

Yes
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Finland

Helsinki
University of
Technology

Introduction of
Marine
Hydrodynamics

Finland

Helsinki
University of
Technology

Ship Machinery
Systems

5 ECTS

5 ECTS

Yes

25

Yes

25

Table 73 Courses within port and fleet operations/ maritime transport and logistics at ISCED 5
Country

Institution

Study

Level,
duration,
ECTS

Is the
study
available
in English?

Finland
/Turku

Turku School of
Economics

Logistics services and
markets

MSc, 6 ECTS

Yes

Finland
/Turku

Turku School of
Economics

Transportation and
Logistics

BSc, 6 ECTS

No

No of
students
enrolled
20082009
19

Table 74 Courses within Management and Administration
Country

Institution

Study

Level,
duration,
ECTS

Finland

Centre for
Maritime
Studies,
University of
Turku

MBA in Marine
Industry

MBA, 6 days,
6 ECTS
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Facilities at education institutions
Table 75 Educational facilities at Danish maritime colleges
Institution

Laboratories

Skagen Skipperskole
Copenhagen Marine Engineer College
and Eletrical Installation Engineer
College

low voltage lab, high volatage
lab, automation lab,
refrigeration lab

Simulators

Training ships

Training
place

Training
place
Survival
Training
Facilities

1 x full mission 5 desktop
Kongsberg simulator

Table 76 Educational facilities at Estonian Maritime Academy
Institution

Laboratories

Simulators

Training ships

Estonian Maritime Academy

Seamanship Lab.,
Meteorological Lab.,
Refrigeration Lab., Electronic
Lab., Language Lab.,
Communications Laboratory,
Engineering Workshops,
Planetarium, Diesel Power
Plant/Workshop, Computer
Lab., Physics Lab., Chemistry
Lab.

Engine Room Simulator,
Radar Simulator, ARPA
Simulator

Sailing yachts, Pleasure
craft

Simulators
Vessel Simulator type BS
½ Bw - 3 different
bridges,
Oil terminal simulator
4 bridge simulators
1 VTS simulator
5 engine rooms
simulators
3 GMDSS simulators
2 DP simulators

Training ships
School ship Katarina

Table 77 Educational facilities at Finish universities of applied science.
Institution
Kymenlaakso University of Applied
Sciences

Laboratories
Sea Radio station,
Planetarium Jena
Kleinplanetarium

Satakunta University of Applied Sciences

Mechanical lab.
Engineering lab.
Physics lab.
Seaman ship lab
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charter possibility from
Rauma Vocational
Institute
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Training place

Other

Premises at Suojantie 2
A building 3700 sq
metres (theory,
simulators, swimming
pool) C building 900 sq
metres (laboratories)

good contacts
with local
maritime industry
= harbour, ship
yard, propulsion
and winch
factories

Åland University of Applied Sciences

Table 78 Educational facilities at Finish training centers
Institution
Laboratories
Meriturva Maritime Safety Training
Centre

Engine Room Simulator
Navigation Bridge
Simulator

M/S Michael Sars

Simulators

Training ships

Training
place
Rescue boat
training
station Ojamo

Training
place

- Vessel Simulator type
Transas - 3 different
bridges - engine room
simulator - VTS simulator
- Fire fighting simulators
- HUET simulator winching helicopter
simulator - Pool with
storm, wind, rain and
noise simulation

(professional
visits)
Automation Lab

Workshop

Table 79 Educational facilities at Lithuanian Maritime Academy
Institution

Laboratories

Simulators

Training ships

Lithuanian Maritime Academy

Electronic Navigation Lab.
Seamanship Laboratory
Automatic control Laboratory
Electronic Laboratory;
IT Laboratory;
Physics Laboratory

Engine room simulator
UNITEST;
Navigator Ship Simulator
SimFlex;
Full mission bridge
simulator with visualization
NT Pro 4000;
GMDSS (Global Maritime
Distress and Safety System)
simulator „GMDSS-98S”;
Real station GJNASS A1-A2A3 „SAILOR-4000”;

Training ship - yacht Litas
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Seafarers
Training centre.
Training place
for yacht Litas
is the Baltic Sea
and Kursiu
lagoon.

Other

Fire-Fighting
Facilities,
Survival
Training
Facilities;
Engineering
Workshop;
Diesel Power
Plant
Workshop

Radar and ARPA simulator;
RADLOT-94M/ECS;
Navigation, maneuvering,
ship-handling, Radar and
ARPA simulator POLARIS2000;
Test benches for laboratory
works in basic electronics
and automation;
Electric motor test benches

Table 80 Educational facilities at Norwegian university colleges.
Institution

Aalesund University College

Vestfold University College

Laboratories

Nautical instrument laboratory;
GMDSS laboratory;
DP laboratory
GMDSS (live equipement);
Heavy Engine room

Simulators

Training ships

Training
place

Training
place

Ship manouvre simulator;
Anchor handling simulator;
DP simualtor;
GMDSS simulator
1 Full miission nautical
simulator;
4 nautical simulators

Table 81 Educational facilities at Norwegian maritime colleges.
Institution

Laboratories

Simulators

Training ships

Kristiansand Maritime College

Electro lab Engine lab

Bridge simulator with 1
daylight and 3 blind bridges
Engine simulator with 1 full
mission and 8 graphic
control rooms GMDSS-sim

1 - 87 ft former rescue ship

Sorlandets Maritime College

1 Fartøyopplysninger Oppdatert:
2009.06.17 Kjenningssignal
LAVN Skipsnavn SJØKURS
Register NOR IMO nr 5289247
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30 places 1.
year Teknical
and industrial

Status AKTIV J. nr. Dato
Opplysninger / tekst 00104
1956.08.03 MELDING
Kjenningssignal LAVN IMO nr
IMO 5289247 Reg. pliktig JA
Bygge verft
Bygge nr 789
Verft BLOM & VOSS A.G.
Byggested HAMBURG
Byggeland TYSKLAND
Byggeår 1956 CSR pliktig JA
02523 2007.03.15
NAVNEENDRING SKIP
Skipsnavn SJØKURS 04604
2007.06.11 HJEMSTEDSENDRING
Hjemsted KRISTIANSAND 03670
1996.06.07 MÅLEBREV
Dokument dato 1996.05.31
Målebrev nasjon NORGE
Klasseselskap DET NORSKE
VERITAS AS Skipstype
PASSASJERSKIP Material STÅL
Framdrift MOTOR Lengde
75,216 METER Bredde 12,600
METER Dybde 7,162 METER
Størst lengde 81,240 METER
Bruttotonnasje 2191
Nettotonnasje 795

production 30
places 2. year
Maritime
subjects

Simulators

Training ships

Training
place

poseidon navigation
simulator, one instructor
and 4 students poseidon
GMDSS simulator, 1 teacher

1 Viksund 1030, speedsjark
Equipped with newest
navigation equipment and for
fishing

nearby areas
close to The
Islnad of
Skjervøy

Table 82 Educational facilities at Norwegian secondary schools
Institution

Laboratories

Skjervøy vocational upper secondary
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and 4 students
Nautic Machine

Kristiansund Upper Secondary School

Table 83 Educational facilities at Polish maritime academies
Institution

PL

Maritime University of
Szczecin

Laboratories

Simulators

GMDSS laboratory

GMDSS Simulator

6 computer laboratories (3 Faculty of
Navigation and 3 at Faculty of M
Engineering)
Hydrographic laboratory
Loading instrument laboratories
Fish biology laboratory
Navigational equipment laboratory
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Liquid Cargo Simulator
2

Training ships
Research - Training
Vessel m/s NAWIGATOR
XXI,
Hydrographic Survey
Research - Training Boat
HYDROGRAF XXI.

Training
place
Rescue
Training
Centre

Other
Fishing Net - making
workshop
Autopilot

2 ARPA/Radar
Simulators

Marine diesel engine
unit with water
break,

5 PC-based Ship
Manoeuvring
Simulators SMART

Marine diesel unit
with electric
generator

Part-financed by
the European
Union

Weather routening laboratory
Programmable logic controllers laboratory

Ship Manoeuvring
Simulator

Marine reversible
diesel engine unit
with fixed propeller

Laboratory of pneumatic and electrial
automation
Laboratory
of electrial machines

Ship Handling
Simulator

Diesel engine
Woodward speed
governor test - stand,

Laboratory of power electronics
Laboratory of electrotechnology basis

Fishing Simulator

Diesel engine fuel
high pressure
injection pump rigs

Nondestructive Testing Laboratory
Montage Laboratory

3 Marine Propulsion
Plant Graphic
Simulators

Diesel engine fuel
injector testing
equipment,

Tribology and Mechanics of Damages
Laboratory
Machine Diagnosis Laboratory

Marine oil - water
separator operating
system,

Repair Laboratory
Physics
Termodynamics
Magnetism

Faculty of M.
Engineering: Marine
fuel and lubricating
oil purifiers operating
system

Modern
Mechanics and
Optics, Electricity and

Marine cooling and
ballast water pumps
operating system

Computer - Aided Design (CAD) Laboratory
Electronics

Maritime University of
Szczecin, CONT.

Laboratories
Laboratory of Technology of Production
Laboratory of Hand Processing

Simulators

Confidential

Training
place

Other
Marine starting air
compressed system

Laboratory of Lathes

Metrologu workshop

Laboratory of Different Machine Tools
Laboratory of Grinders

Workroom for
Materials Wear

Basis of Construction of Machines- special
stands of laboratory

Swimming pool

Laboratory of Pneumatics

efficiensea.org
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Laboratory of Machine Dynamics
Laboratory of Strength of Materials
2 Welding Laboratories
Laboratory of Technological Tests
Laboratory of Technological Metallurgy
Laboratory of Non-metallic Elements
Laboratory of Heat Treatment
Laboratory of Foundry Technology
Laboratory of Casting Composite Materials
(
Laboratory for Testing Physical-chemical
Features of Metals
Chemistry of Water Laboratory
Fuel, Grease and Oil Laboratory
Industrial Chemistry Laboratory
Audio language laboratory
Computer language laboratory

PL

Institution

Laboratories

Simulators

Training ships

Polish Naval Academy of Gdynia

laboratory of electrical engineering fundamentals

ship movement image simulator

2 training cutters

laboratory of ship-related measurements

radiolocation situation simulator

laboratory of electric propulsion

power plant simulator

laboratory of electrical machinery

ship simulator system

laboratory of electronics

GMDSS laboratory

laboratory of automation
laboratory of digitally based control
laboratory of material strength
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laboratory of power plant operation
laboratory of metal technologies
laboratory of shipboard electric equipment operation
hyper-baric chambers
laboratory of computer assisted design CAD/CAM
laboratory of radio navigation systems
laboratory of electronic navigational chart
laboratory of shipboard navigational instruments
laboratory of ship maneuvering
laboratory of automated navigation systems
hydrometeorology laboratory
laboratory of shipboard communication equipment
laboratory of shipboard radars
laboratory of hydro-acoustic measurements
laboratory of signal processing

Institution
PL
Gdynia Maritime University

Laboratories
Cisco Network Academy (CCNA)
basic of navigation* internet
compass deviation
collision prevention
radionavigation systems
satellite navigation systems
radar laboratory
hydro acoustic laboratory

Simulators
Electronic Navigational Charts and ECDIS*
Full Mission Bridge covering two basic
systems: visual system of navigational
bridge and instructor's work station
accompanied by radar.
Navigational and ARPA simulators

electronic laboratory
Planetarium
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Training ships
s/v Dar Mlodziezy
m/v Horyzont II

Table 84 Educational facilities at Polish secondary schools
Institution

Laboratories

Simulators

Training ships

Complex of Marine Schools (Szczecin)

-UNITEST – CBT Marine
Training Software -engine
laboratory -PC based
electronic Navi-Chart
computer lab

-Virtual Engine Room is a
PC-based full mission
engine room simulator
and console with a two
screen support Navigation simulator

At present the sea
trainings take place PŻBs
ferries.

Training
place
Main buildings
labs, engine
simulator at
schools
workshops.

Table 85 Educational facilities at Polish training centers.
Institution

Laboratories

Simulators

The Gdynia Maritime School

Electic/electronic , HAZMAT,
FFighting , nav.

Training Centre For Marine Officers
(Szczecin)

GMDSS laboratory Loading
instrument laboratory
Laboratory of electrical
machines Computer
laboratory Tribology and
Mechanics of Damages
Laboratory

RESCUE TRAINING CENTER MARITIME
UNIVERSITY OF SZCZECIN

Medical Lab.,

ful mission bridge
simulator , ful mission
eng/room simulator ,
ECDIS,LCHS,GMDSS,HUET,
GMDSS simulator
ARPA/Radar simulator PCbased Ship Manoeuvring
Simulation (SMART) Ship
Manoeuvring Simulator
Ship Handling Simulator
ECDIS Simulator VTS
Simulator
Gravity Rescue Boat, Freefall Life Boat, Fast Rescue
Boat, Fire Fighting and
smoke Chamber,
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Training ships

Training
place
Ffighting
helicopter
facilities
Marine dieasel engine unit
with electrical generator
Marine fuel and lubricating
oil purifiers operating
system

m/v Nawigator XXI - 1200
GRT
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20 000 sq. m
by Odra river
with own
embankment
and quay
Building with
4 classrooms
and med.lab.,
5 staff rooms
atc.

Table 86 Educational facilities at Baltic Fishing Fleet State Academy

RU

Institution

Laboratories

Simulators

Training ships

Training place

Baltic Fishing Fleet State Academy

navigation technical equipment

Fishing

Training Barque Kruzenshtern

Navigational astronomy

fishery hydroacoustics

radar navigator

navigation

automating of navigation

ship control

navigating
hydrometeorology

model and design of vessel

navigational simulator

handling equipment
combustion engine
hydraulics, marine auxiliaries
marine boiler
marine rotodynamic machine
compressor of refrigeration system
air-conditioning

Table 87 Educational facilities at Swedish maritime academies

Institution

S

Chalmers University of
Technology

Laboratories

Engine lab

Simulators

Training ships

Training place

ECDIS-simulator

Training ships are chartered
when needed.

Maritime Safety Center Facility for training of lifeboat
launching, mobs and rafts.
Training of helicopter winching.

Radio Simulator - Complete
GMDSS simulator.
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Medical Training Facility
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Cargo Handling Simulator
Cargo and ballast operation

Language Facility Training

Bridge Simulator - Full mission
simulator. Two complete
bridges and control rooms and
a lecture facility.

Fire fighting exercise area owned and manned by the Fire
Brigade of Göteborg

Navigation Simulator
Engine Room Simulator

S

Kalmar Maritime Academy

Elteknik och elektronik*
internet

DP simulator

Hydraulik och pneumatik

GMDSS simulator

Kylteknik

Engine Room Simulator

Maskinteknik
Nautisk instrumentteknik
och meteorologi
Reglerteknik och
automation

Cargo handling simulator

Training vessel MS Calmare
Nyckel

Ship handling simulator

Transportteknik
Underhållsteknik

Table 88 Educational facilities at Swedish upper secondary schools
Institution

Laboratories

Simulators

Training ships

Seafaring Programme, Christopher
Polhemgymnasiet, Visby

Main Engine, Aux Engines,
Engine systems, Engine
equipment Engineering and
welding workshop Classrooms

PC-based radar simulator

Training ships are
chartered Training
onboard ROPAX-ferries
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Training
place
Fire-fighting
exercise area
Lifesaving
equipment
exercise area
Survival
exercise area
First aid
exercise area

Rönnowska Upper Secondary School
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Appendix III

Questionnaire on
Education
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This survey, Questionnaire on Education (QED) is aimed to map the existing range of
maritime education in the Baltic Sea Region (BSR). The information gathered will be
included in a report on current and future educational needs within the maritime
sector in the BSR and will facilitate launching of Baltic Sea Maritime Trainee
Programme. Thus one section in the questionnaire is meant to investigate the
willingness of possible participation of educational institutions in the trainee
programme.
1. Contact information
Full name of the institution in English
Full name of the institution in original language
Name of the contact person
Contact phone number
Contact e-mail address

______________________
___
______________________
___
______________________
___
______________________
___
______________________
___

2. The position of institution according to GIS coordinates
This information will help to construct an EfficienSea maritime education
map.
Latitude
Longitude
Comments?

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

3. Status of the institution.
Please mark the suitable alternative
 State owned
 Private
 Other
4. Does your institution charge tuition fees from students?
Please mark the suitable option/s







No fees are charged from students
Application Fee
Tuition Fee
Extra fee for international students
Other fee

Comments
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
efficiensea.org
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5. Type of the institution.
Please mark the suitable alternative









University
Technical University/ University of Applied Sciences
College
Post-secondary school
Secondary school
Training Center
Other ___________

Comments:
________________________________________
6. Quality standards in the institution
1. Name
1. Model
1. Date of implementation
2. Name
2. Model
2.Date of implementation
3. Name
3. Model
3. Date of implementation

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

Structure, staff engaged and facilities in use in maritime education in the
institution.
All following questions refer to units and teaching staff involved in maritime
education in the institution.
7. List of units/faculties/divisions involved in the maritime education and
training activities
Each new unit to be described starts with new number (1,2,3 etc.)
1.Unit/faculty/division
Activity of unit/faculty/division
Number of men (male staff)
Number of women (female staff)
2.Unit/faculty/division
Activity of unit/faculty/division
Number of men (male staff)
Number of women (female staff)
3.Unit/faculty/division
Activity of unit/faculty/division
Number of men (male staff)
Number of women (female staff)
efficiensea.org
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_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
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4.Unit/faculty/division
Activity of unit/faculty/division
Number of men (male staff)
Number of women (female staff)
5.Unit/faculty/division
Activity of unit/faculty/division

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

Number of men (male staff)
Number of women ( female staff)

_________________________
_________________________

6.Unit/faculty/division
Activity of unit/faculty/division
Number of men (male staff)
Number of women (female staff)
7.Unit/faculty/division
Activity of unit/faculty/division
Number of men (male staff)
Number of women (female staff)
8.Unit/faculty/division
Activity of unit/faculty/division
Number of men (male staff)
Number of women (female staff)
9.Unit/faculty/division
Activity of unit/faculty/division
Number of men (male staff)
Number of women (female staff)
10.Unit/faculty/division
Activity of unit/faculty/division

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

Number of men (male staff)
Number of women (female staff)

_________________________
_________________________

11.Unit/faculty/division

_________________________

Activity of unit/faculty/division

_________________________

Number of men (male staff)

_________________________

Number of women (female staff)

_________________________

12.Unit/faculty/division

_________________________

Activity of unit/faculty/division

_________________________

Number of men (male staff)

_________________________

Number of women (female staff)

_________________________

13.Unit/faculty/division

_________________________

Activity of unit/faculty/division

_________________________

Number of men (male staff)

_________________________
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Number of women (female staff)

_________________________

14.Unit/faculty/division

_________________________

Activity of unit/faculty/division

_________________________

Number of men (male staff)

_________________________

Number of women (female staff)

_________________________

15.Unit/faculty/division

_________________________

Activity of unit/faculty/division

_________________________

Number of men (male staff)

_________________________

Number of women (female staff)

_________________________

8. Number of teaching staff involved in the maritime education and training
activities at the institution, academic year 2008-2009
Men
Women

__________
__________

9. Number of teaching staff involved in the maritime education and training
activities at the institution, academic year 2007-2008
Men
Women

__________
__________

Structure, staff engaged and facilities in use in maritime education in the
institution.
10. Total number of professors (including assistant professors and
associate professors) involved in the maritime educational and training
activities, academic year 2008-2009
Men
Women

__________
__________

11. Total number of professors (including assistant professors and
associate professors) involved in the maritime educational and training
activities, academic year 2007-2008
Men
Women
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12. Total number of PhD involved in the maritime educational and training
activities, academic year 2008-2009
Men
__________
Women
__________

13. Total number of PhD involved in the maritime educational and training
activities, academic year 2007-2008
Men
__________
Women
__________

14. Total number of adjunct instructors/lecturers involved in the maritime
educational and training activities, academic year 2008-2009
Men
Women

__________
__________

15. Total number of adjunct instructors/lecturers involved in the maritime
educational and training activities, academic year 2007-2008
Men
Women

__________
__________

16. Total number of Master Mariners/ Chief Engineers involved in the
maritime educational and training activities, academic year 2008-2009
Men
Women

__________
__________

17. Total number of Master Mariners/ Chief Engineers involved in the
maritime educational and training activities, academic year 2007-2008
Men
Women

__________
__________

18. Educational facilities at disposal of the institution
Laboratory/ies - Please specify
Simulator/s - Please specify
Training ship/s - Please specify
Training place -Please specify
Other -Please specify
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19. Total number of students enrolled in the institution , academic year
2008-2009
Men
Women

__________
__________

Maritime programmes/courses in academic year 2008 -2009
Please fill in the information on maritime programmes and/or courses that are given
in academic year 2008-2009.
"Study" here is a general term for programme or course.
There is space for 20 different studies to be described. If you finish just continue
clicking "Next" until the next section of the questionnaire

20. Information about studies
Name of study

______________
___________
Is the study a programme or a course?
______________
___________
Is the study available in English: yes/no
______________
___________
Duration of the study (months)
______________
___________
ECTS credits of the study (leave the field empty if not applicable) ______________
___________
How many months of sea-going practice is included in the study? ______________
Leave empty if not applicable.
___________
Level of study: Master degree, Bachelor degree, School, Vocational ______________
training
___________
STCW regulation:
______________
___________
Number of students enrolled to the study in academic year 2008- ______________
2009
___________

45. Would you like to list more maritime programmes/courses given at
your institution?

 Yes, there are more courses/programmes to be described
 No, all maritime courses/programmes have been described

46. Percent of students who dropped the courses or resigned their studies,
academic year 2007-2008
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Men
Women
The national average (%)

__________
__________
__________

47. Percent of students who dropped the courses or resigned their studies,
academic year 2006-2007
Men
Women
The national average (%)

__________
__________
__________

48. Percent of students who dropped the courses or resigned their studies,
academic year 2005-2006
Men
Women
The national average (%)

__________
__________
__________

49. Percent of students who dropped the courses or resigned their studies,
academic year 2004-2005
Men
__________
Women
__________
The national average (%)
__________

Baltic Sea Maritime Trainee Program (BSMTP) is going to be created in
order to attract the most competent and promising candidates to the
maritime sector using regional networking. Beside the practical experience,
the BSMTP will also contain academic courses for trainees.
50. Has your institution participated in any trainee programme before?
What is a trainee program?
A trainee program is usually targeting young professionals, with a college or
university degree and none to a few years working experience. The program usually
includes rotation within the company and guarantees full time employment in a
junior management position decided at the end of the program. Depending on the
programme, there can be also a study part in the programme consisting of courses
for trainees
Yes, in national trainee programme - please write programme
name/s
Yes, in international trainee programme - please write
programme name/s
No

_________________
________
_________________
________
_________________
________
51. Is your institution going to participate in the trainee programme in the
nearest future (ca 3 years)?
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Yes, in national programme
Yes, in international trainee programme
No

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

52. Would your institution be interested in participating in the Baltic Sea
Maritime Trainee Programme by offering courses for the trainees?
 Yes
 Maybe
 No
53. What could be the possible contribution of your institution to the Baltic
Sea Maritime Trainee Program (BSMTP)? Mark one or more suitable options.

 Students of our institution would be encouraged to take part in BSMTP
 We offer courses in maritime field in English that could fit the BSMTP´s
curriculum
 We offer courses in maritime field at Master level in English
 We do not offer courses in maritime field in English at the moment but we have







resources to relatively quickly adapt/upgrade the courses to international level if
necessary
We offer distance learning courses in maritime field in English now
We do not offer distance learning courses in maritime field in English now but
we have resources to relatively quickly adapt/upgrade the course/courses to
distance courses
Our teaching staff could be possibly hired temporarily to give a course at
another university abroad within BSMPT
Teaching staff from other institutions within the BSMTP could use our resources
(classrooms, training center, laboratories, simulators etc) to give lectures, study
visits etc within BSMTP
Other , Comment ___________
We are not interested in participation in BSMTP

Any comments?
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
54. This was the last question in the survey.
Is there anything that you would like to add, comment?
________________________________________
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Appendix IV

Maritime Competence
Questionnaire on Recruitment Needs
EfficienSea project, approved by the EU Baltic Sea Region Programme, aims to promote sustainable
use of the Baltic Sea with participation of 16 partners from Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Norway, Poland
and Sweden. One of the main goals of the EfficienSea project is to raise the profile of the maritime
sector as a career track for both men and women and to improve awareness for different career
opportunities within it. Raising the supply of competences will ultimately enhance development,
safety, and environmental sustainability of maritime operations.
This survey is aimed to map recruitment needs in the Baltic Sea Region (BSR). Simultaneously a
mapping of current range of maritime education in the region is being conducted. The data gathered
from mapping will be analysed in order to identify possible gaps between the current employment
needs and the supply of educated labor force with required skills and know-how in the region.
Last part of the survey concerns an international trainee programme that is being created within
EfficienSea project in order to attract the most competent and promising trainees to the maritime
sector using regional networking.
Chalmers University of Technology (Sweden) is responsible for gathering the information and all
answers will be treated confidentially. The questionnaires are numbered to ensure that the same
respondent is not double-counted and to facilitate contact for follow-up questions if necessary.
Your contribution is highly appreciated!

At your request:
- your organisation can receive a final report including an overview of maritime branch in the Baltic
Sea Region (BSR) and an overview of maritime competences considered necessary now and in the
nearest future in BSR
- your organisation can receive more information about Baltic Sea Maritime Trainee Programme
- your organisation can be included in the participants list in the report

Please return the completed questionnaire to magda.w.bien@chalmers.se
For more information please contact:
Magda Wilewska-Bien
e-mail: magda.w.bien@chalmers.se
Phone: +46 (031) 772 26 12
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Welcome to questionnaire on recruitment needs

Please begin to fill the questionnaire here:
(use the grey fields)

1. Contact information
Full name of the organisation in original
language
Full name of the organisation in
English, if available
Name of the contact person
Contact e-mail address

2. Geographical area of activity/activities






national
Baltic Sea Region
international, please specify
global

Comments?
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3. Please identify your organisation within maritime sector.
Please choose one or more options.
ORGANISATION
MANUFACTURING

TRANSPORT

RESOURCES

SERVICE AND OTHER
OPERATIONS

LEISURE AND TOURISM

PUBLIC SECTOR

RESEARCH

ACTIVITY
Boatbuilding and repair
Marine and nonmarine suppliers
Marine and offshore equipment
Ship building, repair, conversion
Inland Navigation
Ports and Terminals
Shipping
Fish processing
Fisheries and Aquaculture
Oil, gas and renewables
Brokers and Agents
Bunkering
Classification
Dredging
Financing
Insurance
Pilotage
Specialised Media
Cruising
Littoral Activities
Yachting and Marinas
Education and Training
Governance
Hydrographic Officers
Navies, Coast Guards and SAR services
NGO's
Trade Unions and associations
Consultancy
Oceanography and Oceanology Institutes
Towing tanks
Universities

Other?
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4. What products or/and services does your organisation offer?
Products/Services

5. To obtain clearer view of the national maritime sector, could you please list
other organisations in your country that are active in the same branch as
yours? For example your cooperation partners or organisations of similar maritime
profile.
Other organisations of
similar profile:

6. This question is not compulsory however the respondents are kindly asked
to
fill in this information if available.
Annual turnover* of your
organisation:
* the gross amount of income received by the business over one year period

7. Total number of personnel at your organisation
Sea-going personnel:

Personnel working on land:
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8. What competences, skills and knowledge do you think would be in particular
needed now and within 5 to 10 years in your branch?
Now:
Within nearest 5-10 years:

9. Within EfficienSea an international trainee programme (Baltic Sea
Maritime Trainee Program) is being created in order to attract the most
competent and promising trainees to the maritime sector using regional
networking. The programme will contain both the practical experience
part and academic courses for trainees. Trainee programme is aimed to be
adapted to company needs and trainee background.
Would your organisation be interested in receiving more information?
Yes
No

10.The individual detailed information provided in the questionnaire is not
going to be published. However the respondents may be, if preferred,
included in the participants list in the summary report.
Would you like your organization to be listed in the participants list?
Yes
No

Thank you for your input.
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Appendix V Recruitment needs
Table 89 Recruitment needs within Manufacturing/Ship building, repair, and conversion
Country/No
of
employees
Denmark/ca
100

Norway/ ca
400

Current need for:
sea-going
land based
personnel
personnel
none
None (staff number cut
by 10% due to global
financial crisis). It is
expected that within
the next few years to
reoccupy these posts
and reach the same
number of employees
as before the global
financial crisis. The
categories are
blacksmith, carpenter,
pipe fitter, electrician
etc.
2-3 mechanical
none
engineers, 2-3 project
managers and
operators

Norway/ca 90
none

30-40 people; ca. 30
within manufacturing
(skilled steel workers,
welders, plumbers and
mechanics) ca 5
foremen and ca 5
engineers (machine,
construction,
automation
mechanical engineers,
technical support
engineers, automation
engineers; service
project engineer, and
the application
engineer

Future*
sea going
personnel
none

need for:
land based
personnel
Difficult to predict.
No plans for new
recruitments.

Employs recent
graduates?
Yes. Apprentices to
the posts of
shipbuilders and
blacksmiths.

none

the increased need
for automation/IT
skills in all levels of
the organisation

yes

none

Should increase
(depends on
orders)

yes

Norway/ca
450

none

none

Poland/ca100

none

none

none

Sweden/ca
100

none

1-2 persons with
technical (electricmechanical) skills

none

An increasing need
for personnel
within
management,
economics,
manufacturing,
engineering at
Bachelor, Master
and PhD level
within mechanical,
automation,
hydraulics,
electrical and
hydrodynamics
5-10 persons to
replace retiring
workers
4-6 with technical
(electricmechanical) skills

yes

yes

Not as a first choice

* Within 5-10 years
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Table 90 Recruitment needs within Manufacturing/Boat building and repair. Results from
the questionnaires
Country/No
of
employees
Estonia /ca 11

Current need for:
sea-going
land based
personnel
personnel
Possibly 1-2
2 small craft engineers
persons with
(with professional
skipper‟s
higher education) At
license
the moment -not
possible to educate
people on this field in
Estonia

Finland /ca 10

Certificated small boat builders and
carpenters in 2 years

Finland /ca
340

n/a

1 – 2 persons per year
due to low conjuncture
(know how in
hydraulics, engines,
heating and ventilation
equipment and
systems )

Future* need for:
sea going
land based
personnel
personnel
An increased
A personnel
need i: from 2-3
increase to 30-40
to 3-4 persons.
persons. (30
persons with
vocational
education and 10
engineers and
industrial
engineers with
higher
professional
education)
Cannot predict

Employs recent
graduates?

n/a

Normally yes but
not currently (lay
off situation)

5 – 10 persons in
all groups working
in the production

yes

Not as a first choice

* Within 5-10 years
Table 91 Recruitment needs within Transport/Shipping. Results from the interviews.
Country/No
of
employees
Estonia/ca X

Current
sea-going
personnel
none

need for:
land based
personnel
none

Future* need for:
sea going
land based
personnel
personnel
It is difficult to
expect, but the
It is difficult to
needs may
expect, but the
increase.
needs may
increase.

Employs recent
graduates?

Denmark/ca
300

only a
replacement
after natural
termination (ca
5 people
annually)
personnel for
tankers

none

no long- term plan
for recruiting

no long- term plan
for recruiting

only to sea-going
posts

5 – 10 persons

technical
inspectors
(superintendents)

yes

at the moment
recruitment
due to
retirement
(more need in
the engine
room)
5 – 8 deck
officers and

n/a

they might change
according to new
buildings, and
retirement

n/a

yes

n/a

up to 50 – 60
persons due to

n/a

Yes (personnel for
the machine room,

Finland/ ca
170

Finland/ca
120

Finland/ca
350
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electricians
having the
highest
possible
certificates
Norway/470
ca

Norway/670

Sweden/ca
1600

retirement (
machine engineers,
supervisors for
work, repairmen)

2 navigators

none

ca 50 persons
(ship masters,
navigation
officers, chiefs
/ engine
operators,
sailors and
catering crew)
200
persons/year

none

20 persons/year

Up to 100 new
employees:
navigators, marine
engineers and
sailors
180-200 new
employees:
shipmasters,
navigation officers,
subsea operators,
Chiefs / engine
operators, sailors,
catering crew
Will not increase.
The company only
replaces personnel
that quit or retire.

trainees from
vocational schools)

reduction of 32
land based
positions

Yes, as trainees and
cadets

5-10 new
employees having
ship operations
skills, technical
skills and other

Will not increase.
The company only
replaces personnel
that quit or retire.

Yes, apprentices
and cadets

Only if necessary

* Within 5-10 years
Table 92 Recruitment needs within Transport/Inland navigation. Results from the
interviews
Country/No
of
employees
Finland/ ca 16

Current
sea-going
personnel
skippers and
service
personnel

need for:
land based
personnel
n/a

Future* need for:
sea going
land based
personnel
personnel
will not change
n/a

Employs recent
graduates?

Sweden /ca
120 members

Difficult to
estimate due
to lack of fresh
and exact data.
Anyhow a
current
recruitment
need for
masters may
be due to the
occurring
generation
shift.

land-based
personnel
represents a
insignificant
group in the
branch (small
companies)

It is hard to
estimate the exact
number. The
recruitment need
for masters may
stay at the existing
level (probably ca
20% of the
personnel per year
would be replaced
due to generation
shift).

Yes

yes

Hard to estimate.
Anyhow there is no
indication now that
it might be
problematic to
recruit land-based
personnel.

Table 93 Recruitment needs within Transport/Ports and terminals. Results from the
interviews
Country/No
of
employees
Estonia/ca 35

Current
sea-going
personnel
none
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Future* need for:
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personnel
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Now there are
none
some different
development
directions under
consideration and 2
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Employs recent
graduates?
Yes if there is
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Finland/ ca
180

none

Finland/ ca 18

n/a

Finland/ ca
800
employees in
member
companies

personnel with
the sea-going
background.
At the moment
at the ports
there are port
directors who
have technical
or commercial
background
and they work
in cooperation
with the port
captains who
have sea-going
background.

Poland/ca 300

none

Sweden/ca 65

none

manpower input in
amount of max 10
persons during next
5 years.
know-how in
chemicals, how to
handle with
different liquids and
chemicals at liquid
port terminals

none

Not possible to
recruit (ICT
specialist is
needed)

2 positions
(investments), 1
position with
energy
qualifications
1 person
(stevedore
position)

n/a

sea-going
personnel who has
competencies in
marketing and
commercial matters
is an attractive
alternative. The
ports are changing
to incorporated
companies. In the
future at these
companies
knowhow and
knowledge in
marketing,
communication,
interdisciplinarity is
needed. This would
be a new
educational
direction.
The same,
according to natural
leaving.

4

personnel with
know-how in
marketing and
selling

Yes, especially
former trainees or
summer workers

it depends on
environmental
legislation and how
the new
regulations may
change the
recruitment needs,
also the future
qualification
system might
cause recruitment
needs.
After 5 – 10 years
the ports might
recruite 10 – 20
persons as traffic
managers and
safety managers.

no

Rather not

The same,
according to
natural leaving.

no

10-15

no

* Within 5-10 years
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Table 94 Recruitment needs within Resources/ Oil, gas and renewables
Country/No
of
employees

Current need for:
sea-going
land based
personnel
personnel

sea going
personnel

Future* need for:
land based
personnel

Employs recent
graduates?

Sweden /
ca 30

none

20 people at
headquarters and
about 50 people
in production.

maybe

200-300

yes

Sweden/ca 15

none

1-3

May increase.
Depend on the
development on the
market.

Depends on the
development on
the market.

no

* Within 5-10 years
Table 95 Recruitment needs within Resources/ Fish processing, Fisheries and aquaculture.
Results from the interviews.
Country/No
of
employees
Denmark/ca
10 (Fisheries
and
aquaculture)
Estonia(ca
100 (Fisheries
and
aquaculture)

Finland/ ca 65
(Fisheries and
aquaculture)

Norway/ca 90
(fish
processing)

Current
sea-going
personnel
1 marine
officer - a
surveyor

need for:
land based
personnel
none

need to recruit
for almost for
all positions
due to
retirement:
sea-going
personnel,
trawl masters,
processing
masters,
engineers, and
chief mates
and flag
masters.

Land based
demand is
minimal: 2-3
persons
maximum;
basically we need
some experienced
engineers who
can support our
vessels in
maintenance and
repairs (back
office)

-

5 persons per
year

none

a stock manager
position

Future* need for:
sea going
land based
personnel
personnel
Only replacement
Only replacement
of vacancies due to
of vacancies due to
natural termination. natural
termination.
Within 5 years we
2-3
need at least 20
persons and within
10 years 50
persons.

none

Employs recent
graduates?
yes

yes

difficult to say but
no big changes
predicted

yes

an increasing need
primarily of sales
personnel
and
production staff is
expected

no

* Within 5-10 years
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Table 96 Recruitment needs in Service and Other Operations. Results from the interviews.
Country/No
of
employees
Denmark/ca
275

Current
sea-going
personnel
Only
replacement of
vacancies due
to natural
termination.
none

need for:
land based
personnel
Only replacement
of vacancies due
to natural
termination.

Future* need for:
sea going
land based
personnel
personnel
4-7 posts/ year
Only replacement
of vacancies due to
natural
termination.

Employs recent
graduates?

none

No change
expected

No change
expected

no

Finland/ ca
130

-

5
-

Should increase

Yes, as trainees

Finland/ ca
360

The age
structure will
influence on
recruitment
needs

it depends on our
own expectations.
(willing to buy
services outside?
)Outsourcing? The
English language
as piloting
language will
diminish the
incomes. If we buy
services outside it
will mean savings

no

Finland/ ca 40

none

At the moment the
organization has
the monopoly and
the age structure
would be subject to
30 % recruitment
needs. But the
English language as
the piloting
language will
diminish the
recruitment needs.
The competition
situation will
influence on the
recruitment needs a
lot.
-

-

yes

Finland/ ca 15

-

-

the recruitment
needs won‟t
change in the
future, we will
recruit only when a
person is going to
retire or to change
a job.

Rather not

Norway/ca
390

16 pilot
trainees

No change

Somewhat
increased need for
Emergency
Management skills.

no

Poland/ca 300

-

-

-

yes

Sweden/ca 70

-

1 ship broker

May increase

Yes, as trainees

Sweden/ca 72

none

Underwriter

if staff turnover is

for some positions

Estonia/ca17
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1,FD&D Claims 1,
HR Assistent 1

Sweden/ca 5

none

In Sweden, we
will need to
recruit two people
within two years.

at the same level
as today, we
expect about 10
recruitments per
year, of which a
small part is
recruiting to new
positions
Maybe 2-4 persons
with specialisation
in shipping

-

no

* Within 5-10 years
Table 97 Recruitment needs within Leisure and tourism. Results from the interviews
Country/No
of
employees
Denmark/ca
100
Finland/
3100ca

Norway/ca 80

Poland/ca
Sweden/ca
100

Current
sea-going
personnel
none

need for:
land based
personnel
none

At the kitchen /
restaurants:
cooks, chefs,
cold buffet
managers,
waiters /
waitresses.
Qualified
personnel is
also needed in
the engine
room f.eg.
repairmen,
electricians
none

none

none

none

2-4

2-4

sales personnel

Future* need for:
sea going
land based
personnel
personnel
an increase in
tourism expected
Difficult to say
Difficult to say

Employs recent
graduates?

additionally 1-2
Shipmasters, 1-2
Engineers and
Sailors

additionally
1520 persons within
sales,
hotel
management and
chef
-

no

2-4/year
.

no

2-4/year

yes
Yes, in the kitchen
and at the
restaurants

yes

* Within 5-10 years
Table 98 Recruitment needs within Public Sector/Governance. Results from the interviews.
Country/No
of
employees
Denmark/ ca
115

Finland/ ca
730

Current
sea-going
personnel
None

need for:
land based
personnel
None

sea going
personnel
None

(only the
replacement of
vacancies due
to natural
termination)

(only the
replacement of
vacancies due to
natural
termination)

(only the
replacement of
vacancies due to
natural
termination)

(only the
replacement of
vacancies due to
natural termination)

1-3
persons/year
(administrative
and operational
tasks)

0 – 1 person/
year ( technical
tasks)

lifting the
educational level of
sea officers

know-how of the
”intelligent traffic”;
juridical
competence,
business

efficiensea.org
Confidential
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Future* need for:
land based
personnel
None

Employs recent
graduates?
no

yes

Part-financed by
the European
Union

Norway/ca
190

2 shipmasters,
3 navigation
officers, sales
personnel, 2
chiefs / engine
operators, 2
electricians

Norway/ca 30

n/a

Sweden/ca
1100

1-3 annually

2 electricians, 2
builders, 1
manager ( vessel
operations), 1
manager (
enterprise), 1
controller, HR
advisor
1 researcher, 1
finance &
business
developer

Increasing demand
for recruitment due
to demographic
challenges and
potential increase
in activities

50-70 annually

If the fleet grows, it
will increase but
otherwise it stays
the same.

n/a

competence,
knowledge of
purchase
no major changes

Some increase in
number of
employees,
preferable business
developers
We will probably see
a decrease in the
number of personnel
over the coming
years. Recruitment
is limited to
replacements due to
poor finances.

Occasionally for
trainee positions

yes

no

* Within 5-10 years
Table 99 Recruitment needs in Research. Results from the interviews.
Country/No
of
employees
Estonia/ca
115
Denmark/ca
25

Current
sea-going
personnel
0

need for:
land based
personnel
7

no

n/a

our problem is a
very ”thin
organisation”, we
will soon need
more personnel
instead of those
who are going to
retire

no

none

Within the
environmental part
of the centre: 5-10
people. Within the
tourism &
accommodation
part of the centre:
2-4 people.

yes

Pessimistic
scenario: 0 crew
members; 3 survey
team members

Pessimistic
scenario: 2
analysts/data
processing team

Norway/ca 10

none

3-4 Marine
Environment
Researchers at
PhD level:
biology,
physiology,
renewable
energy. 1-2
Staff within
tourism &
accommodation
business. 1-2
Staff - holiday
assistance
1-2 analysts; 1
geologist; 1
geophysicist

Confidential

yes

no long term plans

none

efficiensea.org

Employs recent
graduates?

Some natural
terminations over
the next 5-10 years
are expected.
Probably 2 posts
per year.

n/a

3 survey team
members

Future* need for:
land based
personnel
10/year

none
3 persons due
to natural
termination

Finland/ ca
400

Poland/ca X

sea going
personnel
7/year

143

yes

Part-financed by
the European
Union

Optimistic scenario:
5-10 crew members
(at least 6 officers,
4 sailors); 3
Hydrographic and
geophisics survey
team members; 6
engineers

Sweden/ca 90

n/a

4-6 persons
(naval architects,
a nautically
educated and
experienced
person to work
with simulations,
risk analyses,
maritime
transport and
safety analyses.
Also an industrial
photographer and
measurement
technician)

n/a

members; 2
scientists (1
geologist; 1
mathematician)
Optimistic
scenario: 6
analysts/data
processing team
members; 6
scientists (1
geologist; 1
mathematician, 24 analysts
experienced in
mathematical
modeling,
Geophisical and
hydrographical
survey)
5-10 persons

yes

* Within 5-10 years
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